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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report was prepared on behalf of the Warren and Washington Industrial Development Agency 

(WWIDA), a public benefit corporation organized under the laws of the State of New York. The WWIDA 

sought to understand the existing conditions of the Canalside Energy Park, located within the Town 

and Village of Fort Edward. An 80-acre portion of the approximately 110-acre park was leased to and 

developed by General Electric to process contaminated sediment from the Hudson River. The site was 

fully remediated and is ready for active use, but its onsite infrastructure required a thorough 

assessment to determine if it could support new users. Additionally, the WWIDA needed to identify 

industries that are appropriate for the site’s location and local workforce and to understand the 

regional marketplace for industrial use spaces and how this site can compete and contribute to the 

Town of Fort Edward, and the Villages of Fort Edward and Hudson Falls, the Town of Kingsbury, 

Queensbury, and City of Glens Falls. 

 

Weston & Sampson reviewed historical documents, reports, and studies conducted for the site. A 

feasibility analysis was conducted to estimate the market potential of the site both locally and 

regionally, evaluate the feasibility of a regional composting facility, and provide conceptual site plans 

to support a larger vision. A public outreach session was also held to get feedback from local 

residents that would potentially be impacted or benefit from development of this site. The intent of this 

analysis is to provide the WWIDA a full understanding of the economic context for site development, a 

vision and implementation plan that outlines the steps required for build-out, and the needed 

resources and funding to achieve this vision. 

 

This report includes the following components: 

• Project background and site overview 

• Analysis of existing infrastructure 

• Demographics and Economic Considerations 

• Site Opportunity analysis 

• Recommended future actions to support development of the site  

 

Project Background and Site Overview 

In response to the 2002 Record of Decision with respect to General Electric and PCB contamination in 

the Hudson River, the US EPA selected the then named "Energy Park" in 2004 as the site designated 

to develop a facility to dewater the solids dredged from the Hudson River. The "Energy Park," located 

on the eastern side of the Village of Fort Edward along the Champlain Canal, originally consisted of 

approximately 110 undeveloped acres within a larger 410-acre industrial park owned by WCC, Inc. 

Approximately 80 acres (two parcels) of the "Energy Park" were leased to GE for dredging operations, 

and this area became commonly referred to as the "Dewatering Facility." The facility was completed, 

and dredging operations commenced in 2009 and continued through 2015. Demobilization of the 

facility began in 2016 and was completed with EPA approval in 2019. Subsequent to demobilization, a 

total of 80 partially developed acres in both public and private ownership remains. Additionally, 

approximately 330 acres in adjoining parcels in private ownership offer the potential to be incorporated 

into the park creating a regionally significant industrial park. There are also adjoining parcels owned by 

the NYS Canal Corp that may be integrated into this project.  
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Site and Infrastructure 

The scope of this report includes the 80-acre former dewatering site owned by the Fort Edward Local 

Property Development Corp. as well as the adjacent 330+/- acres to the north owned by WCC LLC 

which taken together forms the 410-acre Canalside Energy Park.  The 80-acre piece had been fully 

developed for the dewatering project and is largely paved with three remaining buildings, stormwater 

basins, canal access, and a rail spur. The 330-acre piece is largely undeveloped consisting of woods, 

brush and grass, filled areas, and wetlands.  To the east and west of the site are existing industrial 

businesses and a golf course on the other side of the canal. Residential neighborhoods flank the 

southwestern edge of the site, and much of the remainder is vacant or agricultural land. Corn is grown 

on much of the acreage of the agricultural land. To the west of the site beyond the rail lines is the 

Feeder Canal Trail, a scenic recreational path along Towpath Lane.   

 

As part of this feasibility study, the existing infrastructure within the vicinity of the site was evaluated to 

determine the potential for industrial development on the site. In general, the existing site infrastructure 

was developed to serve the specific needs of the dewatering site. The water supply was constructed 

to meet the needs of a private industrial site, the sanitary system utilized a series of holding tanks, and 

the electrical service was constructed with its own substation to serve a single metered user, and  

cannot easily be sub-metered to accommodate other users. Natural gas was not brought in to the site,  

and primary transportation access is via  a  single point of access from the north via Lock 8 Way, with 

a second gated emergency access point on East Street. There is potential for the East Street gate to 

be opened for car traffic. Our investigation revealed that all the necessary utilities and infrastructure to 

bring the site up to the standards of a fully functioning and robust municipal industrial park are 

available nearby and can readily be extended to serve the site in whatever configuration the future 

ownership dictates. This includes water, sewer, gas, electrical and transportation systems.  

 

Environmental and archaeological resources were noted at the site, and outreach to permitting entities 

is recommended. An assessment-level field study of the adjoining 330 acre parcel revealed that 

approximately 75% of that parcel should be considered to be federal wetlands, subject to regulation 

under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, and another small fraction of that parcel has been filled by a 

neighboring industry which may further limit the placement of roads and foundations. Furthermore, the 

site forms part of the habitat for migratory birds and at least one species of bat. Legislation that 

protects migratory birds is currently in flux; nonetheless, design considerations that support habitat 

can and should be integrated within Industrial Park design. Sites with cultural, historical, and 

archaeological significance are also present on the site, and additional conversations with relevant 

authorities will illuminate any requirements for documentation and/or further investigation that may be 

warranted. 

 

Demographics and Economic Considerations 

The consulting team examined the historic and current trends for population, incomes, education, 

commuting, and other data points. This research establishes that the population of Warren and 

Washington Counties is decreasing, with older residents remaining in the area while younger workers 

appear to be leaving. This trend presents challenges in building a workforce for the future, and 

businesses that are currently established in the area may find difficulty replacing retiring workers. 

Many factors may contribute to this trend, but it appears that wages in the Capital Region are higher 

for young workers, and career opportunities are more diverse and plentiful. Furthermore, workers in 

Warren and Washington County are also becoming more college-educated, but higher-level wages 

are still earned by mostly White and Asian workers. Because the area is becoming more diverse (the 
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non-White population grew by 23% in the last decade), special attention should be given to cultivating 

job training, re-skilling, and ensuring that educational and apprenticeship opportunities extend to all 

residents. 

 

Currently, the Warren-Washington Region employs approximately 56,000 workers, with Government, 

Health Care, Retail Trade, Manufacturing, and Accommodation/Food Service representing the largest 

source of employment (approximately 30,000 people or 54 percent of all employment in the two 

counties).  The consulting team assessed hard skills in the region (i.e. what workers know), and found 

that while the top hard skills align more closely with prevailing industry sectors like Healthcare and 

Social Assistance and Food Services and Accommodations, it is the skills for jobs in manufacturing, 

production, transportation and logistics, green energy production, and professional and technical 

services that will more closely align with the future of the local region and the larger Capital Region. 

With a shrinking population and an aging workforce, the strategy for the region should include 

employee attraction, but another critical component is boosting the skills of those coming through the 

educational pipeline within the region and showing them potential pathways for immediate 

employment. Partnerships with schools, universities, and non-profits will be critical to developing clear 

pathways from school to work, and sites such as the Industrial Park could incubate young workers as 

well as businesses. 

 

Based on the demographic, economic, and locational analyses, four broad industry types offer the 

best strategic direction for the Site: renewable energy and waste processing, food 

production/processing (including cannabis), manufacturing of organic material, renewable energy 

components, and medical waste devices, and transfer/storage. Each of these industry types offers the 

possibility for co-location of several complementary businesses and can include both small start-ups 

as well as more established companies. To assist the WWIDA in comparing industry opportunities with 

one another based on their time horizon, utilization of existing transport networks, infrastructure 

upgrade needs, revenue, and community benefits, the consulting team created an Opportunity Matrix, 

a tool to support decision-making. Furthermore, the consulting team provided a conceptual scheme 

that illustrates possible buildable areas on the site, as well as possible configurations for individual 

building sites. The Implementation Strategy at the conclusion of this report offers recommended 

actions to upgrade or add infrastructure, as well as measures to build the scaffolding for a much-

needed collaborative workforce development effort. Also recommended is the creation of a strategic 

marketing plan directed towards the industries described in this report that can foster conversation 

and connections with business representatives. Furthermore, because the Site spans multiple 

jurisdictions, it is recommended the communities work together to create a unified plan and regulatory 

scheme for the site and consider a collaborative approach to economic development. 

 

Site Opportunities 

It is definitely seen as a positive that this site has multi-modal transportation options available to it – 

truck, railroad, and canal (seasonally). Rail is already successfully utilized in the transportation of bulk 

agricultural products; this model needs to be leveraged into other opportunities. The canal can be 

utilized as a green alternative to other forms of transportation, drawing upon the available storage 

space on the site to allow for off-season manufacturing and storage, followed by on-season shipment.  
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Recommended Future Actions 

The implementation strategy that follows in Section 4.8 of this report is a matrix of items that are 

recommended to be undertaken to further the development of the WWIDA Canalside Energy Park. We 

have chosen to highlight some of the important items below.  

 

General: The process of interacting with potential developers need to be streamlined and 

concentrated into a single entity or point of contact. This includes creation of a single jurisdiction 

zoning district that can supersede individual village/town(s) jurisdictions.  

 

Infrastructure:  

 

• Water: improve the existing water system to bring into compliance at an estimated cost range of 

$2,700,000 - $3,150,000. The Village may have plans for water line improvements on East Street 

and there could be an opportunity for the Village and site owner to jointly work together to reduce 

costs.  

• Sanitary Sewer: Construct a compliant sanitary sewage system which connects into the existing 

system at an estimated cost range of $900,000 – $1,870,000, or for smaller scale needs construct  

on-site sanitary sewer disposal systems at an estimated cost of $385,000. The Washington 

County Sewer District may also have plans for sanitary sewer line improvements on East Street. It 

may be beneficial for the Washington County Sewer District and site owner to partner on this work 

to reduce costs.  

• Transportation: Remove and reconstruct a new bridge on the access road at an estimated cost of 

$2.2 million.  

• Transportation: If warranted, construct a new second access to the site on the East Street side 

connection to Baldwin Avenue at an estimated cost of $2.15 million.  

 

Land Use:  

 

Undertake a full wetland delineation and obtain a jurisdictional determination from the Corps of 

Engineers to pin down developable acreage. Part of this effort will need to include mapping of the 

wetlands. 

 

The Warren-Washington Industrial Development Agency would like to thank the USDA and National 

Grid for the funding that made this feasibility study possible.  
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1.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND 

1.1 Introduction & Site Overview 

 

Weston & Sampson PE, LS, LA, PC (Weston & Sampson), on behalf of the Warren and Washington 

Industrial Development Agency (WWIDA), has prepared this summary report for an 80-acre vacant 

industrial property located on Lock 8 Way, in Fort Edward, New York. Adjacent properties included in 

this report are the 330-acre WCC, LLC property and the access road (16 +/- acres) owned by the 

WWIDA. The Site Location map can be found in Appendix A of this report. 

Site Ownership and Location 

Lock 8 Way—Fort Edward, New York 

Latitude (North): 43.276871 - 43˚ 16’ 36.73’’ 

Longitude (West): 73.569322 - 73˚ 34’ 9.56’’ 

Universal Transverse Mercator: Zone 18 

UTM X (Meters): 383912 mE 

UTM Y (Meters): 4792555 mN 

Elevation: ±130 ft. above sea level 

Site Owner: Fort Edward Local Property Development Corp.   

Site Occupants: None 

County: Washington 

Parcel ID: 163.15-1-4, 163.-2-20.1 

Size: 80 acres 

Purpose 

The intent of this report is to outline the current status of the Site regarding utility, infrastructure, 

environmental, and zoning. This information will help to guide options for future use.   

Current Use of Property 

The Site is currently owned by the Fort Edward Local Property Development Corp., which acquired the 

property after the Site was used as the Sediment Processing Facility. The Site is an 80-acre vacant 

industrial property with three (3) remaining buildings, paved areas, stormwater basins, and a rail spur. 

Groundcover for a portion of the Site consists of grass and overgrown wooded areas. The Site is 

serviced by public utilities consisting of water and electricity. The Existing Conditions map can be 

found in Appendix A of this report. 

Current Use of Adjacent Properties 

The Site is bordered by the Champlain Canal to the southeast and railroad to the northwest. Areas 

surrounding the Site are industrial except for a residential area to the south. The Land Use map can be 

found in Appendix A of this report. 

Site History 

Before use as the Sediment Processing Facility, portions of the Site were forested or used as a feed lot 

for livestock. The southern end of the Site was historically used as a topsoil mine. In recent years fill 

has been brought in from Clean Earth (formerly ESMI) to fill in the area within the 330-acre WCC 

portion of the site. During use as the Sediment Processing Facility, the Site was developed with water, 
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and electricity utilities, a rail spur, a wharf along the Canal, several buildings to support processes at 

the Facility, and approximately 34 acres of impervious surface. 

Previous Investigations 

Numerous investigations have previously been performed on the Site. The following list is 

comprehensive of the past investigations and reports: 

• Regional Biosolids Management Evaluation 

• Creighton Manning Lock 8 Way Bridge Replacement Preliminary Engineering Report 

• Industrial Park Overlay Analysis 

• Dewatering Site Adaptive Reuse 

• Northeast Industrial Development and Reuse Strategy 

• Greenman-Pedersen Industrial Access Road Traffic Assessment 

• Sewer Infrastructure Assessment 

• Geotechnical Report 

• SUNY Adirondack Center for Agriculture and Food Education  

• Marine Terminal Study 

• BridgeNY Funding Application 

 

Included in the environmental-related investigations are Phase I Environmental Site Assessments, a 

Phase 2 Restoration Plan, and at least three (3) rounds of sampling. These investigations outline the 

pre-development use of the Site, the Dewatering Facility, and post-use closure activities performed at 

the Site.  
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2.0 EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE 

Weston & Sampson (W&S) was retained by WWIDA to assess the existing conditions of the former 

dewatering site, estimate the market potential of the site both locally and regionally, evaluate the 

feasibility of a regional composting facility, and provide conceptual site plans to support a larger 

vision. As part of this feasibility study, the existing infrastructure within the vicinity of the site was 

evaluated to determine the potential for industrial development on the site. Infrastructure, including 

water, sewer, stormwater, transportation, and culverts, was analyzed to determine the current capacity 

that the existing site can provide for a new industrial user. This analysis will provide a baseline for what 

the current site infrastructure can support and what an industrial user can expect to upgrade to meet 

their demands. Appendix B of this report includes an existing utilities map of the project site.  

The result of our study of the infrastructure revealed one constant theme: that the infrastructure that 

was developed to serve this site was designed to serve ONLY the needs of the dewatering operation, 

and not the needs of a future industrial park. This site was not engineered to any pertinent municipal 

development standards, nor was it engineered to be readily adapted to a future, more public usage 

like an industrial park.  

2.1 Ingress/Egress from the Site 

The site currently has two points of ingress and egress for vehicular access. The main point of ingress 

and egress is located northeast of the site, before the bridge, from Lock 8 Way. Lock 8 Way transitions 

from NY-196 traversing parallel to the Champlain Canal. This road is currently owned by the WWIDA 

and is currently utilized by grain operators who use the rail yard at the site. The entrance to the site is 

gated and locked, restricting public access when there is no activity at the canal or at the site itself for 

public safety. Public access is maintained for those visiting the public areas at Lock 8. This is currently 

the only point of ingress and egress that is utilized at the site. The second point of ingress and egress 

is located to the southeast of the site which transitions from East Street. This point is currently owned 

by the Canal Corp and is not intended for permanent use, however, there is potential utilize this 

entrance to allow car traffic through this gate
1

. Currently, access through this point must be granted by 

the Canal Corp. The Village does not want truck traffic along East Street since it’s not built for heavy 

traffic and concern for effects on buried utility lines. It is also located within a residential neighborhood 

which is another reason why this entrance is not used. A second two lane access road can be 

constructed at this entrance to the site to allow commercial traffic. This road would extend from the 

emergency access entrance to Baldwin Road, following the Champlain Canal through lands owned by 

the Canal Corp and NYSDOT. The estimated cost for the installation of this road is $2.15 million which 

includes, land acquisition, engineering, and other soft costs, along with construction costs, and an 

escalation factor.  

 
1
 While WL Plastics was looking to redevelop an area within the park, Canal Corp was approached about 

allowing car traffic to use the gate near East Street. Canal Corp required greater discussion and evaluation. 

However, discussion was terminated when WL Plastics withdrew from the site. 
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The site also has access via rail and the Champlain Canal. The Champlain Canal is a 60-mile canal 

system that connects the southern end of Lake Champlain and the Hudson River. The project site is 

located adjacent to the Champlain Canal as the canal was used to transport sediment and transfer 

sediment to the site. The site has a bulkhead located on the east side of the site that was used to dock 

barges during transport and transfer. The Champlain Canal is currently used for more recreational 

activities such as leisure boating. The canal is only operational during part of the season as it is 

drained during the winter months and can handle limited commercial traffic. To accommodate 

industrial traffic along the canal, the canal would need to be widened and dredged in order to create 

more space for barge traffic, and some of these improvements may be in the planning stages at the 

Canal Corp. 

The rail system is located to the west side of the site which consists of six separate tracks. The rail 

system at the site is currently being utilized for a grain operation. There is a current agreement in place 

with the SMS Rail Lines of New York which was established in 2017 within the Fort Edward area. The 

rail infrastructure is classified as Class 1 Rail which 3.5 miles of rail spurs and in-motion rail scale has 

been installed and belongs to the owner of the lot and is leased to SMS Rail Lines. This rail 

infrastructure is directly adjacent to Canadian Pacific Railway’s Fort Edward hub. The SMS serves the 

industry in the region and provides on-demand rail car switching with an array of logistical loading and 

unloading services as well as rail car storage. The SMS interchanges with the local Canadian Pacific 

Railway.  

The area’s unique access to NY-196, an active rail line, and the Champlain Canal can provide multi-

modal transportation access which can serve both commercial and industrial businesses.   

2.2 Bridges and Culverts 

An existing bridge lies along Lock 8 Way, which is the main entrance to the site and crosses one of the 

old Champlain feeder canals. The existing structure is a Mabey Truss bridge located at the north end 

of Lock 8 Way in Kingsbury, NY. The existing bridge has one 95.55 ft. span, with two 12 ft. travel lanes, 

each with a 3 ft. shoulder for total roadway width of 30 ft. Concrete barriers bound each shoulder with 

galvanized steel trusses outside for a total out-to-out width of approximately 43’-7”. The bridge bears 

on concrete abutments supported by driven steel H-piles. The bridge was designed for two lanes of 

traffic and HS25-44 loading per AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges, 17
th

 Ed. The 

bridge is classified as “temporary” and has not been properly rated for permanent use.  

A study was conducted by Creighton Manning Engineering, LLP in March of 2021, and it was 

concluded that there weren’t any immediate concerns about the bridge at the time of the inspection. A 

few minor deficiencies were reported including minor leaking, observed corrosion, surface cracking of 

Item Unit Quantity Unit Price Cost

Land Acquisition LS 1  $                  25,000.00  $                       25,000.00 

Clearing & Grubbing LS 1  $                100,000.00  $                     100,000.00 

Grading & Box Out CY 9600  $                         15.00  $                     144,000.00 

Fabric SF 130000  $                           0.25  $                       32,500.00 

Subbase CY 4800  $                         45.00  $                     216,000.00 

Drainage LS 1  $                100,000.00  $                     100,000.00 

Asphalt Pavement TON 5800  $                       120.00  $                     696,000.00 

Construction Contingency (20%)  $                     270,000.00 

Construction Cost  $             1,590,000.00 

Permitting (10%)  $                     160,000.00 

Engineering (15%) 240,000.00$                      

160,000.00$                      

2,150,000.00$             

Escalation (10%)

Access Road Construction Cost Estimate

Total Project Cost
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the concrete foundation and small deflection of the superstructure. It was recommended to replace 

the existing Mabey truss superstructure with a new steel multi-girder superstructure to safely 

accommodate the long-term traffic for the newly developed Energy Park. It is quoted that the total cost 

for this alternative, including material, construction, architectural and engineering design, and 

inspection is approximately $1,132,000. This report can be found in Appendix B of this Report. 

McFarland Johnson prepared an updated cost estimate for the WWIDA for preparation of their 2021 

BridgeNY application. The WWIDA submitted the application asking New York State for $2.2 million to 

support funding for this bridge construction project. This is well above the estimated cost provided by 

Creighton Manning.     

Lock 8 Way is a two-mile-long access road connecting the former GE dewatering site to NY Route 

196. The road consists of one 12-foot lane in both the northbound and southbound directions, except 

for a “neck-down” located at an existing culvert. The existing 48” cast iron concrete-encased culvert 

was installed before the installation of the road. This location constricts to just a single lane to avoid 

conflict with the culvert as it has historical significance. This narrowing to a single lane requires 

vehicles to travel 210 feet within a conflict zone before clearing back to two-lane operations. Based on 

a traffic analysis conducted by GPI in 2016, the following findings of this critical section of the road 

were reported: 

1. The estimated peak-hour design capacity of this road segment ranges from 250 to 465 

vehicles per hour. 

2. The estimated daily design capacity of the road segment is 8,600 vehicles per day. 

3. This road segment could support approximately 250,000 square feet of industrial space 

without exceeding the calculated functional capacity of the critical road segment of the Lock 8 

Way.  

 

If more than 250,000 square feet of industrial space is anticipated for a new industrial user, the 

roadway and culvert would need to be extended to support the functional capacity of the road. This 

would require the construction of a twelve-foot lane and the culvert to be extended past the limits of 

the second lane. The anticipated cost for this is approximately $284,000, the breakdown of this cost 

estimate can be found below. 

 

 

Item Unit Quant i ty Uni t  Price Cost

Land Acquisition LS 1  $                 25,000.00  $                      25,000.00 

Clearing & Grubbing LS 1  $                 10,000.00  $                      10,000.00 

Grading, Box Out & Fill CY 500  $                        45.00  $                      22,500.00 

Fabric SF 2600  $                          0.25  $                           650.00 

Subbase CY 100  $                        45.00  $                        4,500.00 

Culvert Extension LF 20  $                      500.00  $                      10,000.00 

Headwall (Wingwall) LS 1  $                 25,000.00  $                      25,000.00 

Drainage/Restoration LS 1  $                 25,000.00  $                      25,000.00 

Asphalt Pavement TON 350  $                      140.00  $                      49,000.00 

Construction Contingency (20%)  $                      35,000.00 

Construction Cost  $             210,000.00 

Permitting (10%)  $                      21,000.00 

Engineering (15%) 32,000.00$                       

21,000.00$                       

284,000.00$              

Escalation (10%)

Culvert Extension Construction Cost Estimate

Total Project Cost
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2.3 Electric 

The existing site currently has a substation which was built about 10 years ago by General Electric and 

is owned by the current property owner, the WWIDA. The substation is well oversized, by a factor of 4 

or 5, and was built for General Electric’s use. The substation cannot be further sub-metered down the 

line as it was originally constructed for an individual user. The substation was built to commercial 

standards, and not utility-grade standards. A commercial substation can only be utilized by a single 

large user without the user forming a public utility. If the site is serviced by a public utility, such as 

National Grid, multiple users can use the utility. Alternatively, a substation of this size can be sold for 

about $500,000 as confirmed by National Grid. National Grid is the local power distributor for the area 

and has the capabilities of bringing distribution-voltage services to serve any future users at the site. 

National Grid has power on both sides of the site and could easily add these services to serve multiple 

users at the site.  

2.4 Natural Gas 

National Grid confirmed that there is an existing 2” gas main located along Towpath Lane, located to 

west of the railroad. The 2” gas main is able to provide 35 PSI of pressure, which is capable of serving 

most warehouse and manufacturing operations. Other operations such as glass making, metals, 

chemicals, pulp & paper can be gas intensive, so an evaluation would be required to be conducted by 

National Grid to determine if adequate capacity can be provided. If connecting to this gas main, this 

will require a service connection underneath the railroad. It is our opinion that there isn’t an adequate 

supply of gas to support numerous buildings or heavy development at the site.   

2.5 Water 

The existing site contains a system of 4” and 6” diameter water mains and a series of fire hydrants 

(some inoperable) that traverse the site in a dead-end fashion. Some fire hydrants were found to be 

shut off and water lines were previously drained to prevent building damage or freezing of the system. 

While the water system was suitable for a temporary industrial use as a dewatering facility, it does not 

meet the Great Lakes Upper Mississippi River Board Standards for drinking water systems (10 States 

Standards), and therefore it would need to be upgraded to be in compliance with municipal design 

standards. This includes a minimum of 8” diameter water mains, hydrant spacings suitable for 

firefighting, and a looped redundant source of supply or on-site storage to accommodate outages and 

firefighting. In spite of the obvious flaws in the existing system, we can report that the water supply is 

connected to the Village of Fort Edward’s water supply system.  

On April 9th, 2021, W&S had conducted flow testing along East Street to determine the maximum 

capacity of water which can reach the site. Based on our findings it was determined that the maximum 

flow rate along East Street was 800 GPM (1.15 MGD) based on NFPA standards for fire flow. The 

treatment plant on average distributes 400,000-440,000 gallons per day with a maximum of 565,000 

gallons per day. The Village’s water treatment plant has a current capacity of approximately 1.3 MGD 

which includes water storage within the system. The water treatment plant has a water withdrawal limit 

of 1.2 MGD.  

Between the water main connection at East Street and the site, there is a backflow preventer that 

reduces the working pressure at the site by approximately 13 PSI, therefore reducing the amount of 

water reaching the site to 650 GPM. Based on the type of industrial user anticipated to move to the 

site, we recommend that the backflow preventer be removed to increase the capacity reaching the 

site. Based on our analysis of the Village’s existing water system, 635,000 GPD (440 GPM) can be 
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used for the site. The current infrastructure connecting to the site is adequate to get this supply of 

water to the site. A developer who needs to add between 0 MGD and 0.5 MGD above the current 

capacity to the site will be required to implement on-site storage. Water storage tanks range from $1-

$5 per gallon based on the amount of storage needed, for example, a 40,000-gallon water storage 

tank will cost around $200,000 while a 500,000-gallon tank will cost $500,000. This is due to the 

economies of scale as you pay less per gallon of storage for a larger tank. This analysis does not 

account for future growth within the Village which could influence the available capacity of the system. 

The Village is currently looking to pursue replacement of both the water and sewer mains along East 

Street. This project can be grouped with a series of infrastructure improvements along East Street 

which can provide cost savings to both the Village and the owner of the site. 

The cost for replacing the existing distribution system and providing on-site storage ranges from 

$2,700,000-$3,150,000. The variability in this cost is based on the amount of on-site storage needed. 

The breakdown of the cost estimate included below assumes full replacement of the distribution 

system and a 500,000-gallon tank. This cost is only applicable to the 80-acre area of the previous 

dewatering facility, this cost estimate did not account for expansion into other areas of the site.  This 

cost estimate includes materials, installation, permitting, engineering design fees and an escalation 

factor. A breakdown of this estimate can be found below. 

                  

 

2.6 Stormwater 

The existing site currently manages stormwater runoff through a series of sediment ponds and 

detention ponds located on-site. There are a series of catch basins throughout the site that collects 

and conveys stormwater to the different ponds on site. There are a total of three detention ponds that 

previously treated contaminated surfaces in direct contact with dewatering operations. These concrete 

ponds were designed for the treatment of hot spot areas on site due to the level of potential 

contamination of their combined tributary areas. They can be utilized by an industrial user who 

anticipates contaminated runoff from their operation. These ponds were connected to an existing 

onsite water treatment facility before releasing discharge into the Champlain Canal. The onsite water 

treatment facility has since been decommissioned and would likely need to be replaced if “hot spot” 

stormwater treatment is determined to be necessary as part of future development. For future 

development, these ponds could be utilized for stormwater management depending on the type of 

industrial activity proposed. The type of industrial activity will determine the amount of treatment 

required before releasing into the Canal. These ponds are tributary to approximately 37 acres of the 

existing site. The other four sediment ponds located around the site are tributary to overland runoff 

generated from previously non-contaminated surfaces. This consists of approximately 24 acres of the 

site. The sediment basins discharge directly into Bond Creek, the Lock Diversion Canal, or the 

Item Unit Quantity Unit Price Cost

8" PVC Water Main LF 6500  $                       200.00  $                  1,300,000.00 

On-Site Water Storage LS 1  $                500,000.00  $                     500,000.00 

Fire Hydrant EA 15  $                    5,000.00  $                       75,000.00 

8" Gate Valve EA 10  $                    5,000.00  $                       50,000.00 

Construction Contingency (20%)  $                     390,000.00 

Construction Cost  $             2,320,000.00 

Permitting (10%)  $                     240,000.00 

Engineering (15%) 350,000.00$                      

240,000.00$                      

3,150,000.00$             

Escalation (10%)

Water Distribution System Replacement Cost Estimate

Total Project Cost
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Champlain Canal. The current stormwater system provides adequate capacity for the existing 

hardscape on-site per current DEC design standards; therefore, the site has adequate stormwater 

infrastructure to support a new industrial user.  

2.7 Wastewater 

There is presently no operating sanitary system on the site, the developer elected to install a system of 

temporary holding tanks which were pumped and hauled at regular intervals to a treatment facility. To 

function as a municipal industrial park, a sanitary sewer system will need to be engineered and 

constructed in accordance with Great Lakes Upper Mississippi River Board Standards (10 States 

Standards) for wastewater facilities. We have evaluated two alternatives to accomplish a sanitary 

sewer connection between this site and the Washington County Sewer District No. 2. 

Approximately half of the existing site is currently located within the Washington County Sewer District 

No. 2 boundary but is not officially part of the sewer district. The other half of the site is currently not 

located within an existing sewer district. For the site to become amended within the Sewer District, a 

map, plan, and report must be submitted for an extension of the existing Sewer District. 

The WWTP has the current capacity to add an additional 0.1 MGD demand to their system. The WWTP 

design capacity is 2.0 which 90% of this total capacity can be used (1.8 MGD). The WWTP currently 

sees an average daily flow of 1.7 MGD. As required by the NYSDEC, a sanitary sewer connection will 

also likely require a 4:1 offset to relieve the system of stormwater runoff since this is a combined sewer 

system, meaning for every 1 gallon of wastewater estimated to be produced by the site, 4 gallons of 

stormwater will need to be removed elsewhere within the sewer collection system. A separate analysis 

would need to be done to identify areas within the collection system where stormwater separation can 

be done to meet this offset. Sanitary sewer connection would only be feasible for an industrial 

developer who would require a maximum of 0.1 MGD wastewater demand at the site. Anything above 

this threshold would require capacity upgrades at the WWTP including the installation of a secondary 

clarifier, among other upgrades. For the purpose of this analysis, it was assumed that the daily 

demand would be equal to a typical warehouse complex or office building with only one building 

service connecting to the pump station. If more than 0.1 MGD is required for the user, major upgrades 

at the WWTP would be required which will come with significant costs. 

There are a series of alternatives that the developer can choose to construct to meet their required 

sanitary sewer capacity on-site, both of which include connecting into the Washington County Sewer 

District No.2 existing sanitary sewer system as there is available capacity at the WWTP. A map 

depicting these alternatives is included in Appendix B of this report. A description of these alternatives 

is outlined below: 

Alternative 1 – Forcemain Connection to Existing WWTP 

This alternative includes the construction of a pre-engineered duplex grinder pump station and 

forcemain which would directly connect from the on-site pump station to the existing system located at 

Argyle Street. The sewer main located along Argyle Street has a higher capacity compared to East 

Street, making this alternative most feasible if a relatively high sewer demand is needed at the site. 

From the on-site pump station, the forcemain would follow an alignment parallel to the Champlain 

Canal prior to connecting at Argyle Street.  

This alternative does not account for future growth within the Village which could influence the 

available capacity of the system. The estimated cost for this alternative is $1,870,000 which includes 
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cost of material, labor, permitting, engineering fees and an escalation factor. A breakdown of the cost 

estimate can be found below.  

 

 

Alternative 2 – East Street Sewer Connection 

This alternative includes connecting a new sewer forcemain at the main located along East Street via 

the existing utility easement between the site and East Street. East Street is located directly southwest 

of the existing site and is in very close proximity. The sewer system located along East Street is 

currently a combined system that receives both residential wastewater and stormwater runoff during 

rainfall events. An analysis of the available capacity within the East Street sewer would need to be 

conducted to determine if it is adequate to support the proposed connection. Therefore, this 

alternative would be viable if a relatively low wastewater demand is needed on site. This alternative 

would be cheaper than the previously outlined alternative as the connection point is closer, and the 

required pumping demand would be much less. If a higher demand is needed, the developer would 

likely be required to replace the existing sewer main with new and provide a new stormwater collection 

system along East Street. This alternative does not account for future growth within the Village which 

could influence the available capacity of the system. The Village is currently looking to pursue 

replacement of both the water and sewer mains along East Street. This project can be grouped with a 

series of infrastructure improvements along East Street which can provide cost savings to both the 

Village and the owner of the site. The estimated cost for this alternative is $900,000 which includes 

cost of material, labor, permitting, engineering fees and an escalation factor for a pre-engineered 

pump station, forcemain installation, sewer connection, and sewer service laterals from the new 

buildings to the pump station. A breakdown of the cost estimate can be found below. 

 

Alternative 3 – On-Site Septic Systems 

This alternative includes the use of on-site septic systems for disposal of sanitary waste. A typical 

septic system utilizes a septic tank, distribution box and distribution lines which discharges into a soil-

based treatment system.  The NYSDEC only permits between 1,000 to 10,000 gallons per day (gpd) 

per system which discharges treated sanitary wastewater into groundwater.  As stated within the 

Item Unit Quantity Unit Price Cost

6" HDPE Directional Drill Forcemain LF 5000  $                       200.00  $                  1,000,000.00 

6" PVC Lateral LF 500  $                       150.00  $                       75,000.00 

Duplex Grinder Pumping Station LS 1  $                  75,000.00  $                       75,000.00 

Construction Contingency (20%)  $                     230,000.00 

Construction Cost  $             1,380,000.00 

Permitting (10%)  $                     140,000.00 

Engineering (15%) 210,000.00$                      

Escalation (10%) 140,000.00$                      

1,870,000.00$             Total Project Cost

Sewer Alternative #1 Cost Estimate

Item Unit Quantity Unit Price Cost

6" HDPE Directional Drill Forcemain LF 2000  $                       200.00  $                     400,000.00 

6" PVC Lateral LF 500  $                       150.00  $                       75,000.00 

Duplex Grinder Pumping Station LS 1  $                  75,000.00  $                       75,000.00 

Construction Contingency (20%)  $                     110,000.00 

Construction Cost  $                660,000.00 

Permitting (10%)  $                       70,000.00 

Engineering (15%) 100,000.00$                      

Escalation (10%) 70,000.00$                        

900,000.00$                

Sewer Alternative #2 Cost Estimate

Total Project Cost
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SPDES General Permit GP-0-15-001, all facilities are limited to less than 30,000 gpd of total combined 

discharge. Each septic system would be sized based on estimated loading rates and soil percolation 

test results. A SPDES permit application would need to be filed with the NYSDEC for each proposed 

system on site. The existing septic tanks on-site could be reused in the design of the proposed septic 

system, which can provide additional savings to this alternative. This will be the cheapest of the three 

alternatives outlined within this report but would only be feasible if less than 30,000 gpd of sanitary 

wastewater production is expected at the site. This cost estimate assumes three (3) separate 10,000-

gallon systems which includes material, installation, permitting, engineering design and an escalation 

factor. It is also assumed that none of the existing septic tanks would be incorporated within the 

design of these septic systems. A breakdown of the cost estimate can be found below: 

 

2.8 Broadband 

Broadband internet is available within the Fort Edward area through a series of providers such as 

Spectrum, Hudson Valley Wireless, and Verizon. Fixed wireless internet will most likely be the most 

feasible internet connection to the site as it is relatively secluded from residential housing. As long as 

the site is located within the range of a wireless tower, then fixed wireless internet would be the most 

feasible option. Based on Phase 3 broadband mapping for the Village, fixed wireless internet service is 

provided by Hudson Valley Wireless to the northwest of the site. 

2.9 Environmental 

To determine possible future uses of the Site, an environmental review was conducted to assess the 

current status of the Site. This review included environmental resource mapping for natural resources, 

wetlands, and protected species; cultural resource mapping; desktop review of prior environmental 

reports provided by the WWIDA; and a windshield survey of the Site. The following paragraphs provide 

an overview of water, soils, and wildlife and potential permitting implications. 

 Waterbodies 

The Champlain Canal is located along the eastern site boundary and runs from north to south. Bond 

Creek runs parallel near State Route 196 and intersects with the Canal. Here these waterbodies 

contain Flood Zone A with floodway elevations ranging between 130 and 142. The FEMA map can be 

found in Appendix B of this report. The Flood Zone continues south to about 500-feet north of the 

Town of Kingsbury municipal boundary. As such, the project area is located outside of this Flood Zone 

and is not located within a mapped floodway nor floodplain. 

In addition to Bond Creek and Champlain Canal, there are a few unnamed streams within and 

surrounding the project area classified by the New York State Department of Conservation (NYSDEC) 

as class C streams. There are also some NYSDEC unclassified streams or ditches in the area. The 

Natural Resources Map can be found in Appendix B of this report. 

Item Unit Quant i ty Uni t  Price Cost

15,000-Gallon Septic Tank EA 3  $                 50,000.00  $                    150,000.00 

Drainage Fields EA 3  $                 25,000.00  $                      75,000.00 

Construction Contingency (20%)  $                      50,000.00 

Construction Cost  $             275,000.00 

Permitting (10%)  $                      30,000.00 

Engineering (15%) 50,000.00$                       

Escalation (10%) 30,000.00$                       

385,000.00$              Total Project Cost

Sewer Alternative #3 Cost Estimate
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) National Wetlands Inventory identified the following federal 

wetlands within and around the project site: 

Freshwater Emergent Wetland habitat  

• PEM1B 

• PEM1C 

• PEM1Cd 

• PEM1E  

• PEM1Ed 

• PEM1F 

• PEM1/SS1Cd 

• PEM1/UBF  

• PEM5E 

 

Freshwater Forested Shrub Wetland habitat   

• PFO1C 

• PFO1Cd  

• PFO1E 

• PFO1Ed 

• PFO1/SS1Cd  

• PFO1/SS1Ed 

• PSS1Ed 

• PSS1/EM1E 

• PSS1/FO1Ed 

 
Freshwater Pond habitat 

• PABFh 

 
Lake habitat

2

  

• L1UBHh  

 

Riverine habitat  

• R3UBH 

• R4SBC 

Freshwater Emergent and Forested Shrub Wetlands can be found along the southeastern portion of 

the project area and to the north. The Champlain Canal is classified as a Lake habitat and the various 

streams within and around the project area are considered Riverine habitat. Before developing any of 

these areas, wetland delineations are necessary to determine whether the wetlands are considered 

Waters of the U.S. and regulated under the Clean Water Act 404. An initial jurisdictional delineation is 

sent to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) as part of a permit application. This is then 

verified by the USACOE, and the applicant can decide if they want a final approved delineation or if 

they want to proceed with an application with a verified preliminary delineation. The latter option is a 

 
2
 Champlain Canal 
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shorter process. There are currently no NYSDEC wetlands indicated within the project area. The NWI 

map can be found in Appendix B of this report. 

In addition to the information above, the NYSDEC Environmental Assessment Form (EAF) Mapper 

found that the site is located over a Principal Aquifer. Within the mapper, no threatened or endangered 

species or their critical habitat were found to be located within the project site. See section below for 

more wildlife information.  

Wetlands & Filling Operations 

A wetland assessment of the 330-acre parcel was performed by Quenzer Environmental LLC for the 

purposes of providing an estimate of the possible extent of wetlands. The assessment process is less 

detailed than a full delineation and does not include the process of obtaining a Jurisdictional 

Determination (JD) from the Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) but is considered dependable for 

planning purposes such as this report. This assessment concluded that approximately 75% +/- of the 

330 acres is federal wetlands, subject to regulation under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. This 

designation severely limits the availability of development on this area, and any disturbance above 

one-tenth of an acre typically requires the issuance of a ACOE permit. It is possible that some level of 

solar development utilizing a small-disturbance foundation style could be considered after 

consultation with the ACOE. Additionally, a small zone of the parcel has been filled with reclaimed and 

treated soils from a neighboring industry and this area would require special consideration before 

development as fill soils can be unpredictable when supporting loads.   

Soils 

According to the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service Web Soil Survey, soils primarily found 

within the project area include: 

Table 2-1 - Canalside Energy Park Site Soils 

Soil Type (%) Setting Description Depth to 

Restrictive 

Feature 

Drainage 

Class 

Depth to 

Water 

Table 

Hydrologic Soil 

Group | Hydric 

Soil Rating 

CIA - Claverack 

loamy fine sand, 

0 to 2 percent 

slopes (28%) 

Lake plain  20 to 40 

inches 

Moderately 

well-

drained  

18 to 24 

inches 

C/D | No 

KbA - Kingsbury 

silty clay, 0 to 2 

percent slopes 

(15%) 

Lake plain  > 80 

inches 

Somewhat 

poorly 

drained 

6 to 18 

inches 

D | No
3

 

OP - Orthents 

and Psamments 

(15%) 

Dredge spoils > 80 

inches 

Well-

drained 

36 to 72 

inches
4

, > 

80 inches
5

 

 A | No
6

 

Wa - Wallington Lake plain  15 to 24 Somewhat 6 to 18 D | No
7

 

 
3
 Contains minor soil component Covington, which has a hydric rating.  

4
 Orthants  

5
 Psamments  

6
 Contains minor soil components Covington and Fredon, which have a hydric rating. 

7
 Contains minor soil component Madalin, which has a hydric rating. 
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silt loam, sandy 

substratum 

(15%) 

inches poorly 

drained 

inches 

Ca - Catden 

muck, 0 to 2 

percent slopes 

(11%) 

 

Depressions, fens, 

bogs, swamps, and 

marshes in semi-rich 

organic wetlands 

< 80 

inches 

Very poorly 

drained 

0 to 6 

inches 

B/D | Yes 

Most of the other soil groups have greater than 80-inch depth to a restrictive feature and an 8 to 24-

inch depth to the water table. The soil report can be found in Appendix B of this report. The soil groups 

are mostly characterized as very poorly drained to moderately poorly drained with a few that are well-

drained. However, the frequency of flooding and ponding is rare. Some of the soils are hydric while 

many are not. Soil hydrological group varies from A to D, with a few dual combinations with group D. 

The first letter relates to the soil type in a drained condition, and the second letter refers to an 

undrained situation. 

Depth to restrictive features and depth to bedrock may indicate potential constraints to constructing 

structures with basements. According to The Northeast Industrial Development and Reuse Strategy
8

, 

the former GE dewatering site was in an area with a shallow water table depth. Four to five feet of fill 

material and a clay liner were placed to ameliorate issues related to the high-water table.  

 Wildlife 

USFWS Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) database identified the Indiana Bat (Myotis 

sodalis), an endangered species, as potentially being affected by activities within the project area. 

However, no critical habitats, National Wildlife Refuge Lands, and Fish Hatcheries were found to be 

located within the project area in this database. Information on migratory birds was not available. 

In addition, NYSDEC Environmental Assessment Form (EAF) Mapper, an Internet-based application 

that assists the NYS Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) process by providing general information 

found on the forms, identified a couple of migratory birds that were listed as endangered, threatened, 

or having critical habitat that could be impacted by construction within the project area. 

Species identified as potential concerns include: 

• Northern Harrier (Circus cyaneus) is a state-protected threatened bird. It is protected by the 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act as a species not currently endangered but may become so. 

• Short-Eared Owl (Asio flammeus) is listed as endangered in New York State. The Short-Eared 

Owl is also protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.  

State and federal permits may be required, as well as compliance with State and Federal Endangered 

Species Acts. As a result of these findings, time restrictions for clearing potential habitats may also be 

required, which is contingent upon permitting approvals.  

 Conclusions 

A multitude of natural resources can be found around and within the project area. Before any 

additional planning occurs, it is recommended to contact the NYSDEC and USACOE to determine if 

any proposed improvements would require State or Federal Permits resulting from the identified 

 
8  (ELAN, The Williams Group and CT Male Associates, July 2014) 
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resources. Consultation with the agencies will determine the next steps necessary to proceed with 

potential improvements. In addition, a wetland delineation will likely be needed to verify boundaries 

and jurisdiction.  

Cultural Resources 

Several spatial features were found during an initial review on the NYS Cultural Resources Information 

System (CRIS) website around the project area. Nearby properties or features listed on the National or 

State Register of Historic Places or State Sites include: 

Listed 

• Lock C8 Lockhouse 

• Lock C8 Storehouse  

• Lock C8 

 

Eligible 

• Lock 8 Feeder Canal with Dam/Spillway Structure 

• New York State Barge Canal Historic District 

• Champlain Canal 

• Fort Edward Delaware and Hudson Railroad Station 

Before further development, a State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) Consultation should be 

submitted to ensure no historic properties or archeological sites are impacted. The Cultural Resources 

map can be found in Appendix B of this report. 

Historical Environmental Document Review Summary 

At the request of the Warren and Washington Industrial Development Agency (WWIDA), Weston & 

Sampson (W&S) reviewed numerous environmental reports and documents regarding the Canalside 

Energy Park (the Site), including the former Sediment Processing Facility, in Fort Edward, New York. 

The following records were reviewed: 

Table 2-2 – Environmental Historical Documents for Canalside Energy Park 

Title Subject Property Prepared By Prepared For Date 

Consent Decree Extend of PCB 

contamination in 

the Hudson 

United States US District Court 

for the Northern 

District of New York 

September 3, 

2005 

Phase 2 Sediment 

Processing Facility 

Demobilization and 

Restoration Plan 

Sediment 

Processing 

Facility 

Arcadis GE September 

2015 

Sediment Processing 

Facility 

Decontamination 

Report 

Sediment 

Processing 

Facility 

Parsons General Electric December 

2016 

Sediment Processing 

Facility Environmental 

Sampling Data 

Summary Report 

Sediment 

Processing 

Facility 

Arcadis General Electric December 

2016 

ASTM Phase I Property on Lock Civil & WL Plastics Corp October 2019 
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Environmental Site 

Assessment Report & 

Limited Subsurface 

Investigation 

8 Way Environmental 

Consultants of 

New York 

Sketch Subdivision 

Plan, S-1 

Sediment 

Processing 

Facility 

Van Dusen & 

Steves Land 

Surveyors 

Fort Edward Local 

Development 

corporation 

November 

12, 2019 

Contract Agreement  CT Male 

Associates 

WWIDA December 4, 

2019 

Phase I Environmental 

Site Assessment 

Former Sediment 

Processing Facility Site 

1400 Towpath 

Lane 

CT Male 

Associates 

WWIDA February 28, 

2020 

ASTM Phase I 

Environmental Site 

Assessment Report & 

Limited Subsurface 

Investigation 

1400 Towpath 

Road 

Civil & 

Environmental 

Consultants of 

New York 

WL Plastics Corp July 2020 

User Questionnaire Sediment 

Processing 

Facility 

Unknown Unknown Unknown 

2.9.1.1  Site Location and History 

As previously mentioned, the Site was agricultural until construction began for the Sediment 

Processing Facility (the Facility) in 2007. The Facility was in use from 2009 through 2015 and 

decommissioned beginning in 2016. Within the WCC 330-acre property, over two million tons of 

thermally treated material have been brought in from Clean Earth (formerly ESMI) to fill in the area. This 

was completed under a Beneficial Use Determination (BUD) agreement between Clean Earth and the 

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation.  

Before development as the Facility, soil samples were collected to gain an understanding of 

background levels of compounds and create a baseline against which future samples could be 

compared. Baseline samples from on- and off-site sources were collected. Some SVOCs and metals 

were detected above background levels during the pre-development sampling. 

2.9.1.2  Use as the Sediment Processing Facility 

The 80-acre Dewatering Facility was constructed with two zones - an exclusion zone where any PCB 

containing materials would be located, and the outer areas which would not be in contact with PCBs.  

All 34 acres of impermeable surfaces within the exclusion zone were constructed with an 

underlayment of geosynthetic flexible membrane liner (FML). During use, the Facility processed 2.75 

million cubic yards of material and removed 310,000 pounds (lbs) of PCBs. The canal was widened by 

65 feet to streamline the removal of sediment from barges transporting to the Site. Seven (7) miles of 

railroad tracks were installed to transport treated sediment off the site. To protect the soil beneath the 

tracks, concrete panels were placed between and around the rails in the rail car loading area.  

When the sediment handling facility was no longer needed, the site was decommissioned and 

decontaminated. Solid surfaces were pressure washed and flushed with water and confirmatory wipe 
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tests were conducted to confirm decontamination was successful. Soils, stone, and railroad ties found 

to be contaminated were removed and disposed of offsite. Samples were collected before disposal of 

materials to confirm that decontamination was successful, and that waste was handled appropriately.  

2.9.1.3  Post-Decommission Sampling 

After decommissioning the Site, multiple rounds of testing were conducted to gain insight into the 

current conditions of the soils. 

Post decommissioning samples were collected in 2015 and 2016 for soil, surface water, and 

groundwater at and adjacent to the Site. The following describes the samples collected: 

• Surficial soil samples were collected at 31 locations across the Site. Three (3) samples 

contained PCBs in concentrations exceeding 1 part per million (ppm). Soil from these three (3) 

areas was removed until confirmatory samples were below the 1ppm guidance value. 

• Subsurface samples were collected from 21 locations by Arcadis using soil boring technology. 

Parsons advanced an additional 31 bores across the Site. Coring and air knife methods were 

used to expose the FML in paved areas. Borings were advanced to 4’ bgs or below the liner. 0-

2’ sample submitted, 2-4’ sample archived. No analytes were detected above guidance values 

listed in New York State’s (NYS) DER-10 Technical Guidance for Site Investigations and 

Remediation. 

• Surface water samples were collected in five (5) locations adjacent to the Facility, three (3) 

from Bond Creek and two (2) from the Lock Diversion Channel. No PCBs were detected. 

• Sediment samples were collected from 14 locations, with no PCBs detected above 1ppm. 

Total Organic Compounds (TOC) concentrations ranged from 8,100 to 83,000 ppm, 

comparable with pre-development samples. 

• Groundwater samples were collected from 11 monitoring wells. All parameters were in line with 

pre-construction samples, with all detected analytes below guidance values listed in NYS 

Department of Environmental Conservation’s (DEC) Ambient Water Quality Standards and 

Guidance Values and Groundwater Effluent Limitations (TOGS 1.1.1), except for four (4) metals. 

Oil and grease were detected in more samples post-construction, but in lower concentrations 

than pre-construction values. 

Three separate sampling events took place between 2019 and 2020, collecting 7, 11, and 13 samples. 

These samples were also compared to baseline sampling taken before the construction of the facility. 

All samples had values lower than Restricted Use SCOs, except arsenic. However, arsenic was found 

in the pre-construction samples as well. Samples of impervious surfaces were also collected and 

analyzed. Any samples that did not meet the criteria for unrestricted use according to Appendix A of 

the Sediment Processing Facility Demobilization Plan were either removed and disposed of off-site or 

re-cleaned and re-sampled until the criteria were met
9

.  

A search of the NYSDEC spills database shows many spills associated with the Site. However, all 

spills were relatively minor and have since been closed out. Weston & Sampson does not consider 

this to be a source of contamination. 

 
9 See report reference in Table 2-2 
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No institutional or engineering controls have been reported for the Site. Recent Phase I Environmental 

Assessments completed for the Site indicate that no additional action or further investigation was 

required. 

2.10 Discussion and Conclusions 

As part of this feasibility study, the existing infrastructure within the vicinity of the site was evaluated to 

determine the potential for industrial development on the site. In general, the existing site infrastructure 

was developed to serve the specific needs of the dewatering site. The water supply was constructed 

to meet the needs of a private industrial site, the sanitary system utilized a series of holding tanks, and 

the electrical service was constructed with its own substation to serve a single metered user, and  

cannot easily be sub-metered to accommodate other users. Natural gas was not brought in to the site,  

and primary transportation access is via  a  single point of access from the north via Lock 8 Way, with 

a second gated emergency access point on East Street. There is potential for the East Street gate to 

be opened to car traffic. Our investigation revealed that all the necessary utilities and infrastructure to 

bring the site up to the standards of a fully functioning and robust municipal industrial park are 

available nearby and can readily be extended to serve the site in whatever configuration the future 

ownership dictates. This includes water, sewer, gas, electrical and transportation systems.  

Environmental aspects for the project site were also reviewed to determine future uses. A review of the 

environmental resource mapper had shown that there are multiple natural resources within the area of 

the project site including Freshwater Emergent Wetland habitat, Freshwater Forested Shrub Wetland 

habitat, Freshwater Pond habitat, Lake habitat, and Riverine habitat. A review of the USDA Natural 

Resources Conservation Service Web Soil Survey had shown that the majority of the natural soils 

within the area had a relatively shallow water table and are typically poorly drained. Fill was placed 

overtop these natural soils to resolve issues related to the high-water table when General Electric was 

on site. Wildlife was reviewed utilizing the IPaC and NYSDEC environmental resource mappers to 

identify local wildlife species within the area. Species identified within the area included the Indiana 

Bat, Northern Harrier, and Short-eared Owl which are all considered endangered species in New York 

State. State and federal permits may be required, as well as compliance with State and Federal 

Endangered Species Acts for development within the project area. Cultural resources were reviewed 

using the Cultural Resources Information System mapping to identify spatial features within the area. 

Many of the resources identified as Listed were identified at Lock 8. A handful of eligible resources 

were also identified within the area. Before further development, it is recommended that a State 

Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) Consultation should be submitted to ensure no historic properties 

or archeological sites are impacted.  

A desktop review of previous environmental reports reproduced for the dewatering site was done to 

determine the potential level of contamination of the site. Based on this review, it was determined that 

the site was decontaminated satisfactorily as indicated by the sample results provided in these 

reports. It is Weston & Sampson’s opinion that no further actions are required to address 

contamination concerns at the Site.  
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3.0 SOCIO-ECONOMICS & MARKET 

RKG Associates evaluated the demographic and economic base of the region across three 

geographies: 1) Warren and Washington Counties (together and separate), 2) The Lake Champlain-

Lake George Region (LCLG)
10

, and 3) The Capital Region
11

. By evaluating three regions, RKG 

Associates was able to better 

understands trends in the local area 

and how they align or deviate from 

trends in the broader regions. Each 

section of the analysis will detail the 

regions analyzed.  

Primary data sources used for this 

analysis include demographic 

information from the U.S. Census 

Bureau and current estimates and 

projections from Esri and EMSI, both 

are nationally recognized third-party 

data providers that use U.S. Census 

data to generate estimates and 

projections of a variety of 

socioeconomic variables for a range 

of geographic areas. Any additional 

data sources not outlined here are 

noted within that respective section 

or appropriate table or figure. 

3.1 Population Trends 

Currently, the Warren-Washington region is home to approximately 126,000 residents, with the 

population nearly evenly split between Warren and Washington Counties. Together, these two counties 

account for approximately half of the population of the LCLG Region and approximately 12 percent of 

the population of the Capital 

Region. Since 2010, the 

population in the Warren-

Washington region has 

contracted, with the region losing 

a net 3,000 residents, equating to 

a 2.25 percent decline. However, 

the Warren-Washington region 

contracted at a slower rate than 

the LCLG Region, which 

contracted by 2.76 percent over the same period. This indicates that while neither region is a major 

population growth center, Warren-Washington Counties may represent a slightly more preferable 

 
10

 Region included Warren, Washington, Clinton, Essex, and Hamilton Counties  

11
 Region included Warren, Washington, Albany, Columbia, Greene, Rensselaer, Saratoga, and Schenectady 

Counties 

 
Figure 3-1 - Map of Study Areas 2021 

Source: American Community Survey 

Table 3-1 - Population by Region 2010-2019 
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residential location. However, the Capital Region experienced positive, yet modest, population growth 

over the same period indicating that the population trends in the broader region and those in Warren 

and Washington Counties were moving in opposite directions. Total population counts from the 2020 

Decennial Census were released at the end of this study and indicate Washington County continues to 

lose population while Warren County actually gained population from the 2019 ACS estimates. Warren 

County’s total population now stands at 65,737 while Washington County has declined to 61,302. As 

more data is released by the Census from the 2020 counts, regional partners should continue to 

evaluate the results and potential impacts on the workforce and ability to attract and fill jobs in the 

region. 

 

Population by Age 

Partially fueled by this growth, the population in the Warren-Washington region skews older, with 36 

percent of the total population aged 55 or older. Comparatively, the population aged 20-54 that 

Source: American Community Survey 

Figure 3-2 - Population by Region 2010-2019 

Source: American Community Survey 

Figure 3-3 - Population Change by Age, Warren-Washington County 2010-2019 
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typically comprises the vast majority of a region’s workforce, comprised 43 percent of the population. 

This is not significantly higher than the oldest cohorts.  

From 2010 to 2019, the number of residents aged 65 years or older grew approximately 27 percent 

and the population aged 55-64 grew 14 percent. These were the only cohorts with significant 

population growth over the past ten years. Additionally, the 35-44 and 45-54 age cohorts experienced 

significant contraction over the past ten years, declining approximately 21 percent and 13 percent, 

respectively. These two trends taken together could have significant, negative impacts on the 

workforce as workers retire and their jobs are not as easily backfilled by younger workers. 

Race and Ethnicity 

The population in the Warren-Washington Region is not particularly diverse, with White, non-Hispanic 

residents accounting for over 90 percent of the total population. Comparatively, the Capital Region is 

more diverse with residents identifying as a race other than White accounting for approximately 19 

percent of the total population. 

 

While Warren-Washington Counties have a high percentage of residents identifying as White the 

percentage declined 3.7 percent since 2010. Moving forward, it is possible that the region may attract 

a greater diversity of residents.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Household Income 

In 2019, the median household income in the Warren-Washington Region was $59,000, slightly more 

than the $57,970 median income in the LCLG Region, indicating that higher-income households in the 

LCLG Region tend to be concentrated in Warren and Washington Counties. However, both regions 

Source: American Community Survey 

Figure 3-4 - Population by Race/Ethnicity 2010-2019 

Source: American Community Survey 

Table 3-2 - Population Change by Race/Ethnicity, Warren-Washington County 2010-2019 
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significantly lag the median income of the Capital Region at $69,200, indicating that within the Capital 

Region, higher income households tend to reside outside of Warren and Washington Counties. The 

differences in median incomes between the three geographies are primarily driven by differences in 

the share of households earning over $150,000 annually.  

 

In addition to having a lower median household income compared to the Capital Region, the Warren-

Washington Region experienced a lower rate of income growth compared to the Capital Region. From 

2010-2019, median income in the Warren-Washington Region grew 18.3 percent while median 

incomes in the Capital Region grew 23 percent. Additionally, income growth in the Warren-Washington 

Region also lagged the LCLG Region, where median incomes grew 19.5 percent. The differences in 

median incomes between regions is likely attributable to the differences in industry sectors and 

occupations. For example, there are higher percentages of professional and technical service jobs, 

institutes of higher education, and larger healthcare facilities across the broader Capital Region than 

what may be found in the smaller Warren-Washington Region. While this is not inherently a negative, it 

may be more difficult to attract employees to the Warren-Washington Region if salaries are not 

Sources: American Community Survey 

Figure 3-5 - 2019 Income Distribution 

Sources: American Community Survey 

Table 3-3 - 2019 Income Distribution 
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commensurate with the Capital Region and tangential elements such as housing, downtown 

activation, and transportation options are not addressed. 

Educational Attainment 

The Warren-Washington Region and the LCLG Region display similar levels of educational attainment, 

with approximately 25 percent of the population in each region holding a bachelor’s degree or higher 

degree. Other educational attainment metrics are also similar between these two regions. However, 

both regions have lower levels of educational attainment compared to the Capital Region, where 

approximately 35 percent of the population holds a bachelor’s degree or higher.  

Since 2010, all three regions saw levels of educational attainment grow – those with a graduate 

degree or higher growing 25 percent in Washington-Warren, 18 percent in the LCLG Region, and 21 

percent in the Capital Region. On the other end of the education spectrum, the number of people 

attaining less than a high school education contracted 5 percent in the Warren-Washington Region, 18 

percent in the LCLG Region, and 15 percent in the Capital Region. In general, these trends are 

supportive of a workforce with a diversity of skill sets to support a variety of industries. 

Employment by Age 

As previously mentioned, the population in Warren and Washington Counties has been rapidly aging. 

This dynamic is having a measurable effect on the workforce. Since 2001, the number and share of 

Source: American Community Survey 

Figure 3-6 - Educational Attainment 2010-2019 

Source: American Community Survey 

Table 3-4 - Change in Educational Attainment 2010-2019 
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workers aged 55 and older have increased from 6,800 workers in 2001 to over 13,000 workers in 2020. 

Additionally, this age cohort increased its share of the workforce from 14 percent in 2001 to 28 percent 

in 2020. Over the same period, the number and share of workers aged 35-44 decreased, as these 

workers aged into the 55 and older age cohort. From an economic perspective, this dynamic could 

jeopardize the ability of current employers in the region to backfill positions vacated by retiring 

workers.  

 

Commuting 

The Warren-Washington Region contains communities with a stronger residential focus than 

commercial focus as they are a net exporter of workers – meaning more residents live in the Region 

and commute elsewhere than workers commuting into the Region. However, it is worth noting that the 

employment base in the Warren-Washington Region is predominately local, with 58 percent of all 

workers in the Region also living in the Region.  

Saratoga County is a large importer and exporter of workers to/from Warren-Washington Counties. 

This is not surprising given the proximity of Saratoga to the Warren-Washington Region’s employment 

and population centers. However, it is important to note that after Saratoga, relatively fewer workers 

are traveling to the Warren-Washington Region to work. This would seem to indicate that while there is 

inter-county travel for work in the Region, relatively few people are traveling farther distances into the 

Warren-Washington Region for work. This may also reflect the number of employment opportunities in 

the more populated cities and counties in the Capital Region compared to Warren-Washington 

Counties. 

Source: Census QWI Survey 

Figure 3-7 - Workers by Age, Warren-Washington Counties 2001-2020 
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3.2 Economic Base and Historical Trends  

Currently, the Warren-Washington Region employs approximately 56,000 workers. The five biggest 

industries in terms of employment are Government, Health Care, Retail Trade, Manufacturing, and 

Source: Census OnTheMap 

Table 3-5 - Where People Employed in Warren-Washington Live 2018 

Source: Census OnTheMap 

Table 3-6 - Where People Residing in Warren-Washington Work 2018 

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-7 - Employment and Gross Regional Product by Industry Sector, Warren-Washington Counties 2020 
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Accommodation/Food Service. Together, these five industries employ approximately 30,000 people, 

accounting for 54 percent of all employment in the two counties.  From a Gross Regional Product 

(GRP), a measure of industry output, these five industry sectors account for approximately 59 percent 

of all GRP, underscoring the importance of these industries to the Warren-Washington Region.  

For this analysis, RKG evaluated the economic base for the Warren-Washington Region, however, it is 

important to understand the differences in the economies between the two counties. In both counties, 

Government, Health Care, Retail Trade, and Manufacturing comprise four of the top five industry 

sectors. However, Accommodation/Food Service is one of the largest sectors in Warren County, given 

the county’s large tourism focus, and Agriculture is one of the top industry sectors in Washington 

County.  

Since 2010, the Warren-Washington Region employment base has contracted five percent. By 

comparison, the employment base in the LCLG Region contracted three percent and the employment 

Figure 3-8 - Top Industry Sectors 2020 

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-8 – Historical Employment Growth by Region 2010-2020 
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base in the Capital Region expanded two percent. This indicates that the Warren-Washington Region 

has not been able to capture as much employment growth during the economic expansion of the 

2010s. It is also worth noting that Manufacturing, one of the largest and most important industry 

sectors to the region, experienced marked employment decline, contracting nine percent in the 

Warren-Washington Region and ten percent in the LCLG Region. This is in sharp contrast to the 

Capital Region, which experienced 17 percent growth over the same period. The Capital Region’s 

manufacturing base overall has been stronger and growing in the counties outside of Warren and 

Washington.   

Unemployment 

The average unemployment rate in 2020 for the Warren-Washington Region was 7.8 percent, slightly 

higher than the 7.2 percent unemployment rate in the Capital Region. Historically, unemployment has 

been higher in the Warren-Washington Region than in the Capital Region, indicating that the Warren-

Washington Region labor market is slightly weaker than that of locales elsewhere in the Capital 

Region. However, the gap between the Warren-Washington Region and the Capital Region had 

started to shrink with Covid-19 related unemployment surges nationally and in the Capital Region 

bringing the gap to 60 basis points.  

Industry Sector Wages 

The average wage for all jobs in the Warren-Washington Region was $59,754 in 2020, which is 19 

percent lower than the average wage of $74,027 in the Capital Region. While some of this difference is 

likely driven by differences in the industry composition of the economies of both places, across nearly 

every industry sector, wages in the Warren-Washington Region were below those in the Capital 

Region. Of note, average wages in Manufacturing were 27 percent lower in the Warren-Washington 

Region compared to the Capital Region. From an employees’ perspective, jobs located elsewhere in 

the larger Capital Region which pay higher wages are creating competition for the already limited and 

Source: NY Department of Labor 

Figure 3-9 - Employment and Gross Regional Product by Industry Sector, Warren-Washington Counties 2020 
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shrinking employment base. This may be contributing to the shortage of skilled workers described to 

RKG during stakeholder interviews early on in the process.  

 

3.1.1 Location Quotient 

One useful measure of the comparative performance of an economy is through a location quotient (or 

LQ) whereby the employment in any one sector of the economy relative to its total employment is 

benchmarked against that of a larger economy – such as the United States. An LQ in the range of 0.80 

to 1.20 generally indicates that the local (smaller) economy is performing on par with the larger 

economy. An LQ of less than 0.80 suggests under-performance while an LQ greater than 1.20 

suggests over-performance. 

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation, Manufacturing, Retail Trade, and Accommodation and Food 

Service have particularly strong Location Quotients within the Warren-Washington Region, indicating 

the economy has a high degree of specialization and concentration within these industry sectors. This 

is unsurprising given the regional economy’s focus on tourism, supporting local retail and food and 

beverage services, and manufacturing. 

In looking at specific industries with high LQs; Pulp, Paper, and Paperboard Mills have the highest LQ 

of any industry by a significant margin. This is not surprising given the presence of Finch Paper, Essity, 

and Irving Tissue in the region. Of the fifteen industries with the highest location quotients in the 

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-9 - Average Wage by Industry Sector by Region 2020 
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Warren-Washington Region, eight are in the manufacturing sector, again underscoring the importance 

of this sector to the regional economy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.2 Employment Projections 

According to EMSI, the overall employment decline that occurred from 2010-2020 in the Warren-

Washington Region is forecasted to very slowly reverse. From 2020 to 2030, EMSI forecasts that the 

region will add approximately 1,200 jobs, expanding the employment base by two percent. Health 

Care is forecasted to add the most jobs (412), driven by the increased need for health care and 

assistance services related to the increasing aging of the regional population, as well as reflecting 

growth across this industry sector in general. After Health Care, Wholesale Trade and Manufacturing 

are forecasted to add the most jobs, with 300 over the next ten years. For the Canalside Energy Park, 

these would be positive developments as these two industries are among the most likely to seek 

industrial and warehouse-type space and be the best fit for the site from a physical development 

perspective.  

Only Accommodation and Food Services is forecasted to lose a significant number of jobs. However, 

strong marketing and promotion of the tourism sector in the region may help to support this industry 

and otherwise lessen the forecasted job loss.  

RKG considered the projected demand for additional development, or more appropriately, square 

footage (SF) needs across the Capital Region, which is inclusive of Warren and Washington Counties. 

Over the ten-year period between 2020 to 2030, total employment in the Capital Region (for selected 

industry sectors) is projected to decline by nearly 28,865, with a notable exception of an approximate 

growth of 7,760 positions concentrated in the Health Care, Wholesale Trade and Manufacturing 

sectors. 

The projected employment change by selected industry sectors in 2030 helps describe which sectors 

have the highest chance of driving future demand for additional space as represented by employment 

growth. This projected change in employment from 2020 to 2030 was then converted into estimates of 

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-10 - Industries with the 15 Largest Location Quotients, Warren-Washington Counties 2020 
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SF needs utilizing industry standards for the average square feet per employee by specific industry 

sector. 

For the three sectors with projected employment growth, total ten-year demand equates to nearly 3.4 

million SF. RKG cautions that this represents demand across the entire Capital Region and is not 

specific to Warren and Washington Counties. Further, that the projected demand for additional SF 

does not necessarily equate to a demand for newly built SF, as it could reflect better utilization of 

existing space or a reduction in existing vacancies. Nonetheless, some of the regional demand from 

employment increases could permeate the Warren-Washington Region market and translate to 

demand at the Canalside Energy Park. 

Despite a projected loss of employment across all other industry sectors, some opportunity for 

additional SF may emerge from existing entities desiring to expand or otherwise relocate their 

operations. In the broader region, announcements like that of GlobalFoundries to expand by nearly 

1,000 employees in the coming years will help to boost regional employment and possibly attract 

more companies to the area. This may also have an effect of drawing more workers in the Warren-

Washington Region to jobs outside the two counties. Considering these employment projections and 

resulting estimates of SF demand expanded opportunities for the Canalside Energy Park may require 

a capture of non-Capital Region businesses and employment growth – possibly with the competitive 

advantages of rail and canal access offered by Canalside Energy Park.  

 

 

 

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-11 - Forecasted Employment Growth by Industry Sector, Warren-Washington Counties 2020-2030 
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Table 3-12 - Space Demand Projections 2020-2030 

Source: EMSI, Urban Land Institute (ULI) and RKG (2021) 
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3.3 Real Estate Analysis and Market Trends 

Industrial Market - Current Market Metrics 

According to data compiled by CBRE, as of H2 2020, there were approximately 66 million square feet 

(SF) of industrial space in the Capital Region
12

. Albany County contained the most space at 

approximately 25 million SF, followed by Saratoga, with approximately 11 million SF. The Non-Core 

Areas, which are comprised of Greene, Columbia, Montgomery, Fulton, and Warren Counties, 

contained 16 million SF, approximately 24 percent of the region’s total inventory.  

Nationally, industrial markets posted their strongest quarter on record in Q4 2020, due to increased 

demand for warehousing and logistics space due, in part, to the continued increase in e-commerce 

consumer spending, which was further heightened by the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. These 

trends impact market performance in the Capital Region with many companies, such as Amazon, 

expanding their presence in the Capital Region.  

In H2 2020, total vacancy in the Capital Region was 2.7 percent, indicating there is little available 

space for users wanting to move or expand, a finding that was confirmed by local sources during 

interviews. Vacancy is low across all subregions within the Capital Region – with Albany County having 

the highest vacancy rate at 3.1 percent and Rensselaer having the lowest at 1.7 percent. The Non-

Core Areas, which include Warren County, had a vacancy rate of 2.3 percent, indicating that there is 

still demand for space in the outlying areas of the Capital Region.  

The average asking rent in the Capital Region was $5.38 per SF in H2 2020, but asking rents varied 

significantly from county to county. Saratoga had the highest average asking rents at $6.73 per SF, 

followed by Albany at $6.10 per SF. Saratoga’s higher asking rents, when contrasted to the larger and 

more central Albany County is likely due, in part, to slightly lower vacancy and space that is newer on 

average. The Non-Core Areas had some of the lowest rents, averaging $3.93 per SF. While this is the 

average value for several counties, according to local interviews, leases for industrial space in Warren 

County are more likely in the $3.00 per SF range.  

In general, the industrial market in the Capital Region appears healthy and supportive of new 

development, particularly if companies continue to invest in logistics and warehousing space in the 

region. However, demand for space is likely not evenly distributed among the counties, and while 

 
12

 CBRE’s Capital Region includes Albany, Greene, Columbia, Rensselaer, Montgomery, Fulton, Schenectady, 

Saratoga, and Warren Counties (note that Washington County is not tracked by CBRE)  

Source: CBRE-Albany Research, H2 2020 

Table 3-13 - Current Industrial Market Statistics H2 2020 
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there may be regional demand, more outlying counties such as Warren may likely be at a 

disadvantage compared to more central counties in the Capital Region.  

Historical Industrial Market Performance 

Since H1 2015, the inventory of industrial space expanded from approximately 63 million square feet 

to 66 million square feet, a 4.5 percent growth. Much of this development has occurred since 2018.  

According to interviews, nearly all of the new development has been concentrated in more central 

counties in the Capital Region, and not in the further out counties such as Warren. As such, this may 

indicate a location preference for new industrial users for space in the more central counties. 

Since 2015, the vacancy has dropped 

significantly in the Capital Region. In H1 

2015, the market-wide vacancy rate was 

7.4 percent and may not be suggestive 

that the market is supply constrained. 

Vacancies fell to approximately 3.8 

percent in H2 2017 which coincided 

with a contraction of inventory from 63 

million SF to approximately 62.6 million 

SF. However, vacancies continued to 

decline despite more industrial space 

coming online likely indicating that 

demand for industrial space in the 

Capital Region has increased sharply 

since 2017. These more recent market 

dynamics and historically low vacancy 

rates may be a better indicator that 

industrial space in today’s market is 

supply constrained. This could offer an 

opportunity to provide additional space in the region. However, as previously mentioned, demand in 

the region is likely not evenly distributed among the counties. 

Since H2 2018, asking rents increased in the Capital Region from $4.25 to $5.38, equating to rent 

growth of 26.5 percent. While rent growth year to year is expected, a 26.5 percent growth in two years 

is significant, there may have been new space or specialized industrial space that entered the market 

in addition to regular intervals of rent increases. In general, the industrial market in the Capital Region 

continues to grow and could likely support additional development over time.    

Source: CBRE-Albany Research, H2 2018, H2 2020 

Table 3-14 - Current Industrial Market Statistics Trends 
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Competitive Industrial Parks 

Understanding current and historical industrial market performance only gives partial insight into the 

potential market opportunity at the Canalside Energy Park. To better understand the local industrial 

market and how the Canalside Energy Park could be positioned, RKG identified and evaluated four 

industrial parks located proximate to Canalside Energy Park as shown in the figure before and 

described in the proceeding paragraphs. 

3.3.1.1 Airport Industrial Park 

The Airport Industrial Park is located 

adjacent to Floyd Bennet Memorial 

Airport, approximately five miles from 

the center of Glens Falls, NY. The 

Park has approximately 61 acres 

available across 23 different parcels 

ranging in size from 1.75 acres to 5 

acres. A sampling of current tenants 

includes Praxis Technology, 

Adirondack Precision Cut Stone, 

Ergo Robotic Solutions, W F Lake 

Corporation, and other small-to-

medium-sized industrial users. The 

site is certified “shovel ready” by New 

York State, indicating that the site has 

proper zoning and infrastructure, has 

completed the appropriate surveys 

and studies, and has received the 

necessary permits and approvals. 

The only major weakness of the site 

is that it is located approximately 15 minutes away from I-87 when most users have a strong location 

preference to be close to the highway according to local sources.  

3.3.1.2 Tech Meadows Industrial Park 

The Tech Meadows Industrial Park is a 46-acre 

industrial park located along Luzerne Road, just 

to the northeast of the Main Street and I-87 

interchange. The site currently has 35 acres 

available, with the ability to subdivide lots into 

varying sizes. The site is currently home to the 

Local 773 Plumbers and Steamfitters 

headquarters. The site is a New York State 

certified “shovel ready” site. The site’s major 

attributes include land availability and location 

just off of I-87. However, the site is located 

adjacent to residential developments to the south 

and east which may not be the most compatible 

with all industrial space users.  

Source: RKG Associates, Google Maps 

Figure 3-11 - Aerial View of Airport Industrial Park 

Source: RKG Associates, Google Maps 

Figure 3-12 - Aerial View of Tech Meadows Industrial Park 2021 
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3.3.1.3 Carey Industrial Park 

The Carey Industrial Park is located 

just on the other side of the Main 

Street and I-87 interchange from Tech 

Meadows Industrial Park. Currently, 50 

acres are available in the park, with 

available parcels ranging from 2 to 26 

acres. The Park has significant 

development already, including Sheet 

Labels and an indoor climbing gym. 

Adirondack Radiology also recently 

announced they purchased 2.8 acres 

in the park and plan to build a $1.4 

million medical office property in the 

park. The sites’ main attributes are its 

close proximity to I-87, in addition to 

having full utilities available.  

3.3.1.4 Queensbury Business Park 

The Queensbury Industrial Park is a 

56-acre industrial park located just 

south of Floyd Bennet Memorial 

Airport of Queensbury Avenue. The 

Park currently has 41 acres available 

with parcels from 2 to 9 acres 

available. The site is a certified 

“shovel-ready” site, including all 

utilities. Currently, the Queensbury 

Army National Guard is the only 

tenant in the park.  However, the 

park is not without challenges, 

according to local interviewers, the 

soils on the site are soggy, which 

can lead to challenges supporting 

certain development types. 

Previously, a large user decided to 

locate elsewhere after previously 

committing to a site in the industrial park due to design challenges with the building.  

3.3.1.5 Canalside Energy Park Advantages/Disadvantages 

Compared to the other competitive industrial parks, the Canalside Energy Park’s main competitive 

advantages are its access to dedicated rail facilities, the canal, the size of the site, and the relative 

remoteness of the site compared to other industrial parks in the area. None of the other parks are near 

rail access, let alone have rail access directly on site. Additionally, the canal on site is a feature unique 

to Canalside Energy Park. The canal has seasonal capabilities to connect south to the Port of Albany 

and serves as yet another transportation option for shipping goods to and from market. However, the 

Source: RKG Associates, Google Maps 

Figure 3-13 - Aerial View of Carey Industrial Park 2021 

Source: RKG Associates, Google Maps 

Figure 3-14 - Aerial View of Queensbury Business Park 2021 
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site does have some challenges. Nearly all 

interviewees mentioned that the difficulty 

of accessing the site via road could put 

the site at a disadvantage in trying to find 

a suitable user. The site is limited from a 

development perspective due to its lack of 

sewer capacity. Lastly, the $1M+ tax 

encumbrance may create a financial 

challenge for any purchaser of the site.  

While the site’s remote access may be a 

challenge for some users, it is also an 

opportunity. Many industrial users, 

particularly heavy industry, may not want 

to co-locate near other land use types 

such as residential. Given the site's more 

removed location, it may be more attractive to users that desire distance from other potential conflicts.  

3.4 Target Industry Analysis 

The target industry analysis for this study “cast a wide net” regarding the potential for different industry 

sectors to identify those that could be a good fit for Canalside Energy Park. In analyzing possible 

target industries beyond the region’s historical economy or previous development efforts, this 

screening process ensured that any potentially viable target industries could be tested and analyzed 

before being eliminated in favor of more promising options. This analysis also acknowledges that not 

every industry sector may be a perfect fit for the site and regional economy. 

 

Table 3-15 - Strengths and Weaknesses of Industrial Parks 2021 

 

Source: RKG Associates 

The target industry analysis as presented in this report identified two groupings of industry clusters. 

The first are those industries that are established and present in the regional economy today and 

Source: RKG Associates, Google Maps 

Figure 3-15 - Aerial View of Canalside Energy Park 2021 
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could be marketed to new companies or allow the expansion of companies already operating in the 

space. These industry clusters, referred to as Established Target Industries Clusters, include: 

• Organic Material Processing and Manufacturing 

• Non-Metallic Processing and Manufacturing 

• Metallic Processing and Manufacturing 

• Medical Device Supplies Manufacturing 

The second grouping of industry clusters referred to as Growth Opportunity Target Industries Clusters, 

are those that do not currently have a strong presence in the Warren-Washington Region but could be 

a good fit based on the criteria described below. These industry clusters include: 

• Green Energy Production 

• Warehousing, Transportation, and Wholesaling 

Lastly, some industry sectors do not have a strong presence in the region and were not part of the 

target industry cluster scores but have shown interest in locating in the region or were noted during 

interviews with regional experts. These clusters are ones the IDA and regional partners should be 

aware of as the site is being marketed and tenanted and include: 

• AgTech 

• Food Processing and Manufacturing 

• Cannabis Processing 

• Hospitality Training 

• Freight Rail Transportation and Storage 

Cluster Scoring and Identification 

To identify the Established Target Industries, all three-digit industry sectors were evaluated and scored 

on a 1-5 scale for each of the following quantitative and qualitative metrics: 

• Current employment base (Number of employees) 

• Historical employment growth 2010-2020 (Number of employees) 

• Historical growth rate 2010-2020 (% growth) 

• Forecasted employment growth (Number of employees) 

• Forecasted employment growth rate (% growth) 

• Regional Specialization (location quotient) 

• Regional Fit (Assessment of how well the industry fits in the regional market) 

• Local Fit (Qualitative assessment of how well the industry fits in the local market) 

For each of these metrics, industries were scored based on how they compared to other industries in 

the Warren-Washington Region, with one (1) being a low score and five (5) being a high score. For this 

analysis, Regional Fit was calculated based on the size of the industry in the LCLG Region, so 

industries containing many employees compared to the total employment base in the LCLG Region 

received higher scores, and those with smaller employment compared to the overall employment base 

received lower scores. Local fit scores were assigned based on a qualitative analysis of how well the 

industry would fit in the Warren-Washington Region market. This assessment was based on our 

understanding of the skill sets and availability of the workforce, availability of appropriate land/facilities 

for the industry, and local preferences based on information gathered from interviews in the local 

market.  

Each industry was then scored based on a set of weighted metrics to create a composite score 

helping us to understand the relative success an industry could have in the region compared to its 
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peers. Weighting was applied to each metric to calculate a total score for each industry to help 

evaluate possibilities for the Canalside Energy Park site. The table below shows the weights for each 

of the different metrics. 

 

After each industry was scored, the top-scoring industries were evaluated for how well each may fit at 

the Canalside Energy Park. Below is a table detailing the fifteen highest scoring industry sectors. 

Unsurprisingly, many industries with high total scores were related to health care and tourism – two of 

the strongest industries in the region. However, these industries are not strong fits for the Canalside 

Energy Park site and therefore were excluded from consideration. While the table below details the 

highest-scoring industries, they were not necessarily the industries selected to be in Target Industry 

Clusters.  

Once the industries with high location scores and strong fits for the Canalside Energy Park were 

identified, they were categorized into the three Established Target Industry Clusters detailed below: 

• Organic Material Processing and Manufacturing 

o Wood-related manufacturing industries 

o Paper manufacturing industry 

Metric Weight

Size of Industry (# Of Employees in 2020) 30%

Historical Employment Growth 2010-2020 (# of Employees) 10%

Historical Employment Growth Rate 2010-2020 (% Growth) 5%

Forecasted Employment Growth 2020-2030 (# of Employees) 10%

Forecasted Employment Growth Rate 2020-2030 (% Growth) 5%

Local Specialization (Location Quotient) 10%

Regional Fit (Size of Industry Sector in LCLG Region) 15%

Local Fit (Qualitative Assessment) 15%

Total 100%

Source: RKG Associates 

Table 3-16 - Metrics and Weighing for Target Industry Analysis 

NAICS Description Size Hist. Growth % His Growth Fore. Growth % Fore. Growth Location Quotient Regional Fit Local Fit

902 State Government 1.5 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.75 0.6 4.6

624 Social Assistance 1.2 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.25 0.3 0.75 0.75 4.45

722 Food Services and Drinking Places 1.5 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.75 0.75 4.4

721 Accommodation 1.5 0.5 0.15 0.1 0.05 0.5 0.75 0.75 4.3

332 Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing 1.2 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.45 0.75 4.15

621 Ambulatory Health Care Services 1.5 0.1 0.05 0.5 0.15 0.3 0.75 0.75 4.1

623 Nursing and Residential Care Facilities 1.5 0.4 0.15 0.1 0.05 0.4 0.75 0.75 4.1

561 Administrative and Support Services 1.5 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.15 0.3 0.75 0.45 3.95

423 Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods 1.2 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.45 3.85

441 Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers 1.2 0.4 0.15 0.5 0.15 0.4 0.6 0.45 3.85

238 Specialty Trade Contractors 1.5 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.75 0.15 3.8

541 Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services 1.5 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.75 0.45 3.7

339 Miscellaneous Manufacturing 1.5 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.5 0.6 0.75 3.65

611 Educational Services 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.75 3.65

312 Beverage and Tobacco Product Manufacturing 0.9 0.4 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.3 0.3 0.75 3.65

Weighted Scores

TOTAL

Source: RKG Associates 

Table 3-17 - Highest Scoring Industries, Cluster Fit Scoring, Warren-Washington Counties 
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• Metallic Processing and Manufacturing 

o Powder Metallurgy 

o Machine Shops 

 

• Medical Device Supplies Manufacturing 

o Surgical and Medical Instrument Manufacturing 

In addition to the Established Industry Clusters listed above, RKG identified two Growth Target 

Industry Clusters. These industry clusters were not identified solely using the methodology outlined 

above but instead were identified through local interviews. People in the region familiar with business 

activity felt these might be a good fit based on the locational attributes and amenities at the site, prior 

inquiries for tenanting, and the local and regional economies. These include: 

• Green Energy Production 

o Support of Offshore Wind 

o Solar Component Manufacturing 

o Biomass Power Generation 

 

• Transportation and Storage 

o Wholesaling 

o Rail transportation 

o Warehousing 

Established Target Industry Clusters 

3.4.1.1 Organic Material Processing and Manufacturing 

The Warren-Washington Region is an established hub for manufacturing involving wood and paper 

products. Combined these two industries employ approximately 1,700 people in the region and 

comprise one of the largest manufacturing sectors with 29 percent of total manufacturing employment. 

However, over the past ten years, this industry’s growth has stagnated as automation and corporate 

downsizing impacted the industry, particularly the large paper manufacturers. 

These trends are forecast to accelerate into the future as increased automation and foreign 

competition cause existing producers to continue to streamline their operations. However, wood 

product manufacturing, including companies like Commonwealth Plywood, has seen growth over the 

past ten years. While this industry sector is smaller than the larger paper product manufacturers in the 

region, it is forecast to have job growth over the next ten years. Both sectors are vital to the economy 

of the region – as illustrated by the high location quotients (LQ) of both industries.
13

  

 
13

 Typically, an LQ exceeding 1.20 suggests that a local economy is outperforming the larger, broader economy 

for that specific sector. 

Source: EMSI 

NAICS Description 2020 Jobs

Historical Job 

Growth Rate 

(2010-2020)

Forecasted Job 

Growth Rate

(2020-2030) 2020 LQ

321 Wood Product Manufacturing 394 11% 2% 2.7

322 Paper Manufacturing 1,338 (2%) (6%) 10.8

Table 3-18 - Organic Materials Processing and Manufacturing Sub-Industry Metrics 2010-2030 
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Given these industries have a strong presence in the region, industries that are adjacent and/or 

support this Target Industry Cluster would be a great fit for the local and regional economy. The site is 

well-positioned to support these industries as its on-site railyard and canal access could provide the 

site with opportunities to handle raw materials or finished products before they go to either the 

manufacturing process or final buyers. Additionally, much of the lumber in the US is imported from 

Canada, according to local sources, and the site’s proximity to the Canadian border makes it an 

attractive option for those looking to process or store imported Canadian lumber.  

According to IBISWorld, the industry outlook of this Target Industry Cluster is uncertain, as there are 

numerous supply-side and demand-side issues that could hurt the industry’s outlook in the future. On 

the supply side, the costs of inputs such as lumber are very high because of shortages during the 

pandemic, and fluctuations in the market are expected to continue for some time
14

 with demand from 

final producers likely increasing, including paper/wood products manufacturing and construction 

increases. This could make it more expensive for producers located in the Warren-Washington Region 

to purchase raw materials and could result in additional employment loss or industry contraction if 

higher prices for raw materials cannot be accounted for elsewhere in the upstream or downstream 

supply chain. The demand side of the equation also includes some uncertainty, with the rise of e-

commerce and online advertising affecting demand for paper. While these trends may challenge the 

overall industry, the fact that much of the region’s paper production is focused on personal hygiene 

may help insulate it from some of these demand issues.    

Additionally, foreign competition could be a factor in the demand for final products. However, in the 

wake of the pandemic, some manufacturers have noted they believe there will be an increased 

appetite for products made in the United States as they want to be better prepared for future global 

supply chain interruptions. As such, the increasing trend towards global competition in these sectors 

could reverse in the future. This may help bolster demand and support these industries over time.  

3.4.1.2 Metallic Processing and Manufacturing 

Metallic Processing and Manufacturing encompasses both the manufacturing of raw metal ore into 

metal products for use elsewhere in industrial processes as well and the processing of metal into final 

products. The main industries that comprise this target industry cluster in the Warren-Washington 

Region employ approximately 540 people or about ten percent of all manufacturing-related 

employment in the region. 

While this is significantly smaller than many of the other manufacturing and industrial sectors in the 

region, this Target Industry Cluster has experienced growth over the past ten years making it a cluster 

 
14

 https://fortune.com/2021/04/27/lumber-prices-are-up-232-and-it-could-spiral-out-of-control-in-the-next-few-

months/ 

Source: EMSI 

NAICS Description 2020 Jobs

Historical Job 

Growth Rate (2010-

2020)

Forecasted Job 

Growth Rate

(2020-2030) 2020 LQ

3314 Nonferrous Metal Rolling, Drawing, and Extruding 78 (12%) (3%) 15.07

3315 Aluminum Foundries (except Die-Casting) 49 ~400% 68.7% 8.55

3321 Powder Metallurgy Part Manufacturing 76 New to Region 84.6% 25.28

3327 Machine Shops 251 5.4% 11.4% 2.59

3329 Industrial Valve Manufacturing 90 169.7% 7.2% 9.71

Table 3-19 - Metallic Processing and Manufacturing Sub-Industry Metrics 2010-2030 
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that could continue to flourish in the region. Since 2010, four of the five industries have experienced 

employment growth and overall employment growth of 49 percent. This growth is forecast to continue, 

with these sectors growing from 540 jobs in 2020 to 714 jobs in 2030, a 31 percent increase. 

Additionally, all of these industries have high location quotients, with powder metallurgy part 

manufacturing having an LQ of over 25.  

Canalside Energy Park appears to be a good fit for these industries for similar reasons described for 

Organic Material Processing and Manufacturing. The site has existing rail and canal access to allow 

for the shipping of raw materials or finished goods. Of note, a user in this industry would likely be of a 

smaller scale in nature, similar to those currently active in the region today, such as Doty Machine 

Works, Ames Goldsmith, and Miller Mechanical, and may not lease-up or purchase the entire 

Canalside Energy Park site. As such, attracting a user in this industry to the site would likely be part of 

a strategy to subdivide the site and sell or lease a portion over time.  

According to research from IBISWorld, demand for outputs from this industry cluster tends to be 

localized in nature – with local producers selling to other local and regional businesses. As such, the 

industry outlook for this Target Industry Cluster is heavily tied to the regional and local manufacturing 

outlook and the effectiveness of the Capital and LCLG Regions’ ability to attract and invest in 

manufacturing into the future. While there have been some recent manufacturers attracted to the 

Warren-Washington and LCLG Regions, manufacturing in the larger Capital Region has thrived. A 

potential strategy for attracting firms in this cluster to the region and supporting their longer-term is to 

help establish supplier relationships with other firms in the broader Capital Region.  

Additionally, similar to Organic Material Processing and Manufacturing, foreign competition could be a 

threat to the sector. However, the severity of this threat will likely depend on how the national and 

global economy evolves as we exit the pandemic and if there is a shift back to favoring suppliers and 

manufacturers within the United States versus global entities.  

3.4.1.3 Medical Device and Supplies Manufacturing 

Medical Device and Supplies Manufacturing is the largest manufacturing sector in the Warren-

Washington Region and has historically been one of the foundations of the local economy. This 

industry employs 1,500 people in the region, accounting for 26 percent of all manufacturing 

employment and has the highest location quotient of any industry in the Warren-Washington Region at 

32.7, further underscoring its importance to the regional economy. However, this industry experienced 

a significant decline since 2010, losing over 30 percent of its workforce. This decline in employment is 

projected to continue, albeit at a much slower rate than the previous ten years. This decline in regional 

employment is in sharp contrast to national trends where employment within the subcategory of 

Surgical and Medical Instrument Manufacturing, grew 17 percent nationally.  

According to IBISWorld, demand for surgical and medical devices is anticipated to remain strong 

moving forward as the population in the United States continues to age and therefore requires more 

medical treatments and surgeries. Additionally, more people gaining access to health insurance they 

may otherwise not have had, (either via being eligible for Medicare or expansion of access due to 

NAICS Description 2020 Jobs

Historical Job 

Growth Rate 

(2010-2020)

Forecasted Job 

Growth Rate

(2020-2030) 2020 LQ

339 Surgical and Medical Instrument Manufacturing 1,515 (31%) (3%) 32.68

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-20 - Medical Device and Supplies Manufacturing Sub-Industry Metrics 2010-2030 
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governmental programs) is also anticipated to help increase demand for medical care and thus 

medical equipment moving forward.  

Additionally, IBISWorld lists R&D expenditure as a key component affecting the Medical Device and 

Supplies manufacturing is spending on research & development. R&D expenditures are anticipated to 

increase markedly over the next few years in the wake of the pandemic as there is a renewed focus on 

finding more effective ways of treating medical illnesses.  

Like the other manufacturing clusters, Canalside Energy Park would be a good fit for users looking to 

capitalize on direct rail and water access at the site. However, the limited access to the via roadways 

may make it more difficult to attract a medium to the large-sized user. As such, any users at the site 

would likely be smaller and provide support services to the larger companies located in the region, 

such as AngioDynamics and BD Becton Dickinson. During interviews with local stakeholders, there 

was also mention of attracting smaller more nimble companies who may be looking to work with larger 

more established companies to modernize manufacturing processes or design and manufacture new 

devices. Smaller buildings and sites at Canalside Energy Park offered at lower rents could help smaller 

start-up companies enter the region and build off the clusters' existing strengths. 

Growth Target Industry Clusters 

3.4.1.4 Green Energy Production 

The Green Energy Production Target Industry Cluster refers to a broad range of industries that 

produce energy either from renewable resources or from waste products of other industries. In the 

context of the Warren-Washington Region and Canalside Energy Park, two main green energy 

industries would be good fits for Canalside Energy Park: Support for Offshore Wind and 

Biomass/Waste-to-Energy Production. 

In early 2021, New York State awarded Equinor, a European energy company, a contract to build 

offshore wind power generation facilities in one of the largest renewable energy awards in United 

States History
15

. One of the sites is at the Port of Albany where Equinor will work with Marmen and 

Welcon to help the port become the first offshore wind tower and transition piece manufacturing 

facility, where it will produce components for Equinor’s projects located elsewhere in New York State. 

The site, located in the State’s Capital Region, will be a location for future projects to source offshore 

wind towers, transition pieces, and other manufacturing components for many years to come as 

offshore wind continues to grow along the East Coast. 

While the main tower production facility will be located at the Port of Albany, there may be other 

ancillary support services for this industry that would be a good fit for Canalside Energy Park, 

particularly if they require rail or water transportation, or cannot be co-located with other uses. This 

could include small manufacturing facilities producing necessary parts or components to the offshore 

wind industry, or storage and shipping of parts and products to the Port of Albany site. 

A second potential source of green energy production and/or manufacturing is through the utilization 

of solar panels and solar energy infrastructure on site. Given the size of the Park and that there are 

areas which may not be appropriate for buildings, solar panels could be constructed to produce 

energy for the park or sold back to the grid. In addition to generating solar power from the site itself, 

Canalside Energy Park could also serve as a location for the manufacturing of solar panels. This 
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 https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210113005811/en/Equinor-Selected-for-Largest-ever-U.S.-

Offshore-Wind-Award 
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industry is projected to increase revenues by 6.8% annually through 2026 as demand for solar panels 

continues to increase both domestically and internationally.
16

 The United States is projected to 

continue to be a net importer of solar cells and panels which could lead to opportunities to advance 

domestic production benefitted by the US government’s renewed focus on increasing alternative 

energy production. The reliance on semiconductors for solar photovoltaic cells could provide an 

interplay between Canalside Energy Park and major semiconductor manufacturers nearby like Global 

Foundries. 

The third potential source of green energy production is through Biomass Power, which is a process of 

taking biological material from living, or recently living organisms, such as plants or plant-derived 

materials, and converting to energy
17

. This type of energy production has expanded rapidly over the 

past ten years, due to government subsidies, investments, and regulatory standards designed to 

increased interest in renewable energy sources. While many types of biomass can be used in the 

production of power, one of the most relevant to the Warren-Washington Region is the use of animal 

manure and other farming byproducts. Given the agricultural base located in the region, there is 

already a local source of biomass inputs readily available. Other potential sources of local inputs for 

biomass energy production include waste from the brewing or fermentation processes of alcohol from 

local producers.  

Demand for this industry is anticipated to continue to grow into the future as there is continued focus 

and investment in renewable energy sources. However, despite coming from renewable sources, 

biomass power produces significant emissions that may make it less favorable for future investment 

compared to other types of renewable energy such as wind or solar.  

Waste-to-energy is similar in concept to biomass power production, in that solid waste, often from 

households or other industries is incinerated to reduce its physical footprint with the resulting energy 

used to generate electricity. The key difference in industry outlook compared to biomass power 

production is that the world price of steel is a major driver of the industry, as construction of these 

facilities is even more steel and capital intensive than biomass power facilities, and thus the price of 

construction inputs more heavily affects waste-to-energy industry outlook compared to biomass 

power. However, the future outlook from a demand perspective and environmental concerns impact 

both biomass power and waste-to-energy facilities.  

The site’s relatively remote location may be an advantage for biomass power and waste-to-energy 

production, as there are fewer conflicting uses in the immediate area compared to other industrial 

parks in the region. 

3.4.1.5 Transportation, Wholesaling, and Storage 

From the quantitative cluster scoring analysis, industries related to wholesaling, such as Medical 

Equipment Wholesalers, Industrial Machinery Wholesalers, Photography Equipment Wholesalers, and 

Electrical Equipment Wholesalers, experienced significant employment growth from 2010 to 2020, 

growing 124 percent (191 jobs). This growth is forecast to continue, with these industries expanding to 

696 employees in 2030, a 33 percent increase.  

Transportation and storage-related industries were mentioned during interviews for this study as 

possible fits for the Canalside Energy Park, given its rail and canal access. However, these industries, 

particularly warehousing, are not currently present in the local market in large numbers. Combined, 

 
16 IBISWorld, Solar Panel Manufacturing Industry Report 
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these industries employed approximately 100 people, with location quotients near or markedly below 

national averages.  

While wholesaling and transportation/storage industries are different, they share common similarities 

around the space needs and access requirements and thus make sense to view them similarly. Both 

industries could be good fits at Canalside Energy Park if they desire rail and canal access as part of 

their transportation and logistics process. However, the distance from I-87 may make other industrial 

parks and sites in the region a better fit for logistics relying solely on truck transportation. One point 

worth noting is the potential value add of the large rail yard and the potential for bringing in raw 

materials, such as grain, by train and storing these materials on site. The synergy between the rail 

connections and the size of the potential storage facilities at Canalside EnergyPark could make that an 

attractive option as well. Materials could be transferred between rail, barge, and/or truck to be shipped 

elsewhere within the larger region or to other national or international locations.  

According to IBISWorld, the long-term industry outlook for both wholesalers and transportation/storage 

is strong as consumer spending is forecasted to continue to grow, particularly in the wake of the 

covid-19 pandemic and the economy reopens. This could position Canalside Energy Park as there will 

be a need to transport goods produced in the Warren-Washington region downstream to other 

markets as well as a need to serve the household base and businesses that call the Warren-

Washington region home.  

3.5 Workforce Analysis 

As previously mentioned, the population in Warren and Washington Counties is rapidly aging. This 

dynamic is having a measurable impact on the workforce. Since 2001, the number and share of 

workers aged 55 and older have increased from 6,800 workers to over 13,000 workers in 2020. 

Additionally, this age cohort increased in its share of the total workforce from 14 percent in 2001 to 28 

percent in 2020. Over the same period, the number and share of workers aged 35-44 decreased, as 

these workers aged into the 55 and older age cohort. From an economic perspective, this dynamic 

could jeopardize the ability of current employers in the region to backfill positions vacated by retiring 

workers. 

Source: Census QWI Survey 

Figure 3-16 - Workers by Age, Warren-Washington Counties 2001-2020 
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As such, the biggest issue around workforce facing businesses in the region today is employee 

attraction. According to interviews, employers in the region, particularly on the manufacturing side, 

have had challenges finding enough skilled and unskilled workers to fill job openings. As such, a 

primary focus and effort for the Warren-Washington Region should be employee attraction and 

retention. Without efforts to reverse recent trends, the region will likely not be able to support its current 

economic base, let alone attract additional users to the site.  

The impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on the nation’s workforce also cannot be ignored. According 

to the US Department of Labor, a total of 11.5 million workers quit their jobs during the months of April, 

May, and June 2021. Some workers are retiring early, some are changing jobs and fields altogether, 

and some are pursuing additional educational opportunities. There is also a segment of the workforce 

that during the pandemic could not remain in the workforce due to the lack of childcare options, 

limited availability of transportation, and/or the fear of contracting the Covid-19 virus. The impacts of 

this “Great Resignation” are further constricting the available workforce particularly for lower-paying 

jobs with higher risk of contracting the virus. As the labor shortage continues, companies will need to 

pay higher wages and offer increasingly competitive benefits to attract and retain workers over time. 

As we saw from the income data, Warren and Washington Counties already lag the larger Capital 

Region in wages and household income. The tightening of the labor market could exacerbate these 

already existing challenges. 

Occupation and Wage Analysis 

According to EMSI, Office and Administrative Support occupations were the largest occupational 

group in the Warren-Washington Region, with approximately 6,600 employees in 2020. This 

occupation classification, along with Sales, Food Preparation, Production, and Educational Instruction 

comprised the five largest occupation classifications, accounting for approximately 24,000 jobs, and 

equating to approximately 45 percent of all jobs in the Warren-Washington Region in 2020. However, it 

should be noted that all of these sectors accounted for a decline of more than 3,000 positions from 

their 2010 totals. In other words, the dominant sectors are shrinking. 

As discussed in the previous section where employment growth by industry sector was reviewed, 

overall employment in the Warren-Washington Region declined from 2010-2020. As such, it is 

unsurprising that most occupation classifications lost jobs during this time. Office and Administrative 

Support lost the most employees (1,800) and contracted by approximately 22 percent. This is also 

indicative of an overall decline in the economy of the region, as these occupations support a wide 

variety of industry sectors. Additionally, the other four largest occupation classifications lost jobs from 

2010 to 2020.  
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Of note, Production occupations lost 143 jobs, declining four percent. These occupations are likely to 

be the workers responsible for the actual production of goods and services in Manufacturing (versus 

back-office staff or maintenance, etc.). While these jobs declined four percent, the decline has been 

slower than in the overall manufacturing industry. This may indicate that some of the job losses may 

not have been directly linked to declines in production.  

In both the Capital Region and in the Warren-Washington Region, the highest annual earnings are for 

Management occupations, with median earnings of $102,852 and $92,043, respectively. Food 

Preparation workers had the lowest annual wages in the Capital Region, earning $28,475 annually 

while Personal Care Service Providers had the lowest annual earnings in the Warren-Washington 

Region at $28,537 per year. Across nearly all occupational categories, wages were higher in the 

Capital Region, with the largest gap in Computer and Mathematical occupations (21 percent) and 

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media (20 percent). Given that employers in the parts of the 

Capital Region farther south than the Warren-Washington counties pay higher wages, it is likely that 

employees have a location preference for jobs located in these regions with higher wages. As such, 

jobs in the Warren-Washington Region may need to offer higher wages to attract workers, particularly 

skilled workers to the region. 

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-21 - Historical Occupation Trends, Warren-Washington Counties 2010-2020 
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In the Warren-Washington Region, Food Preparation and Serving occupations experienced the largest 

wage growth, with median annual wages growing from under $20,000 to $31,000, a growth of 60 

percent. Legal occupations saw the smallest wage growth, with wages essentially staying flat from 

2010 at approximately $81,000 annually. In general, occupations with lower median wages 

experienced higher rates of wage growth than higher-paying occupations. Differences in wage growth 

between the Capital Region and the Warren-Washington Region were occupation-specific with no 

overarching patterns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-22 - Median Earnings by Occupation 2020 
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Opportunity Analysis 

While people of color make up a small share of the population of the Warren-Washington Region, 

ensuring equal opportunities across race and ethnicity is important. Opportunity gaps exist when 

certain populations, often workers of color, are underrepresented in certain industries and occupations 

due to systemic forces in the education system, hiring process, and the labor markets.  

In the Warren-Washington Region, White workers and Asian workers have significantly higher per 

capita incomes compared to other workers identifying with other races and ethnicities, with per capita 

incomes of $33,007 and $35,930, respectively. These figures are nearly double the next highest-

earning group, those identifying as Other (Native Americans, Pacific Islanders, Others), who earned 

$18,275 per year. African American and Black workers had the lowest per capita incomes in the 

region, earning under $10,000 annually. While there is undoubtedly some statistical error in these 

estimates due to the relatively small sample size associated with some of these populations in the 

region, there is a disparity in the per capita income of various racial/ethnic groups that must be 

recognized and addressed.  

A major driver of the per capita income gap between White and Asian workers and other racial/ethnic 

groups is the gap in educational attainment. Currently, in the Warren-Washington Region, White 

residents account for 96 percent of all those in the region with a college degree. Asian residents 

account for 1.3 percent of all residents in the region with a college degree while comprising 0.8 

percent of the total population.  

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-23 - Occupations and Earnings, Warren-Washington Counties 2010-2020 
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Residents who do not identify as white alone comprise 19 percent of the population who have attained 

less than a high school diploma but make up approximately 7 percent of the total population of the 

Region. This difference is most heavily pronounced among African American and Black residents and 

Latino residents, who comprise approximately 5 percent of the total population in the region but 

account for over 12 percent of those with less than a high school diploma.  

While there are many factors tied to educational discrepancies, from an economic development and 

workforce perspective, ensuring the entire working population has quality access to educational 

opportunities at an early age is important.  

Source: American Community Survey, 2015-2019 Estimates 

Figure 3-17 - Per Capita Income, Warren-Washington Counties 2019 

Source: American Community Survey, 2015-2019 Estimates 

Table 3-24 - Educational Attainment by Race/Ethnicity, Warren-Washington Counties 2019 
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In looking at the share of each population with different levels of education by race or ethnicity, White 

residents have the lowest share of the population with less than a high school diploma at only 9 

percent. On the other end of the education spectrum, Asian residents have the highest share of the 

population with a college degree at 45 percent. Of note, residents identifying with two or more races 

have educational distributions most similar to White residents, but still, have a 7 percent higher share 

of those with less than a college degree and a 6 percent lower share of those with a college degree. 

However, the per capita income of those residents identifying with two or more races is $13,065 (60%) 

less than the per capita income of White residents at $33,065. 

In addition to identifying differences in income and educational attainment by race and ethnicity, 

employment was also analyzed to help further identify opportunity gaps that exist across occupations. 

The current job base was analyzed and compared to the racial and ethnic distribution of high-wage 

Source: American Community Survey, 2015-2019 Estimates 

Figure 3-18 - Educational Attainment by Race/Ethnicity, Warren-Washington Counties 2019 

Source: EMSI, RKG Associates 

Figure 3-19 - Wages by Occupation and Race/Ethnicity, Warren-Washington Counties 2020 
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jobs (those with median annual wages of $75,000 or more) and low-wage jobs (those with median 

annual wages of $35,000 or less). This helps identify instances where disparities may exist by race and 

ethnicity between high-wage and low-wage jobs within each industry. 

In the Warren-Washington Region, approximately 83 percent of all jobs are held by White workers, but 

White workers hold over 88 percent of all high-wage jobs. Conversely, African American and Latino 

workers hold 12 percent of all jobs, yet only seven percent of all high-wage jobs. As a share of 

population, White workers in the region are overrepresented in high-wage jobs while African American 

and Latino workers are underrepresented. Asian workers have a higher share of high-wage jobs 

compared to their overall composition of the region’s population, accounting for 4 percent of all high-

wage jobs. 

To best position the region to attract new businesses, both to Canalside Energy Park and elsewhere, 

efforts should be made to ensure access to education and job opportunities for those who are 

qualified across the whole population.  

Workforce and Skills Assessment 

The availability of a skilled labor force, or the ability to cultivate a skilled labor force, is a critical 

component to supporting future employment and economic growth. The regional Workforce and Skills 

Analysis aims to identify the skills currently possessed by the workforce in the Warren-Washington 

Region and understand what skills are needed to support the region’s economy.  

This analysis aims to understand the core competencies of the regional workforce today and for each 

target industry to identify the most critical occupations and corresponding skills needed for those 

occupations. This comparison of industries, occupations, and skills provides insight on the skills that 

may be missing and need to be cultivated to ensure existing industries can continue to thrive and the 

region has a workforce prepared to support future industry attraction and growth. When compared to 

the skills of the current workforce, the analysis identifies gaps in skills by target industry which will help 

guide strategies for upskilling, education pipelines, job training, and apprenticeships.  

3.5.1.1 Top Hard Skills Within Warren-Washington Workforce 

The Workforce and Skills Analysis first aims to identify the skills already most prevalent in the region’s 

workforce to understand the core competencies that exist today. This analysis is completed using 

EMSI’s Labor Market Analytics platform, which analyzes the prevalence of hard skills (those requiring 

specific technical knowledge) and soft skills (those based on personality traits) contained within 

historical job postings, online resumes, and LinkedIn profiles in the region.  

The following table lists the most prevalent hard skills in the workforce today. While many of the top 40 

skills, such as Auditing, Accounting, and Purchasing are applicable across a wide swath of industries 

and occupations, most of the skills are more specialized to the healthcare or food service industries, 

two of the largest industries in the Warren-Washington Region.  
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Normally, work force training and “re-skilling” programs tend to focus on hard skills. However, based 

on interviews completed during this project, there are gaps in soft skills for many industries – with 

potential employees having the hard skills needed to be successful but not the soft skills. Below is a 

table of the top soft skills desired by employers in the region. 

Source: EMSISource: Esri Business Analyst, RKG Associates 

Table 3-26 - Top Hard Skills, Warren-Washington Counties 2020 

Source: EMSI 

Table 3-25 - Top Soft Skills, Warren-Washington Counties 2020 
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While the current list of Top 40 hard skills aligns more closely with prevailing industry sectors like 

Healthcare and Social Assistance and Food Services and Accommodations, it is the skills for jobs in 

manufacturing, production, transportation and logistics, green energy production, and professional 

and technical services that will more closely align with the future of the local region and the larger 

Capital Region. New York State is focused on advanced manufacturing, green energy production 

(offshore wind), and life sciences which all have applicability for target industries at the Canalside 

Energy Park. With a shrinking population and an aging workforce, the strategy for the region should 

include employee attraction, but another critical component is boosting the skills of those coming 

through the educational pipeline within the region and showing them potential pathways for immediate 

employment. This could be done through middle school and high school educational programs, 

learning skills during secondary education, and even reskilling younger workers in the region. 
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4.0 OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS & CONCLUSION 

4.1 Industry Opportunities 

To date, it appears that the WWIDA receives consistent interest in the Site, but few opportunities have 

resulted in substantial investment and a reactive approach seems unlikely to result in development 

that provides a stable source of revenue, or to be met by a single industry or investor. In 

commissioning this study, the WWIDA seeks to understand where the Canalside Energy Park stands 

in terms of its current infrastructure capacity as well as its viability in the regional and local market. 

Additional, but significant, considerations include the need for tax liability relief and the desire to utilize 

the site for community co-benefits such as skills training and job creation.  

To identify the industries most suited for the site and with the most potential for growth, RKG 

Associates and Weston & Sampson benchmarked other regional industrial parks, spoke with a wide 

range of government, utility, real estate and development, economic development, and university 

entities about emerging opportunities in the region, as well as potential development of the Canalside 

Energy Park in comparison to other industrial sites (see Section 3). This research enabled the team to 

home in on specific industries or industry groups and determine the feasibility of these industries at 

the Canalside Energy Park with and without additional infrastructure investment. Furthermore, it 

allowed the team to gauge the receptiveness of potential partners or champions for development at 

the site and to dismiss potential industries that were unlikely to locate at this site. As described in 

detail in Section 3, industries and opportunities that emerged from our analysis with the most promise 

for the Canalside Energy Park included: 

Green Industries  

• Renewable energy arose to the forefront as an attractive possibility for the site, particularly 

solar arrays which would provide an immediate source of revenue and occupy portions of the 

site that did not lend themselves to construction, such as those bound by wetlands, lacked 

access, or other constraints.  

• Biomass energy was also assessed, although profitability from this source can fluctuate 

depending on supply. Sources assessed include spent grains (from regional breweries), and 

other sources.  

• Other complementary green industries include industrial waste processing, conversion, and 

disposal, such as PFAS removal, which dovetail with the adjacent specialty waste company 

Green Earth. Composting, which includes processing organic waste from residential, 

commercial, private, and institutional sources (discussed further below), represents a potential 

source of short and long-term revenue, and the Canalside Energy Park is well-located as a 

receiver and is largely buffered by the canal, the rail, and agricultural lands.  

Food Production and Processing  

• Processing and preparation of food products fits well with the agricultural setting of the 

Canalside Energy Park and can include a wide range of potential manufacturing scales and 

types, such as farm to table, wine/beer making, canning/bottling, etc. Food processing 

presents opportunities to build training platforms for new workers (perhaps including local 

schools) and to involve universities. Food processing incubators often serve as a hub for 

multiple community interests, from local farmers and restaurants to non-profits dedicated to 
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job creation or skill-building. Models can be found in Greenfield, Massachusetts and 

throughout New England and New York. 

• Although not strictly a food product, the cannabis industry is currently experiencing a demand 

for space and could provide needed revenue to relieve the tax liability. Moreover, cannabis 

does not require skilled labor like other manufacturing industries, and workers. Aquaculture is 

also a potential industry which often works synergistically with livestock production.  

Specialized Manufacturing.  

• Although many manufacturing industries are seeing declines in employment, organic material 

processing (wood pulp, pellets, etc.) has performed well.  

• Other manufacturing that may be suitable for the Canalside Energy Park include manufacturing 

components for renewable energy, such as wind turbines, or another existing regional sector, 

such as medical device manufacturing. These industries are actively seeking space and could 

provide revenue and job opportunities. 

Innovation and Skills-Based Industries (particularly Agricultural).  

• Although technological/business incubators can be found throughout the region, the 

Canalside Energy Park could tie into the regional strength of agriculture and draw from 

regional resources such as SUNY Adirondack. With a university partner, an agricultural 

technology hub could become a regional resource for training, research, and industry 

networks. Private partnerships could support activities at the hub.  

• Agricultural Tech hubs can support other potential uses, such as hospitality training, as 

accessory or complementary programs in cooperation with a university or non-profit partner. 

Transfer and Storage.  

• With the prominence of online retailing, warehousing, and storage are in generally high 

demand, particularly if the site could be built out with temperature-controlled storage and 

supplemented with logistical services for shipping dairy products, groceries, meat, and 

produce. Pharmaceuticals and life science goods also require storage at specific 

temperatures, and demand has been rising for storage of vaccines or biologic drugs such as 

Humira and Neulasta. The “biopharma cold chain” has been fueled not only by the COVID 19 

pandemic, but by new therapies for cancer and other diseases. In May of this year, UPS 

launched its own cold chain services to meet this demand, and emerging companies 

specialize in planning, designing, and building cold chain facilities.  

• The railyard could also potentially serve as a transfer and storage area. These industries 

require a range of skilled labor and space, but the Site could be complicated by the distance 

from the highway. 

4.2 Evaluation of Opportunities  

The Site offers potential investors the opportunity to leverage existing rail, canal, and highway 

connections, and a few key advantages. The site is not in a flood zone, is relatively flat, and is fairly 

removed from adjacent land uses. Environmental contamination has been remediated from the site, 

and key infrastructure is in place (electric, stormwater) or can be added with minimal cost 

(broadband).  
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The site also includes several development constraints, which create uncertainty for developers and 

may steer them toward other industrial parks that are “shovel ready” or more proximate to workers and 

highway access. Much of the 330 acres parcel contains wetlands under federal jurisdiction, which 

would limit site buildability, and soils may not be sturdy enough to support structures with basements. 

Natural gas and wastewater are not present at the site and the water system needs to be upgraded. 

Other utilities, such as electricity, are available, but cannot be segmented for different users, so a 

management structure will have to be devised. Other potential constraints include environmental and 

cultural resources on the site, and further clarification is needed to understand their impacts. Finally, 

the Canalside Energy Park is proximate to the highway but not directly adjacent to it, so industries that 

rely on trucks may find access complicated, particularly with the poor visibility approaching Route 196 

from Lock 8 way. Highway access becomes further problematic by the need for additional bridge 

support (see Table 29, below). 

Based on the strengths and challenges of the site, it appears that those opportunities that can 

produce acceptable revenue while minimizing the need for water, wastewater, and truck travel are 

optimal; however, they may not realize substantial long-term revenue, alleviate tax liability, or provide 

other desirable benefits (job training, etc.) that Warren and Washington Counties need; however, these 

opportunities can serve to anchor the park while development challenges for larger and/or more 

complex opportunities can be sorted out.  

Table 4-1 - Summary of Development Constraints based on Existing Infrastructure 

Infrastructure  Limit, if known Other Considerations 

Traffic (Lock 8 

Way) 

250,000 square feet/ industrial Bridge truss on Lock 8 Way needs to be replaced. 

Electrical  Requires a single user or management of billing 

Stormwater NA NA 

Natural Gas Not on site Requires further study 

Water  • 800 GPM (1.15 MGD) based 

on NFPA standards for fire 

flow 

Water Treatment Plant: 

• avg. distribution of 400,000-440,000 gpd (max. 

565,000 gallons per day).  

• capacity of approximately 1.3 MGD which 

includes water storage within the system 

• The water treatment plant has a water 

withdrawal limit of 1.2 MGD 

Wastewater • need to connect to sewer or 

on-site septic systems 

 

Washington County Sewer District 

No. 2 Wastewater Treatment Plant: 

• permitted discharge limit of 

2.5 MGD  

• plant design capacity is 2.0 

MGD (90% of design capacity 

is available = 1.8 MGD)  

• currently discharges avg. 1.7 

MGD 

• capacity to handle an extra 0.1 

MGD of sanitary sewer flow 
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Opportunity Matrix 

In order to understand how to weigh the relative costs and benefits of one opportunity over another, 

the Team needed to know the benefits that the WWIDA hopes to receive in the short and long term. 

Based on discussions and research, the consulting team and the WWIDA determined that the 

following values were key to the WWIDA and the community: 

• Utilization of existing infrastructure onsite (particularly the rail lines and canal) 

• Short term revenue 

• Long term revenue 

• Relief from tax liability 

• Co-location of similar industries (creation of a hub) 

• Regional partnerships 

• Job creation 

• Potential grant funding 

• Community support  

• Compatibility with adjacent land uses. 

Once the core values for the site were established, the team developed a rubric to enable the WWIDA 

to compare one industry with another relative to these values in the form of an Opportunity Matrix (see 

Appendix C). The matrix is in an Excel spreadsheet with target industries along the y-axis and values 

along the x-axis. In addition to the values above, the matrix also factors in capital costs for 

infrastructure upgrades to serve the industry and the time horizon for total build-out (long, medium, 

short). These criteria are weighted based on discussions with the WWIDA and each industry receives a 

total score for how well it achieves each value and requires less infrastructure upgrades and time for 

build out (a higher score indicates more value, less cost, and less time). Although the matrix is 

certainly subjective, it is a conceptual tool intended to evaluate disparate industries according to 

shared values. In this way, community needs, and desires communicated through the visioning 

session are synthesized into the overall Opportunity Analysis. 

Based on the Matrix, the selected industries were scored with the highest score reflecting lower capital 

costs, higher revenue, and greater community benefits: 

1. Food Production and Processing (including cannabis): All aspects of food production and 

processing scored high, although it has been noted that cannabis is still considered against 

federal law, and therefore not eligible for federal funding.  

2. Solar Energy Production: Unlike other renewables and green industries, solar energy 

production scored high because it does not require substantial infrastructure upgrades, 

capital investment, or skilled labor and can provide short term revenue. Other renewables 

scored somewhat lower because the do require infrastructure upgrades.  

3. Warehouse and Storage. This sector builds off current demand for space and distribution, 

offers employment to both low and high skill workers, and utilizes all available transportation 

modes. 

4. Agricultural Technology/Accelerator. Although this opportunity represents an exciting 

possibility that meshes well with the agricultural uses in the area, some challenges exist for 

coordination, and needs for infrastructure upgrades may not be immediately offset by 

revenues. 
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It should be noted that this ranking is based on a variety of assumptions about needed infrastructure, 

scale of production, estimates of revenue, etc. and should be regarded as a tool to support 

conversation and decision-making. 

Community Visioning Session 

To gauge community support for potential industries, the WWIDA hosted a virtual Community 

Visioning Workshop on June 29, 2021. The goal of the meeting was to present an overview of the 

project and to solicit feedback, ideas, and opinions about the site. The meeting was advertised in the 

newspaper, online, and through WWIDA email lists, and a local report attended. 

At this meeting, Weston & Sampson and RKG Associates presented a history of the site, an 

assessment of its infrastructure strengths and weaknesses, and regional market opportunities. 

The visioning session spurred a considerable amount of comment, and participants clearly felt 

strongly about the site’s opportunities but also its 

potential to have negative impacts on adjacent 

neighborhoods and agricultural lands, and some 

questioned any approaches that re-introduce 

contaminated materials to a site that recently was 

remediated. A word cloud activity was conducted 

where the participants were asked to answer the 

question, what benefit would you MOST like to see 

for this site’s development? A picture of the results 

can be seen in Figure 4-1 above. Overall, attendees 

were generally supportive of the target industries, 

and the consensus was that new industries at the 

site can be managed to reduce impacts to adjacent land uses.  

Public comment was incorporated into the actions of the Implementation Plan and the conceptual site 

plan. Most of the public feedback involved removing the tax liability from the site and creating jobs. All 

of the feedback was included in this report, and factors into the economic development analysis and 

the conceptual plan.  

4.3 Buildable Area Analysis/Conceptual Site Plan 

Because of the number of unknowns at the site (particularly wetlands), a detailed conceptual site plan 

is not possible at this point. Please see the conceptual site plan in Appendix C. For this conceptual 

plan, the intent is to estimate where buildings could generally go, and to show that the site can serve 

multiple small users and a wide variety of uses. In addition to business investment, this site has the 

potential to integrate with recreational uses that surround the site, including the bike trail and the 

canal. Site amenities in an industrial park may seem frivolous, but amenities are important to workers, 

particularly younger workers, and in turn may attract employers seeking to keep their workers happy. 

To that end, the site plan is based on the following concepts: 

1. Use solar arrays or other renewables to create a stable revenue stream without substantial 

upfront infrastructure investment. These spaces can occupy stray patches of upland that are 

largely surrounded by wetland. 

2. Create a “modular” approach to planning the site that includes different building sizes and 

configurations to accommodate multiple, small-medium scale users. This site plan includes a 

Figure 4-1 - Slido Word Cloud from the Community 

Visioning session. 
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larger building for anchor tenant(s), small studio/maker spaces, and a public-facing facility for 

job training and other educational purposes, rentable spaces, conference space. 

3. Plan for additional investment to support rail line activities (such as storage and transfer). 

4. Study the canal further and its potential for transport, but also accommodate its recreational 

potential. 

5. Through strategic landscaping, blend the site with the adjacent neighborhoods, farms, and 

the bike path area.  

6. Incorporate commercial and flexible space that supports healthy lifestyles for workers and 

residents, such as: 

a. Gyms, rock-climbing facilities, etc. 

b. Food truck areas with associated space for eating and relaxing (picnic tables, café 

space) 

c. Rentable bicycles, kayaks/canoes, scooters, etc. and connections to the bike path or 

the canal for recreational purposes 

The Canalside Energy Park has the potential to support a number of possible businesses, but it is in 

competition with industrial parks that are shovel ready or already have rented space. The Canalside 

Energy Park can build off of existing recreational assets to create an industrial park that offers workers 

quality of life amenities.  

4.4 Planning Context 

Clarifying the planning and regulatory context can facilitate the location of new business investment. 

The Canalside Energy Park and neighboring WCC property spans the Village of Fort Edward, the Town 

of Fort Edward (and Kingsbury, although this area is minor and agricultural). Each entity has its own 

master plan, zoning codes, points of contact, and review boards. This situation, even when parties are 

responsive and cooperative, complicates discussions with potential investors. Furthermore, the Village 

and Town guidance documents (master plans) hardly address the Site at all.  In its 2018 Master Plan, 

the Town of Fort Edward does not discuss the Canalside Energy Park other than to indicate that 

industrial uses should be steered toward the park. The Village of Fort Edward’s Master Plan, 

completed in 2006, encourages a more balanced mix of residential, commercial, and industrial 

development in the future. The Plan states as an action that the Village should promote commercial 

and industrial development that is appropriate in size and scale and in keeping with the Village’s 

historic features.  

The Village and Town should update their plans and include the Canalside Energy Park as a potential 

hub for economic activity, addressing common issues of a decline in population, an atrophied 

workforce, challenges, and opportunities in a post-COVID economy, etc. This effort could be 

undertaken jointly. NY General Municipal Law (5g) allows cities, towns, and villages to enter into 

agreements to undertake comprehensive planning and land use regulation with each other or one for 

the other, and provides that any city, town, or village may contract with a county to carry out all or a 

portion of the ministerial functions related to the land use of such city, town or village as may be 

agreed upon. It is recommended that the Town of Fort Edward and the Village of Fort Edward 

collaborate on a single plan for the Canalside Energy Park that includes one zoning code (with a 

single review board), with defined uses that are allowable by-right or with site plan review. 
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While a single review board is recommended, during the Opportunity Analysis process, subdividing 

the property was considered to house multiple tenants. Due to the vast amount of land and multiple 

market opportunities, this option should be further explored if one suitor for the entire site is not 

identified.  

 

4.5 Regional Composting Facility Feasibility Analysis 

The Project Team analyzed the demographic and market data and conducted outreach to relevant 

officials in Warren and Washington Counties. Given the configuration of the site, composting can be a 

feasible option for use at this site.  

Composted materials can consist of the following: 

▪ Leaf/yard/organic waste  

▪ Food, diary, and brewery waste 

▪ Biosolids from wastewater facilities 

Food, Dairy, and Brewery Waste 

Food, dairy, and brewery waste can be anaerobically digested onsite and used for energy production 

onsite. Given the site’s original purpose as a dewatering facility, this option becomes attractive. 

Biosolids 

Biosolids from wastewater treatment plant sludge can be anaerobically digested onsite and used for 

energy production onsite. Given the site’s original purpose as a dewatering facility, this option 

becomes attractive. The location of this site is in close proximity of the Washington County Sewer 

District No. 2 wastewater facility, Glens Falls Wastewater Treatment Plant, and the Saratoga County 

Wastewater Treatment Plant. In addition, this location can be used as a septage receiving facility as 

the Washington County Sewer Distinct No. 2 facility does not have these capabilities at this time.  

A draft Regional Biosolids Management Evaluation was conducted in August 2017 by Barton & 

Loguidice reviewing the feasibility of creating a regional facility. This evaluation can be found in 

Appendix C of this report. The report concludes that a public private partnership is the ideal 

agreement for this application. This arrangement would consist of a private entity that manages 

biosolids in the region, because it avoids large capital investment, decreases required operational 

maintenance, and mitigates risk for the municipality. The report recommends that a Request for 

Proposal (RFP) be issued to solicit proposals from perspective private partners. The proposals should 

be evaluated on a financial and logistical basis. Once the ideal private partner is determined, the 

municipalities will enter into a long-term contract for biosolids management, paying an established 

per-ton tipping fee. The key to making this a viable operation is to establish long term contracts that 

provide established loading rates so the developer can anticipate volumes of digested material to 

ensure consistent energy production. 

Building on the biosolids report from Barton & Loguidice, we have assembled a tabulation of all of the 

permitted wastewater treatment plants and their permitted flows, if available. The Publicly Owned 

Treatment Works (POTWs) are highlighted in yellow in the tabulation below and we have converted the 

flow into a daily biosolids production using accepted rates of generation. This assumes each facility 

receiving its design flow with an average influent Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Biological Oxygen 

Demand (BOD) concentration of 180 mg/L and a net facility yield of 1. This approach would result in a 

conservative (overestimate) sludge production from a solids handling standpoint. The result is a 
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potential biosolids generation of up to 18,662 pounds per day or up to 11 tons per day at permitted 

flows. Knowing that this analysis likely overestimates the amount of biosolids, the number correlates 

nicely with the projected amount of biosolids from the B&L report which also includes septage 

sludge.  The conclusion here is that there is a decent amount of biosolids available in the two-county 

region to support a biosolids composting or digestion facility.  

 

*Composting data provided by the Washington County Sewer District #2  

COUNTY MUNICIPALITY NAME Permitted Flow  MGD
Sludge Production Projection 

lbs/d

WASHINGTON FORT EDWARD
IRVING TISSUE FT EDWARD 

OPERATIONS

WASHINGTON GREENWICH
HOLLINGSWORTH & VOSE 

GREENWICH MILL

WASHINGTON EASTON
HOLLINGSWORTH & VOSE-

EASTON MILL

WASHINGTON GREENWICH PAPER MILL OF GREENWICH

WASHINGTON GREENWICH PAPER MILL OF GREENWICH

WASHINGTON FORT EDWARD
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY - 

TDIS

WASHINGTON GRANVILLE VILLAGE OF GRANVILLE WWTP

WASHINGTON WHITEHALL WHITEHALL STP 0.6 901

WASHINGTON FORT ANN FORT ANN STP 0.11 165

WASHINGTON FORT ANN
NYS GREAT MEADOW 

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

WASHINGTON KINGSBURY
WASHINGTON CO. S. D. NO. 1--

INDUST. PARK
none listed

WASHINGTON ARGYLE
MALLINCKRODT ANESTHESIA 

PRODUCTS

WASHINGTON ARGYLE The Noah Project LLC

WASHINGTON GREENWICH GREENWICH STP 0.05 75

WASHINGTON FORT EDWARD
WASHINGTON CO SEWER DIST 

#2
2.5 820*

WASHINGTON FORT ANN
WASHINGTON CORRECTIONAL 

FACILITY

WASHINGTON FORT EDWARD
GEN. ELEC. CO. FT MILLER 

REMED. SITE

WASHINGTON KINGSBURY
WHEELABRATOR HUDSON 

FALLS

WASHINGTON KINGSBURY
BAKER PROPERTY 

REMEDEATION SITE

WASHINGTON SALEM
RACE OIL SERVICE STATION--

SALEM

WASHINGTON SALEM SALEM SERVICE STATION

WASHINGTON DRESDEN
HULETTS LANDING SEWER 

DISTRICT NO 1

WASHINGTON KINGSBURY FORMER SUNOCO STA

WASHINGTON GREENWICH GREENWICH BULK PLANT

WASHINGTON KINGSBURY
PECKHAM MATERIALS CORP  

PLANT 31

WASHINGTON DRESDEN
FREDERICK'S POINT SEWER 

DISTRICT NO 2
0.00956 GW

WASHINGTON PUTNAM
ROYAL ANCHORAGE SEWER 

DISTRICT NO 1
0.00678 GW

WASHINGTON KINGSBURY
EASTSIDE METALS AND 

RECYCLING CORP

WASHINGTON FORT ANN HARRIS MINOR SUBDIVISION

WASHINGTON FORT ANN HARRIS MINOR SUBDIVISION

WASHINGTON FORT ANN HARRIS MINOR SUBDIVISION

WARREN QUEENSBURY
CIBA / HERCULES MAIN PLANT 

SITE

WARREN GLENS FALLS FINCH PAPER LLC

WARREN GLENS FALLS GLENS FALLS STP 9.5 14261

WARREN JOHNSBURG
RUBY MOUNTAIN GARNET 

MINE

WARREN BOLTON TOWN OF BOLTON WWTP 0.3 450

WARREN LAKE GEORGE LAKE GEORGE STP 1.75 1485*

WARREN CHESTER WORD OF LIFE CAMP

WARREN WARRENSBURG Warrensburg Sewer District # 1 0.25 375

WARREN CHESTER MORATTA RESIDENCE

WARREN LAKE GEORGE THOMSON'S GARAGE

WARREN QUEENSBURY
NORTHWAY PLAZA SHOPPING 

CENTER

WARREN LAKE GEORGE SUNCASTLE DEVELOPMENT

WARREN HAGUE
TOWN OF HAGUE SEWER 

DISTRICT # 1
0.0865 130

WARREN BOLTON SHIRLEY JACKSON PROPERTY

WARREN LAKE GEORGE
LAKE GEORGE CORNER 

PROPERTIES SUBDIVISION

WARREN BOLTON
NEW VERMONT RD 

RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION

WARREN LAKE GEORGE GROSS RESIDENCE

WARREN QUEENSBURY Bardin Property

none identified 
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Leaf/Yard/Organic Waste 

Composting of leaf and yard waste is a popular way to divert a waste stream that in the past might 

have taken up valuable space in a landfill and process it into a beneficial product.  Composting of leaf 

and yard waste is an aerobic process whereby naturally occurring bacteria, in the presence of oxygen, 

break down the waste into an organic product that can be used as a mulch or a soil amendment. The 

process is also highly exothermic (heat producing) which also tends to break down the mass as well 

as kill potential pathogens. Many times, the final compost product is returned to the public free of 

charge, thereby completing the cycle of recycling what was once a waste product back to the 

consumer for reuse.  

Composting can be accomplished in a variety of ways, the most common being to pile the mixed leaf, 

brush, grass, and other organics into a linear pile, or windrow. The size and shape of the windrow is 

important to maximize the volume of material processed while also retaining the heat that is produced. 

There is a limit to the size of the windrow as too tall a pile will preclude oxygen transfer and can trap 

too much heat – in rare cases piles have caught fire. The windrow will need to be turned periodically to 

promote mixing and oxygen transfer using heavy equipment - ranging from a simple backhoe to a 

specialized windrow turner that can neatly turn long windrows without disturbing the overall shape of 

the pile. Like most equipment, these machines are costly and will need to be figured into the overall 

cost of the operation.  

A composting operation may be considered a form of solid waste handling facility and therefore could 

require a permit the NYSDEC under Part 360 of their regulations. Under the regulations, the 

composting operation will be required to control runoff and manage odors among other operations. 

Leaf and yard waste composting typically works best in areas where the collection of leaf and yard 

waste materials is already established, resulting in a steady (if somewhat seasonal) supply of raw 

material, and requires a large area for processing and storage until it can be returned to the end user. 

Depending upon the market, screening of the final product may be desirable to produce a higher 

quality product that will meet the needs of homeowners and landscape companies and a high-quality 

product may even be sold to provide cash flow to offset the processing and equipment costs. Other 

organic items can also be introduced into the composting stream if there is sufficient raw material, and 

the process can be adjusted accordingly. Like any business, composting will require a reliable flow of 

source material, an investment in equipment, and possibly permitting and monitoring under NYS 

regulations. There are similar concerns for other forms of composting, including the presence of 

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) in composted leaf and yard waste, and the presence of 

microplastics in composted food wastes that derive from leftover packaging. These all are considered 

what we call “emerging contaminants” that are not yet well knows and the regulations are not yet 

mature – hence it is hard to recommend some of these processes as a potential market.  

Discussion 

Composting, according to the Request for Proposals that was issued by WWIDA, has always been of 

interest as a potential use on this site. Composting, like anerobic digestion, is seen as a green 

technology, and it reduces the volume of organic materials that would otherwise need to be handled 

as a waste material. The end result of composting is typically land applied as a soil amendment or 

used by individual consumers as a mulch. The actual end use of the compost is highly dependent on 

the blend of the feed materials and the processing that takes place at the end of the composting 

process – such as screening or grinding. We believe that some level of a composting operation would 

be beneficial to the Canalside Energy Park, although it is unlikely to generate enough revenue to be a 

major player in the cash flow and will need to be evaluated in light of recent and evolving changes in 
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the environmental concerns over PFAS chemicals.   PFAS is short for per – and polyfluoroalkyl 

substances, a group of man-made carcinogenic chemicals that are turning up in drinking water and 

other areas of the environment. A close relative of Teflon, these are often referred to as “forever 

chemicals” as they do not break down in nature and are both persistent and very difficult to treat.  

In the last year, which includes the time since the Request for Proposals was issued by WWIDA, the 

emergence of PFAS chemicals in soil and water has been the source of a lot of regulation by the EPA 

and state agencies, with many states adopting very low allowable concentrations in drinking water for 

example. The persistence of these chemicals means that they are now present in treated wastewater 

and, by extension, in sewage sludges and biosolids. While the presence of PFAS is generally not yet 

regulated in sewage sludge, their mere presence has all but halted the composting and land 

application in neighboring states. Since the typical reuse of composting is to land apply, the notion 

that these forever chemicals would be reintroduced into the soil mass and also the groundwater is 

causing a pause in the attractiveness of composting of biosolids. It is therefore hard to recommend 

this as a business strategy for the Canalside Energy Park until the regulations are established and the 

rules are known.  

4.6 Identify and Describe Strategies, Recommendations, and Actions 

Based on the established values, discussions with the WWIDA, and community feedback through the 

visioning session, a draft vision for the Canalside Energy Park emerged and is articulated here: 

Canalside Energy Park will be a hub for business and industry that draws on community 

assets and regional partnerships to attract, train, and retain workers and support the 

future economies of Warren and Washington Counties. 

 

Strategies, recommendations, and actions made throughout this study are summarized in the 

Implementation Plan in section 4.8.  

4.7 Conclusions 

 
The implementation strategy that follows in section 4.8 of this report is a matrix of items that are 

recommended to be undertaken to further the development of the WWIDA Canalside Energy Park. We 

have chosen to highlight some of the important items below.  

 

General: The process of interacting with potential developers need to be streamlined and 

concentrated into a single entity or point of contact. This includes creation of a single jurisdiction 

zoning district that can supersede individual village/town(s) jurisdictions.  

 

Infrastructure:  

• Water: improve the existing water system to bring into compliance at an estimated cost range of 

$2,700,000 - $3,150,000. The village may have plans for water line improvements on East Street 

and there could be an opportunity for the Village and site owner to jointly work together to reduce 

costs.  

• Sanitary Sewer: Construct a compliant sanitary sewage system which connects into the existing 

system at an estimated cost range of $900,000 – $1,870,000, or for smaller scale needs construct  

on-site sanitary sewer disposal systems at an estimated cost of $385,000. The Washington 

County Sewer District may also have plans for sanitary sewer line improvements on East Street. It 
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may be beneficial for the Washington County Sewer District and site owner to partner on this work 

to reduce costs.  

• Transportation: Remove and reconstruct a new bridge on the access road at an estimated cost of 

$2.2 million.  

• Transportation: If warranted, construct a new second access to the site on the East Street side 

connection to Baldwin Avenue at an estimated cost of $2.15 million.  

 

Land Use:  

 

Undertake a full wetland delineation and obtain a jurisdictional determination from the Corps of 

Engineers to pin down developable acreage. Part of this effort will need to include mapping of the 

wetlands. 
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4.8 Implementation Strategy 

Recommended Action Timeframe Cost 
Potential Funding 

Sources 

 

• Short – within 1 year 

• Medium – within 3 

years 

• Long – within 7 years 

  

SITE INFRASTRUCTURE 

1. Replace Lock 8 Bridge Truss to better support future capacity 

Medium $2,200,000 

• Bridge NY  

• EDA ARPA (with 

partners) 

• Northern Border 

Regional 

Commission RFA 

2. Work with National Grid to bring distributed voltage to site 

Short 
TBD Based on Site 

Usage 
• NA 

3. Work with National Grid to bring natural gas to site 

Short 
TBD Based on Site 

Usage 
• NA 

4. Commission a study to clarify water distribution system 

Short 
TBD Based on Site 

Usage 

• Water and Waste 

Disposal Guaranteed 

Loan Program 

(water, sewer) 

5. Submit a map plan report for an extension of the existing 

Sewer District to include the whole site 

Short $7,500 

• Water and Waste 

Disposal Guaranteed 

Loan Program 

(water, sewer) 

• Northern Border 

Regional 

Commission RFA 

6. Consider wastewater alternatives 

Medium 
TBD Based on Site 

Usage 

• Water and Waste 

Disposal Guaranteed 

Loan Program 

(water, sewer) 

• Northern Border 

Regional 

Commission RFA 
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7. Broadband 

Short 
TBD Based on Site 

Usage 

• Northern Border 

Regional 

Commission RFA 

8. Create site amenities for workers, including outdoor eating 

space/food truck space, bike path/kayak connections Long 
TBD Based on Site 

Usage 

• EDA Travel, Tourism 

and Outdoor 

Recreation (with 

partners) 

PERMITTING 

9. Delineate wetland to determine whether the wetlands are 

considered Waters of the U.S. and regulated under the Clean 

Water Act 404, conduct a wildlife study, and review potential 

impacts to archeological/cultural sites with the State Historic 

Preservation Office (SHPO) 

Short $25,000  

PLANNING & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

10. Work with the Village and Town of Fort Edward to create one 

joint jurisdiction zoning district and work with staff to identify 

uses which can be approved by-right 

Short None  

11. Work with the Village and Town of Fort Edward to understand 

their future infrastructure capacity needs, and how that may 

affect the Canalside Energy Park 

Ongoing None  

12. Encourage the Village and Town of Fort Edward to update 

their Master Plans, accounting for demographic shifts in the 

area (age, race, etc.), the loss of population and workforce 

and participate in the process so that the Energy Park can 

work with local efforts 

Medium Varies  

13. Clarify the development process for potential investors  

i. Create a development package marketing the site 

ii. Document permitting requirements 

Medium $50-100,000  

14. Establish clear lines of communication with potential investors 

as defined by a written marketing plan. Medium None  

15. Solidify relationships with potential partners by holding onsite 

meetings, attending conferences, and setting up regular 

phone calls with key officials, potential institutional, and 

Short None  
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private partners 

16. Initiate specific conversations with university representatives 

and local high schools to determine if is potential for onsite 

job and skills training  

Short None  
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A.1 SITE LOCATION MAP
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A.2 EXISTING CONDITIONS MAP
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A.3 LAND USE MAP
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APPENDIX B

Existing Infrastructure
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B.1 EXISTING UTILITIES
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B.2 WASTEWATER ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENTS
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Preface
Soil surveys contain information that affects land use planning in survey areas. 
They highlight soil limitations that affect various land uses and provide information 
about the properties of the soils in the survey areas. Soil surveys are designed for 
many different users, including farmers, ranchers, foresters, agronomists, urban 
planners, community officials, engineers, developers, builders, and home buyers. 
Also, conservationists, teachers, students, and specialists in recreation, waste 
disposal, and pollution control can use the surveys to help them understand, 
protect, or enhance the environment.

Various land use regulations of Federal, State, and local governments may impose 
special restrictions on land use or land treatment. Soil surveys identify soil 
properties that are used in making various land use or land treatment decisions. 
The information is intended to help the land users identify and reduce the effects of 
soil limitations on various land uses. The landowner or user is responsible for 
identifying and complying with existing laws and regulations.

Although soil survey information can be used for general farm, local, and wider area 
planning, onsite investigation is needed to supplement this information in some 
cases. Examples include soil quality assessments (http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/
portal/nrcs/main/soils/health/) and certain conservation and engineering 
applications. For more detailed information, contact your local USDA Service Center 
(https://offices.sc.egov.usda.gov/locator/app?agency=nrcs) or your NRCS State Soil 
Scientist (http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/soils/contactus/?
cid=nrcs142p2_053951).

Great differences in soil properties can occur within short distances. Some soils are 
seasonally wet or subject to flooding. Some are too unstable to be used as a 
foundation for buildings or roads. Clayey or wet soils are poorly suited to use as 
septic tank absorption fields. A high water table makes a soil poorly suited to 
basements or underground installations.

The National Cooperative Soil Survey is a joint effort of the United States 
Department of Agriculture and other Federal agencies, State agencies including the 
Agricultural Experiment Stations, and local agencies. The Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) has leadership for the Federal part of the National 
Cooperative Soil Survey.

Information about soils is updated periodically. Updated information is available 
through the NRCS Web Soil Survey, the site for official soil survey information.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its 
programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, 
and where applicable, sex, marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, 
sexual orientation, genetic information, political beliefs, reprisal, or because all or a 
part of an individual's income is derived from any public assistance program. (Not 
all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require 
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alternative means for communication of program information (Braille, large print, 
audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA's TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice 
and TDD). To file a complaint of discrimination, write to USDA, Director, Office of 
Civil Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410 or 
call (800) 795-3272 (voice) or (202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity 
provider and employer.
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How Soil Surveys Are Made
Soil surveys are made to provide information about the soils and miscellaneous 
areas in a specific area. They include a description of the soils and miscellaneous 
areas and their location on the landscape and tables that show soil properties and 
limitations affecting various uses. Soil scientists observed the steepness, length, 
and shape of the slopes; the general pattern of drainage; the kinds of crops and 
native plants; and the kinds of bedrock. They observed and described many soil 
profiles. A soil profile is the sequence of natural layers, or horizons, in a soil. The 
profile extends from the surface down into the unconsolidated material in which the 
soil formed or from the surface down to bedrock. The unconsolidated material is 
devoid of roots and other living organisms and has not been changed by other 
biological activity.

Currently, soils are mapped according to the boundaries of major land resource 
areas (MLRAs). MLRAs are geographically associated land resource units that 
share common characteristics related to physiography, geology, climate, water 
resources, soils, biological resources, and land uses (USDA, 2006). Soil survey 
areas typically consist of parts of one or more MLRA.

The soils and miscellaneous areas in a survey area occur in an orderly pattern that 
is related to the geology, landforms, relief, climate, and natural vegetation of the 
area. Each kind of soil and miscellaneous area is associated with a particular kind 
of landform or with a segment of the landform. By observing the soils and 
miscellaneous areas in the survey area and relating their position to specific 
segments of the landform, a soil scientist develops a concept, or model, of how they 
were formed. Thus, during mapping, this model enables the soil scientist to predict 
with a considerable degree of accuracy the kind of soil or miscellaneous area at a 
specific location on the landscape.

Commonly, individual soils on the landscape merge into one another as their 
characteristics gradually change. To construct an accurate soil map, however, soil 
scientists must determine the boundaries between the soils. They can observe only 
a limited number of soil profiles. Nevertheless, these observations, supplemented 
by an understanding of the soil-vegetation-landscape relationship, are sufficient to 
verify predictions of the kinds of soil in an area and to determine the boundaries.

Soil scientists recorded the characteristics of the soil profiles that they studied. They 
noted soil color, texture, size and shape of soil aggregates, kind and amount of rock 
fragments, distribution of plant roots, reaction, and other features that enable them 
to identify soils. After describing the soils in the survey area and determining their 
properties, the soil scientists assigned the soils to taxonomic classes (units). 
Taxonomic classes are concepts. Each taxonomic class has a set of soil 
characteristics with precisely defined limits. The classes are used as a basis for 
comparison to classify soils systematically. Soil taxonomy, the system of taxonomic 
classification used in the United States, is based mainly on the kind and character 
of soil properties and the arrangement of horizons within the profile. After the soil 
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scientists classified and named the soils in the survey area, they compared the 
individual soils with similar soils in the same taxonomic class in other areas so that 
they could confirm data and assemble additional data based on experience and 
research.

The objective of soil mapping is not to delineate pure map unit components; the 
objective is to separate the landscape into landforms or landform segments that 
have similar use and management requirements. Each map unit is defined by a 
unique combination of soil components and/or miscellaneous areas in predictable 
proportions. Some components may be highly contrasting to the other components 
of the map unit. The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way 
diminishes the usefulness or accuracy of the data. The delineation of such 
landforms and landform segments on the map provides sufficient information for the 
development of resource plans. If intensive use of small areas is planned, onsite 
investigation is needed to define and locate the soils and miscellaneous areas.

Soil scientists make many field observations in the process of producing a soil map. 
The frequency of observation is dependent upon several factors, including scale of 
mapping, intensity of mapping, design of map units, complexity of the landscape, 
and experience of the soil scientist. Observations are made to test and refine the 
soil-landscape model and predictions and to verify the classification of the soils at 
specific locations. Once the soil-landscape model is refined, a significantly smaller 
number of measurements of individual soil properties are made and recorded. 
These measurements may include field measurements, such as those for color, 
depth to bedrock, and texture, and laboratory measurements, such as those for 
content of sand, silt, clay, salt, and other components. Properties of each soil 
typically vary from one point to another across the landscape.

Observations for map unit components are aggregated to develop ranges of 
characteristics for the components. The aggregated values are presented. Direct 
measurements do not exist for every property presented for every map unit 
component. Values for some properties are estimated from combinations of other 
properties.

While a soil survey is in progress, samples of some of the soils in the area generally 
are collected for laboratory analyses and for engineering tests. Soil scientists 
interpret the data from these analyses and tests as well as the field-observed 
characteristics and the soil properties to determine the expected behavior of the 
soils under different uses. Interpretations for all of the soils are field tested through 
observation of the soils in different uses and under different levels of management. 
Some interpretations are modified to fit local conditions, and some new 
interpretations are developed to meet local needs. Data are assembled from other 
sources, such as research information, production records, and field experience of 
specialists. For example, data on crop yields under defined levels of management 
are assembled from farm records and from field or plot experiments on the same 
kinds of soil.

Predictions about soil behavior are based not only on soil properties but also on 
such variables as climate and biological activity. Soil conditions are predictable over 
long periods of time, but they are not predictable from year to year. For example, 
soil scientists can predict with a fairly high degree of accuracy that a given soil will 
have a high water table within certain depths in most years, but they cannot predict 
that a high water table will always be at a specific level in the soil on a specific date.

After soil scientists located and identified the significant natural bodies of soil in the 
survey area, they drew the boundaries of these bodies on aerial photographs and 

Custom Soil Resource Report
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identified each as a specific map unit. Aerial photographs show trees, buildings, 
fields, roads, and rivers, all of which help in locating boundaries accurately.

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Soil Map
The soil map section includes the soil map for the defined area of interest, a list of 
soil map units on the map and extent of each map unit, and cartographic symbols 
displayed on the map. Also presented are various metadata about data used to 
produce the map, and a description of each soil map unit.
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MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

Soils
Soil Map Unit Polygons

Soil Map Unit Lines

Soil Map Unit Points

Special Point Features
Blowout

Borrow Pit

Clay Spot

Closed Depression

Gravel Pit

Gravelly Spot

Landfill

Lava Flow

Marsh or swamp

Mine or Quarry

Miscellaneous Water

Perennial Water

Rock Outcrop

Saline Spot

Sandy Spot

Severely Eroded Spot

Sinkhole

Slide or Slip

Sodic Spot

Spoil Area

Stony Spot

Very Stony Spot

Wet Spot

Other

Special Line Features

Water Features
Streams and Canals

Transportation
Rails

Interstate Highways

US Routes

Major Roads

Local Roads

Background
Aerial Photography

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at 
1:20,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map 
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: 
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator 
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts 
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the 
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more 
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as 
of the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: Washington County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 20, Jun 11, 2020

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales 
1:50,000 or larger.

Date(s) aerial images were photographed: Jun 10, 2015—Mar 
29, 2017

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were 
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background 
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor 
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.
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Map Unit Legend

Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

Ca Catden muck, 0 to 2 percent 
slopes

96.3 11.4%

ClA Claverack loamy fine sand, 0 to 
2 percent slopes

240.7 28.4%

ClB Claverack loamy fine sand, 2 to 
6 percent slopes

6.5 0.8%

Cv Covington silty clay loam 27.3 3.2%

FL Fluvaquents 0.3 0.0%

KbA Kingsbury silty clay, 0 to 2 
percent slopes

128.3 15.2%

KbB Kingsbury silty clay, 2 to 6 
percent slopes

7.2 0.8%

OP Orthents and Psamments 127.2 15.0%

SB Saprists, Aquepts, and Aquents 1.3 0.2%

VeB Vergennes silty clay loam, 3 to 
8 percent slopes

14.0 1.7%

VeC Vergennes silty clay loam, 6 to 
12 percent slopes

9.4 1.1%

VeD Vergennes silty clay loam, 12 to 
20 percent slopes

17.2 2.0%

W Water 42.5 5.0%

Wa Wallington silt loam, sandy 
substratum

128.1 15.1%

Totals for Area of Interest 846.1 100.0%

Map Unit Descriptions
The map units delineated on the detailed soil maps in a soil survey represent the 
soils or miscellaneous areas in the survey area. The map unit descriptions, along 
with the maps, can be used to determine the composition and properties of a unit.

A map unit delineation on a soil map represents an area dominated by one or more 
major kinds of soil or miscellaneous areas. A map unit is identified and named 
according to the taxonomic classification of the dominant soils. Within a taxonomic 
class there are precisely defined limits for the properties of the soils. On the 
landscape, however, the soils are natural phenomena, and they have the 
characteristic variability of all natural phenomena. Thus, the range of some 
observed properties may extend beyond the limits defined for a taxonomic class. 
Areas of soils of a single taxonomic class rarely, if ever, can be mapped without 
including areas of other taxonomic classes. Consequently, every map unit is made 
up of the soils or miscellaneous areas for which it is named and some minor 
components that belong to taxonomic classes other than those of the major soils.

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Most minor soils have properties similar to those of the dominant soil or soils in the 
map unit, and thus they do not affect use and management. These are called 
noncontrasting, or similar, components. They may or may not be mentioned in a 
particular map unit description. Other minor components, however, have properties 
and behavioral characteristics divergent enough to affect use or to require different 
management. These are called contrasting, or dissimilar, components. They 
generally are in small areas and could not be mapped separately because of the 
scale used. Some small areas of strongly contrasting soils or miscellaneous areas 
are identified by a special symbol on the maps. If included in the database for a 
given area, the contrasting minor components are identified in the map unit 
descriptions along with some characteristics of each. A few areas of minor 
components may not have been observed, and consequently they are not 
mentioned in the descriptions, especially where the pattern was so complex that it 
was impractical to make enough observations to identify all the soils and 
miscellaneous areas on the landscape.

The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way diminishes the 
usefulness or accuracy of the data. The objective of mapping is not to delineate 
pure taxonomic classes but rather to separate the landscape into landforms or 
landform segments that have similar use and management requirements. The 
delineation of such segments on the map provides sufficient information for the 
development of resource plans. If intensive use of small areas is planned, however, 
onsite investigation is needed to define and locate the soils and miscellaneous 
areas.

An identifying symbol precedes the map unit name in the map unit descriptions. 
Each description includes general facts about the unit and gives important soil 
properties and qualities.

Soils that have profiles that are almost alike make up a soil series. Except for 
differences in texture of the surface layer, all the soils of a series have major 
horizons that are similar in composition, thickness, and arrangement.

Soils of one series can differ in texture of the surface layer, slope, stoniness, 
salinity, degree of erosion, and other characteristics that affect their use. On the 
basis of such differences, a soil series is divided into soil phases. Most of the areas 
shown on the detailed soil maps are phases of soil series. The name of a soil phase 
commonly indicates a feature that affects use or management. For example, Alpha 
silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is a phase of the Alpha series.

Some map units are made up of two or more major soils or miscellaneous areas. 
These map units are complexes, associations, or undifferentiated groups.

A complex consists of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas in such an intricate 
pattern or in such small areas that they cannot be shown separately on the maps. 
The pattern and proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are somewhat similar 
in all areas. Alpha-Beta complex, 0 to 6 percent slopes, is an example.

An association is made up of two or more geographically associated soils or 
miscellaneous areas that are shown as one unit on the maps. Because of present 
or anticipated uses of the map units in the survey area, it was not considered 
practical or necessary to map the soils or miscellaneous areas separately. The 
pattern and relative proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are somewhat 
similar. Alpha-Beta association, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an example.

An undifferentiated group is made up of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas 
that could be mapped individually but are mapped as one unit because similar 
interpretations can be made for use and management. The pattern and proportion 
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of the soils or miscellaneous areas in a mapped area are not uniform. An area can 
be made up of only one of the major soils or miscellaneous areas, or it can be made 
up of all of them. Alpha and Beta soils, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an example.

Some surveys include miscellaneous areas. Such areas have little or no soil 
material and support little or no vegetation. Rock outcrop is an example.
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Washington County, New York

Ca—Catden muck, 0 to 2 percent slopes

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 2t2qk
Elevation: 0 to 1,430 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 36 to 71 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 39 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 240 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland

Map Unit Composition
Catden and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Catden

Setting
Landform: Depressions, fens, depressions, depressions, swamps, bogs, marshes, 

kettles
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Base slope, tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Parent material: Highly decomposed herbaceous organic material and/or highly 

decomposed woody organic material

Typical profile
Oa1 - 0 to 2 inches: muck
Oa2 - 2 to 79 inches: muck

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 1 percent
Surface area covered with cobbles, stones or boulders: 0.0 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Very poorly drained
Runoff class: Negligible
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to high 

(0.14 to 14.17 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 0 to 6 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: Frequent
Available water capacity: Very high (about 26.9 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 5w
Hydrologic Soil Group: B/D
Ecological site: F144AY042NY - Semi-Rich Organic Wetlands
Hydric soil rating: Yes
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Minor Components

Canandaigua
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Base slope, tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Natchaug
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions, depressions
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Base slope, tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Timakwa
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Swamps
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Base slope, tread
Down-slope shape: Linear, concave
Across-slope shape: Linear, concave
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Alden
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Base slope, tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Hydric soil rating: Yes

ClA—Claverack loamy fine sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xyy
Elevation: 600 to 1,800 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: All areas are prime farmland

Map Unit Composition
Claverack and similar soils: 80 percent
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Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Claverack

Setting
Landform: Lake plains
Landform position (two-dimensional): Summit
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Sandy glaciolacustrine deposits, derived primarily from non-

calcareous sandstone or granite, that overlie clayey glaciolacustrine deposits

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 8 inches: loamy fine sand
H2 - 8 to 33 inches: loamy fine sand
H3 - 33 to 80 inches: silty clay loam

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to strongly contrasting textural 

stratification
Drainage class: Moderately well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to 

moderately high (0.06 to 0.20 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 18 to 24 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Very low (about 2.2 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 2w
Hydrologic Soil Group: C/D
Ecological site: F101XY006NY - Moist Outwash
Hydric soil rating: No

Minor Components

Cosad
Percent of map unit: 8 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Hudson
Percent of map unit: 4 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Belgrade
Percent of map unit: 4 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Oakville
Percent of map unit: 4 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
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ClB—Claverack loamy fine sand, 2 to 6 percent slopes

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xyz
Elevation: 600 to 1,800 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: All areas are prime farmland

Map Unit Composition
Claverack and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Claverack

Setting
Landform: Lake plains
Landform position (two-dimensional): Summit
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Sandy glaciolacustrine deposits, derived primarily from non-

calcareous sandstone or granite, that overlie clayey glaciolacustrine deposits

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 8 inches: loamy fine sand
H2 - 8 to 33 inches: loamy fine sand
H3 - 33 to 80 inches: silty clay loam

Properties and qualities
Slope: 2 to 6 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to strongly contrasting textural 

stratification
Drainage class: Moderately well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to 

moderately high (0.06 to 0.20 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 18 to 24 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Very low (about 2.2 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 2w
Hydrologic Soil Group: C/D
Ecological site: F142XB018VT - Moist Lake Plain
Hydric soil rating: No
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Minor Components

Cosad
Percent of map unit: 8 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Oakville
Percent of map unit: 6 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Hudson
Percent of map unit: 4 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Unnamed soils
Percent of map unit: 2 percent

Cv—Covington silty clay loam

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xz1
Elevation: 50 to 1,000 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland

Map Unit Composition
Covington and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Covington

Setting
Landform: Depressions
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Parent material: Calcareous clayey glaciolacustrine deposits or glaciomarine 

deposits

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 6 inches: silty clay loam
H2 - 6 to 13 inches: silty clay
H3 - 13 to 27 inches: clay
H4 - 27 to 80 inches: clay

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
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Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Poorly drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low to moderately 

low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 0 to 12 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 6.2 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 5w
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Ecological site: F142XB007VT - Wet Clayplain Depression
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Minor Components

Kingsbury
Percent of map unit: 8 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Madalin
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Rhinebeck
Percent of map unit: 4 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Unnamed soils
Percent of map unit: 3 percent

FL—Fluvaquents

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xz4
Elevation: 300 to 1,800 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland

Map Unit Composition
Fluvaquents and similar soils: 75 percent
Minor components: 25 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
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Description of Fluvaquents

Setting
Landform: Flood plains
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Dip
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Parent material: Alluvium with highly variable texture

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 11 inches: mucky silt loam
H2 - 11 to 72 inches: gravelly sandy loam

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 3 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Poorly drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to high 

(0.06 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 0 to 18 inches
Frequency of flooding: FrequentNone
Frequency of ponding: Frequent
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 7.1 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 5w
Hydrologic Soil Group: A/D
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Minor Components

Teel
Percent of map unit: 6 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Limerick
Percent of map unit: 6 percent
Landform: Flood plains
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Hamlin
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Saco
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Flood plains
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Palms
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Marshes, swamps
Hydric soil rating: Yes
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KbA—Kingsbury silty clay, 0 to 2 percent slopes

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xzv
Elevation: 80 to 600 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Farmland of statewide importance

Map Unit Composition
Kingsbury and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Kingsbury

Setting
Landform: Lake plains
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Calcareous, clayey glaciomarine deposits or glaciolacustrine 

deposits

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 8 inches: silty clay
H2 - 8 to 28 inches: clay
H3 - 28 to 60 inches: clay

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Somewhat poorly drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low to moderately 

low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 6 to 18 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 8.1 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 3w
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Ecological site: F142XB006NY - Moist Clayplain
Hydric soil rating: No
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Minor Components

Vergennes
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Covington
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Farmington
Percent of map unit: 4 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Hollis
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Charlton
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

KbB—Kingsbury silty clay, 2 to 6 percent slopes

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xzw
Elevation: 80 to 600 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Farmland of statewide importance

Map Unit Composition
Kingsbury and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Kingsbury

Setting
Landform: Lake plains
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Calcareous, clayey glaciomarine deposits or glaciolacustrine 

deposits

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 8 inches: silty clay
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H2 - 8 to 28 inches: clay
H3 - 28 to 60 inches: clay

Properties and qualities
Slope: 2 to 6 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Somewhat poorly drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low to moderately 

low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 6 to 18 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 8.1 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 3w
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Ecological site: F142XB006NY - Moist Clayplain
Hydric soil rating: No

Minor Components

Vergennes
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Covington
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Farmington
Percent of map unit: 4 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Hollis
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Charlton
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

OP—Orthents and Psamments

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9y03
Elevation: 80 to 330 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
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Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland

Map Unit Composition
Orthents and similar soils: 50 percent
Psamments and similar soils: 40 percent
Minor components: 10 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Orthents

Setting
Parent material: Dredge spoils

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 10 inches: silt loam
H2 - 10 to 60 inches: channery loam

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 15 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to high 

(0.06 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 36 to 72 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Low (about 5.6 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 7s
Hydrologic Soil Group: A
Hydric soil rating: No

Description of Psamments

Setting
Parent material: Dredge spoils

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 10 inches: fine sand
H2 - 10 to 60 inches: coarse sand

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 15 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): High to very high (5.95 

to 19.98 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water capacity: Low (about 3.6 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
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Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 7s
Hydrologic Soil Group: A
Hydric soil rating: No

Minor Components

Herkimer
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Claverack
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Covington
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Fredon
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Hoosic
Percent of map unit: 1 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Rhinebeck
Percent of map unit: 1 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

SB—Saprists, Aquepts, and Aquents

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9y0n
Elevation: 10 to 2,400 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland

Map Unit Composition
Saprists and similar soils: 30 percent
Aquepts and similar soils: 25 percent
Aquents and similar soils: 20 percent
Minor components: 25 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
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Description of Saprists

Setting
Landform: Swamps, marshes
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Talf
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Parent material: Organic material

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 70 inches: muck

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Very poorly drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately high to very 

high (0.20 to 19.98 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 0 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: Frequent
Available water capacity: Very high (about 23.9 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 8w
Hydrologic Soil Group: A/D
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Description of Aquepts

Setting
Landform: Depressions
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 9 inches: mucky silty clay loam
H2 - 9 to 72 inches: silt loam

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Very poorly drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to high 

(0.06 to 1.98 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 0 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: Frequent
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 7.9 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 8w
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Hydrologic Soil Group: B/D
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Description of Aquents

Setting
Landform: Depressions
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 12 inches: gravelly fine sandy loam
H2 - 12 to 70 inches: gravelly loamy sand

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Very poorly drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to high 

(0.06 to 1.98 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 0 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: Frequent
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 8.0 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 8w
Hydrologic Soil Group: B/D
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Minor Components

Madalin
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Sun
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Fluvaquents
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Flood plains
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Halsey
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions
Hydric soil rating: Yes

Carlisle
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Swamps, marshes
Hydric soil rating: Yes
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VeB—Vergennes silty clay loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 2rvsk
Elevation: 100 to 510 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 31 to 59 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 39 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 120 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Farmland of statewide importance

Map Unit Composition
Vergennes and similar soils: 85 percent
Minor components: 15 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Vergennes

Setting
Landform: Lake terraces
Landform position (two-dimensional): Summit, shoulder
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Calcareous clayey estuarine deposits derived from limestone 

and/or calcareous clayey glaciolacustrine deposits derived from limestone

Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: silty clay loam
B/E - 8 to 10 inches: clay
Bt - 10 to 22 inches: clay
BC - 22 to 29 inches: silty clay
C1 - 29 to 37 inches: silty clay
C2 - 37 to 45 inches: silty clay
C3 - 45 to 79 inches: silty clay

Properties and qualities
Slope: 3 to 8 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Moderately well drained
Runoff class: Low
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low to moderately 

low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 18 to 30 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 20 percent
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 8.1 inches)
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Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 2e
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Hydric soil rating: No

Minor Components

Cayuga
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Drumlinoid ridges
Landform position (two-dimensional): Shoulder, summit
Landform position (three-dimensional): Crest, side slope
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
Hydric soil rating: No

Kingsbury
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Lake terraces
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Linear
Hydric soil rating: No

Wilpoint
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Lake terraces
Landform position (two-dimensional): Summit
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Convex
Hydric soil rating: No

Farmington
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Hills
Landform position (two-dimensional): Summit, shoulder
Landform position (three-dimensional): Crest
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
Hydric soil rating: No

VeC—Vergennes silty clay loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9y0y
Elevation: 50 to 1,000 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
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Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Farmland of statewide importance

Map Unit Composition
Vergennes and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Vergennes

Setting
Landform: Lake plains
Landform position (two-dimensional): Summit
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Clayey calcareous glaciolacustrine, glaciomarine, or estuarine 

deposits

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 6 inches: silty clay loam
H2 - 6 to 13 inches: silty clay
H3 - 13 to 25 inches: clay
H4 - 25 to 60 inches: clay

Properties and qualities
Slope: 6 to 12 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Moderately well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low to moderately 

low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 18 to 24 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 6.2 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 3e
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Hydric soil rating: No

Minor Components

Kingsbury
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Hollis
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Farmington
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
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Hudson
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Eroded soils
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

VeD—Vergennes silty clay loam, 12 to 20 percent slopes

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9y0z
Elevation: 50 to 1,000 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland

Map Unit Composition
Vergennes and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Vergennes

Setting
Landform: Lake plains
Landform position (two-dimensional): Summit
Landform position (three-dimensional): Riser
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Clayey calcareous glaciolacustrine, glaciomarine, or estuarine 

deposits

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 6 inches: silty clay loam
H2 - 6 to 13 inches: silty clay
H3 - 13 to 25 inches: clay
H4 - 25 to 60 inches: clay

Properties and qualities
Slope: 12 to 20 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Moderately well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low to moderately 

low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 18 to 24 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Available water capacity: Moderate (about 6.2 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 4e
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Hydric soil rating: No

Minor Components

Farmington
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Unnamed soils
Percent of map unit: 5 percent

Kingsbury
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Eroded soils
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Hudson
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

W—Water

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 1qdsb
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland

Map Unit Composition
Water: 100 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Wa—Wallington silt loam, sandy substratum

Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9y10
Elevation: 80 to 850 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 42 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 48 degrees F

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Frost-free period: 110 to 175 days
Farmland classification: Prime farmland if drained

Map Unit Composition
Wallington, sandy substratum, and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.

Description of Wallington, Sandy Substratum

Setting
Landform: Lake plains
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Glaciolacustrine or eolian deposits high in silt and very fine sand

Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 9 inches: silt loam
H2 - 9 to 17 inches: silt loam
H3 - 17 to 48 inches: silt loam
H4 - 48 to 80 inches: stratified loamy fine sand to very gravelly coarse sand

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: 15 to 24 inches to fragipan
Drainage class: Somewhat poorly drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to 

moderately high (0.06 to 0.20 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 6 to 18 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water capacity: Low (about 3.3 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 3w
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Ecological site: F144AY018NY - Moist Lake Plain
Hydric soil rating: No

Minor Components

Belgrade
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Hartland
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Rhinebeck
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Madalin
Percent of map unit: 5 percent

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Landform: Depressions
Hydric soil rating: Yes
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IPaC resource list
This report is an automatically generated list of species and other resources such as critical habitat 

(collectively referred to as trust resources) under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (USFWS) 

jurisdiction that are known or expected to be on or near the project area referenced below. The list 

may also include trust resources that occur outside of the project area, but that could potentially be 

directly or indirectly a'ected by activities in the project area. However, determining the likelihood 

and extent of e'ects a project may have on trust resources typically requires gathering additional 

Local o+ce

New York Ecological Services Field O+ce

  (607) 753-9334

  (607) 753-9699

3817 Luker Road

Cortland, NY 13045-9385

http://www.fws.gov/northeast/nyfo/es/section7.htm

U.S. Fish & Wildlife ServiceIPaC Information for Planning and Consultation



Endangered species
This resource list is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an analysis of project 

level impacts.

The primary information used to generate this list is the known or expected range of each species. 

Additional areas of in>uence (AOI) for species are also considered. An AOI includes areas outside of 

the species range if the species could be indirectly a'ected by activities in that area (e.g., placing a 

dam upstream of a ?sh population even if that ?sh does not occur at the dam site, may indirectly 

impact the species by reducing or eliminating water >ow downstream). Because species can move, 

and site conditions can change, the species on this list are not guaranteed to be found on or near the 

. 

1. Species listed under the Endangered Species Act are threatened or endangered; IPaC also shows 

species that are candidates, or proposed, for listing. See the listing status page for more 

information. IPaC only shows species that are regulated by USFWS (see FAQ). 

2. NOAA Fisheries, also known as the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), is an o+ce of the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration within the Department of Commerce. 

The following species are potentially a'ected by activities in this location:



Mammals

Critical habitats

MIGRATORY BIRD INFORMATION IS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME

Tell me more about conservation measures I can implement to avoid or minimize impacts to migratory birds.

Nationwide Conservation Measures describes measures that can help avoid and minimize impacts to all birds at any 

location year round. Implementation of these measures is particularly important when birds are most likely to occur 

in the project area. When birds may be breeding in the area, identifying the locations of any active nests and 

NAME STATUS

Indiana Bat Myotis sodalis

Wherever found

There is �nal critical habitat for this species. The location of the 

critical habitat is not available. 

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5949

Endangered 

http://www.fws.gov/birds/management/project-assessment-tools-and-guidance/

conservation-measures.php

• Nationwide conservation measures for birds 

http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/pdf/management/nationwidestandardconservationmeasures.pdf



avoiding their destruction is a very helpful impact minimization measure. To see when birds are most likely to occur 

and be breeding in your project area, view the Probability of Presence Summary. Additional measures or permits

may be advisable depending on the type of activity you are conducting and the type of infrastructure or bird species 

present on your project site. 

What does IPaC use to generate the migratory birds potentially occurring in my speci�ed location?

The Migratory Bird Resource List is comprised of USFWS Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC) and other species that 

may warrant special attention in your project location. 

The migratory bird list generated for your project is derived from data provided by the Avian Knowledge Network 

(AKN). The AKN data is based on a growing collection of survey, banding, and citizen science datasets and is queried 

and ?ltered to return a list of those birds reported as occurring in the 10km grid cell(s) which your project intersects, 

and that have been identi?ed as warranting special attention because they are a BCC species in that area, an eagle 

What are the levels of concern for migratory birds?

Migratory birds delivered through IPaC fall into the following distinct categories of concern: 

1. "BCC Rangewide" birds are Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC) that are of concern throughout their range 

anywhere within the USA (including Hawaii, the Paci?c Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands); 

2. "BCC - BCR" birds are BCCs that are of concern only in particular Bird Conservation Regions (BCRs) in the 

continental USA; and

3. "Non-BCC - Vulnerable" birds are not BCC species in your project area, but appear on your list either because of 

the Eagle Act requirements (for eagles) or (for non-eagles) potential susceptibilities in o'shore areas from 

certain types of development or activities (e.g. o'shore energy development or longline ?shing). 



Although it is important to try to avoid and minimize impacts to all birds, e'orts should be made, in particular, to 

avoid and minimize impacts to the birds on this list, especially eagles and BCC species of rangewide concern. For 

more information on conservation measures you can implement to help avoid and minimize migratory bird impacts 

and requirements for eagles, please see the FAQs for these topics. 

Details about birds that are potentially a!ected by o!shore projects

For additional details about the relative occurrence and abundance of both individual bird species and groups of 

bird species within your project area o' the Atlantic Coast, please visit the Northeast Ocean Data Portal. The Portal 

also o'ers data and information about other taxa besides birds that may be helpful to you in your project review. 

Alternately, you may download the bird model results ?les underlying the portal maps through the NOAA NCCOS 

Integrative Statistical Modeling and Predictive Mapping of Marine Bird Distributions and Abundance on the Atlantic 

Outer Continental Shelf project webpage. 

Facilities

National Wildlife Refuge lands

Any activity proposed on lands managed by the National Wildlife Refuge system must undergo a 

'Compatibility Determination' conducted by the Refuge. Please contact the individual Refuges to 

discuss any questions or concerns.

THERE ARE NO REFUGE LANDS AT THIS LOCATION.



Fish hatcheries

THERE ARE NO FISH HATCHERIES AT THIS LOCATION.

Wetlands in the National Wetlands Inventory
Impacts to NWI wetlands and other aquatic habitats may be subject to regulation under Section 404 

of the Clean Water Act, or other State/Federal statutes. 

PFO1E

PSS1/EM1E

PFO1/SS1Ed

PSS1Ed

PFO1C

FRESHWATER POND

PABFh

LAKE

L1UBHh

RIVERINE

R3UBH

McLean.Amy
Image



Data limitations

The Service's objective of mapping wetlands and deepwater habitats is to produce reconnaissance level information 

on the location, type and size of these resources. The maps are prepared from the analysis of high altitude imagery. 

Wetlands are identi3ed based on vegetation, visible hydrology and geography. A margin of error is inherent in the 

use of imagery; thus, detailed on-the-ground inspection of any particular site may result in revision of the wetland 

boundaries or classi3cation established through image analysis.

The accuracy of image interpretation depends on the quality of the imagery, the experience of the image analysts, 

R4SBC

A full description for each wetland code can be found at the National Wetlands Inventory website
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ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY

NUMBER: 18SR56362

NAME: ORAL HISTORY OF THE

PHASE 1 DREDGE AREA IN THE

HISTORIC HUDSON RIVER

CORRIDOR IN FORT EDWARD

VILLAGE, NEW YORK

ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY NUMBER:

18SR56362

NAME: ORAL HISTORY OF THE PHASE 1

DREDGE AREA IN THE HISTORIC

HUDSON RIVER CORRIDOR IN FORT

EDWARD VILLAGE, NEW YORK

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY NUMBER:

18SR56357

NAME: THE GOAL OF THE LCMM TEAM

WAS TO LOCATE AND PHOTO

DOCUMENT ANY REMAINING EXPOSED

FEATURES OF THE CHAMPLAIN AND

FEEDER CANAL SYSTEMS WITHIN THE

VILLAGE OF FORT EDWARD, NEW

YORK. THE PROJECT LOCATION WAS

LIMITED TO THE MUNICIPAL

BOUNDARIES OF THE VILLAGE.

BUILDING SURVEY NUMBER:

18SR56040

NAME: RECONNAISSANCE

SURVEY OF OLD CHAMPLAIN

CANALWAY TRAIL SEGMENT

CONSULTATION PROJECT

NUMBER: 20PR02690

NAME: HPDE PIPE

MANUFACTURING FACILITY

STATUS: CLOSED

LOCATION DESC: VILLAGE AND

TOWN OF FORT EDWARD TAX

PARCEL ID'S 163.15-1-4 AND

163.-2-20.1, RESPECTIVELY.

BUILDING SURVEY NUMBER:

18SR56040

NAME: RECONNAISSANCE

SURVEY OF OLD

CHAMPLAIN CANALWAY

TRAIL SEGMENT

-- ADDITIONAL

DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE

CONSULTATION PROJECT NUMBER:

19PR07747

NAME: OLD CHAMPLAIN CANAL

TOWPATH, CHAMPLAIN CANALWAY

TRAIL SEGMENT

STATUS: CLOSED

LOCATION DESC: APPROXIMATELY

0.75 MILES OF OLD CHAMPLAIN

CANAL TRAIL SOUTH OF THE GLENS

FALLS FEEDER CANAL.

ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY

NUMBER: 18SR56058

NAME: RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY

(PHASE I-A BACKGROUND

RESEARCH AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL

SENSITIVITY RATING)

CONSULTATION PROJECT NUMBER:

20PR03744

NAME: TRANSFER OF .4 ACRES OF

CANAL LANDS.

STATUS: CLOSED

LOCATION DESC: .4 ACRES OF LAND

NEAR LOCK 8, CHAMPLAIN CANAL,

FORT EDWARD

ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY

NUMBER: 17SR00490

NAME: PROCESSING FACILITY

ACCESS ROAD ARCHAEOLOGICAL

SURVEY REPORT

ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY

NUMBER: 10SR60427

NAME: PHASE IA/IB CULTURAL

RESOURCE SURVEY, ASPHALT

ROTARY DRUM PLANT, TOWN OF

FORT EDWARD, WASHINGTON

COUNTY, NEW YORK

CONSULTATION PROJECT NUMBER:

21PR00452

NAME: 120-291 WWIDA - LOCK 8 BRIDGE

REPLACEMENT

STATUS: CLOSED

LOCATION DESC: THE EXISTING BRIDGE

IS LOCATED NEAR THE NORTH END OF

LOCK 8 WAY IN HUDSON FALLS, NY. IT

TRAVERSES A STREAM THAT FEEDS

INTO THE CANAL.

BUILDING SURVEY NUMBER:

18SR56493

NAME: PIN 1024.09.121 NEW YORK

ROUTE 196 OVER DIKE ROAD

- ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS

AVAILABLE

ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY

NUMBER: 18SR56494

NAME: PIN 1024.09.121 NEW YORK

ROUTE 196 OVER DIKE ROAD

BUILDINGS

USN NUMBER: 11513.000079

NAME: BRIDGE C-18, BIN 4039820

STREET: NY 196

CITY: FORT EDWARD

NR NUMBER: 14NR06559

NAME: NEW YORK STATE BARGE CANAL HISTORIC

DISTRICT

CITY TOWN: WATERFORD TO TONAWANDA,

WHITEHALL, OSWEGO AND WATERLOO - SEE

DETAILED LIST

COUNTY: ALBANY

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE

BUILDINGS

USN NUMBER: 11513.000100

NAME: LOCK 8 FEEDER CANAL WITH

DAM/SPILLWAY STRUCTURE

HOUSE:

STREET: LOCK 8 WAY

CITY: HUDSON FALLS

STATUS: ELIGIBLE

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE

BUILDINGS

USN NUMBER: 11506.000694

NAME: LOCK C8 STOREHOUSE

HOUSE: 1

STREET: EAST RD

CITY: FORT EDWARD

STATUS: LISTED

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE

BUILDINGS

USN NUMBER: 11506.000693

NAME: LOCK C8 LOCKHOUSE

HOUSE: 1

STREET: EAST RD

CITY: FORT EDWARD

STATUS: LISTED

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE

BUILDINGS

USN NUMBER: 11506.000692

NAME: LOCK C8, FORT EDWARD

HOUSE: 1

STREET: EAST RD

CITY: FORT EDWARD

STATUS: LISTED

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE

CONSULTATION PROJECT NUMBER: 20PR00340

NAME: LOCK 8 WAY RECONSTRUCTION

INFORMATIONAL REQUEST

STATUS: OPEN

LOCATION DESC: THE POTENTIAL PROJECT AREA

DRAWN ON THE MAP BELOW IS A ONE-LANE

SEGMENT ALONG LOCK 8 WAY IN THE TOWN OF

FORT EDWARD RUNNING PARALLEL WITH THE

CHAMPLAIN CANAL. UNDER THIS ROAD SEGMENT IS

A HISTORICAL DIVE CULVERT & BLOWOUT FLOOD

CONTROL SYSTEM STRUCTURE ~2,330' SOUTH

FROM THE CENTER OF THE TEMPORARY MAYBEE

BRIDGE IN THE TOWN OF KINGSBURY. (THE TWO

SITES IN QUESTION ARE FEATURED ON A

LOCATION MAP UPLOADED AS AN ATTACHMENT. )

ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY

NUMBER: 01SR51765

NAME: PHASE I CULTURAL

RESOURCES SURVEY, SITE

ASSESSMENT AND SITE

INVESTIGATION PHASES,

PROPOSED WCC TOPSOIL MINE

SITE, TOWN OF FORT EDWARD,

WASHINGTON COUNTY, NEW YORK

BIN: 7701702

Crossed: FEEDER CANAL

Region: 1

Location: JCT D&H RR & FEEDER C

Year Built: 1910

Historic Determination: Not evaluated

as part of Historic Bridge Inventory

Historic Reason: Not Applicable

Excluded from Inventory: Excluded

owner

GTMS Structural Codes:

Stringer/Multi-Beam Girder

BIN: 7701701

SAME AS BIN 7701702

USN BUILDING

NATIONAL REGISTER BUILDING SITE

SURVEY BUILDING AREAS

SURVEY ARCHEOLOGICAL AREAS

CONSULTATION PROJECTS

DOT BINS

NOTE: ENTIRE PROJECT AREA IS LOCATED WITHIN  AN

ARCHEOLOGICAL SENSITIVE AREA AS SHOWN ON NEW

YORK STATE CULTURAL RESOURCE SYSTEM (CRIS)

MAPPING.

LEGEND

PROJECT BOUNDARY

MUNICIPAL BOUNDARY

PROPERTY LINE

EASEMENT / PRIVATE ROW

RAILROAD

STREET CENTERLINE

CANAL

STREAM / DITCH
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1.) Looking north- northeast, rail line and former
dewatering areas

2.) Looking northeast, rail lines

3.) Looking north, remaining transformer station and
warehouse

4.) Looking northeast, remaining warehouse

5.) Looking southwest, other remaining warehouse
and former tank pads

6.) Looking northeast, wetland area between
dewatering facility and canal
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7.) Looking northeast, former dewatering areas and
warehouses

8.) Looking northeast, grain processing equipment

9.) Looking northwest, former dewatering areas

10.) Looking east, fill material pile

11.) Looking northeast, Champlain Canal

12.) Looking south, wetland area
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Date: March 12, 2021 

To: David O’Brien 
Hampton Town Supervisor 
Chair, Warren-Washington County IDA 
Chair, Lake Champlain Lake George Regional Planning Board 

From: Luke Thompson, PE 
Creighton Manning Engineering, LLP 

Project:  Lock 8 Way Bridge over Old Feeder Canal – Bridge Replacement; Town of Fort Edward; Washington 

County, NY; CM# 120-291

Re:       Preliminary Engineering Report

1. Introduction and Background 

The purpose of this Preliminary Engineering Report is to document what, if any, components of the existing bridge 
can be maintained or reused, and if necessary, recommend new bridge components to allow for long-term 
operation of the bridge in accordance with current New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) and 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) standards. Long-term operation of 
the bridge will allow vehicular access to the Canalside Energy Park industrial site located directly south of the 
bridge, which as described in the ED-900, is in a designated Opportunity Zone and provides a major opportunity 
for economic growth by creating manufacturing jobs in the region. The Energy Park had been abandoned by 
previous industrial employers, but is still fully equipped to operate, provided that access to the site via the bridge 
is maintained. This report will summarize the scope of work for the above referenced project, document the 
existing conditions and environmental concerns, estimate the cost and timeline for the anticipated work, and 
provide preliminary engineering analyses of alternatives for modifications needed to allow safe continued 
operation of the bridge. The project components described in this report are consistent with the EDA investment 
project description provided in Section B.2 of Form ED-900. 

2. Existing Conditions 

The existing structure is a Mabey Truss bridge located at the north end of Lock 8 Way in Kingsbury, NY. The 
Canalside Energy Park is located in the Town of Fort Edward south of the bridge. Previous investigation and records 
suggest that the bridge and surrounding roadway were constructed in 2007 to provide access to a dewatering 
facility located at the Canalside Energy Park during the General Electric Hudson River Dredging project. The facility 
has since been decommissioned, but the site is slated for future industrial redevelopment and the bridge crossing 
will be utilized to provide future access.  

The existing bridge has one 95.55 ft. span, with two 12 ft. travel lanes, each with a 3 ft. shoulder for total roadway 
width of 30 ft. Concrete barriers bound each shoulder with galvanized steel trusses outside for a total out-to-out 
width of approximately 43’-7”. The bridge bears on concrete abutments supported by driven steel H-piles. Record 
drawings of the bridge indicate that it was designed for two lanes of traffic and HS25-44 loading per AASHTO 
Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges, 17th Ed. The bridge is classified as “temporary” and has not been 
properly rated for permanent use.  The bridge manufacturer indicated that with proper maintenance and 
assuming the intended design load is followed, the bridge would have an expected minimum life span of 25 years 
from the date of construction. The bridge remains open and serving two-way traffic to present date. 
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3. Site Investigation 

At the request of WWIDA, John Geisler, PE, and Timothy Cremins, IE, of Creighton Manning Engineering (CM) 
performed a site visit on March 3, 2021 to observe the existing bridge site. A visual inspection was performed to 
determine the existing conditions, and to determine if any issues were present that would impact the potential 
bridge modifications. Minor leaks were observed on the underside of the deck, as well as minor corrosion of the 
steel superstructure elements. The superstructure appeared to have a small deflection as observed by previous 
inspectors noted in the next section of this report, however no measurement was taken. Minor surface cracks 
were also observed on the abutments, primarily near the weep holes through the abutments. No immediate 
concerns with the bridge superstructure or substructure were noted at this time. For photos of the site visit, see 
Appendix D.  

4. Previous Inspections 

Greenman-Pedersen Inc. (GPI) performed the most recent known inspection of the bridge in January of 2020. The 
inspection was performed at the request of the New York State Canal Corporation (NYSCC), and models NYSDOT 
bridge inspection format in accordance with the NYS Bridge Inspection Manual. The inspection determined a 
general recommendation rating of 6 out of 7. This rating indicates that inspectors observed only minor 
deterioration of the bridge. This would include observations such as paint loss, minor damage to secondary 
members, and small cracks in substructures. Minor repairs to secondary elements and touch-ups of protective 
coatings are typical recommendations for this rating. 

C.T. Male Associates performed a more detailed investigation of the site in 2019. In addition to an on-site 
inspection, C.T. Male Associates was provided with as-built drawings, design calculations, and correspondence 
from the bridge manufacturer. At the conclusion of their inspection, they determined the bridge to be in “good 
condition” except for a significant deflection observed in the trusses. They could not determine the bridge’s 
anticipated deflection from the design calculations, and recommended the designer comment on the observed 
deflection for a more accurate determination. The bridge designer also confirmed the expected design life of 25 
years for the bridge, provided proper maintenance was performed throughout that period of time. 

5. Design Criteria 

The design criteria for this project are based on the 2020 Edition of the NYSDOT Highway Design Manual, Chapter 
2 and the 2019 Edition of the NYSDOT Bridge Design Manual. The NYSDOT Functional Class Viewer indicates that 
Lock 8 way is within the Glens Falls urban area. However, the roadway primarily serves as an access road to the 
industrial site at its south end. Within this context, Lock 8 Way is best classified as an urban local road. An annual 
average daily traffic (AADT) has not been determined at this time; however, the ED-900 documentation suggests 
that 50 new full-time jobs will be created at the site. With an understanding that the employees and their suppliers 
will be the primary users of the bridge, a design volume of under 400 vehicles/day is anticipated for the bridge.  
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Critical Design Elements:

Additional Design Considerations:

Due to the presence of the feeder canal below the existing and proposed bridge site, hydraulics is important 
to consider in the design of the bridge. Though no documentation of previous hydraulic analysis on the 
existing bridge was found, it is likely that some analysis was performed. Therefore, at a minimum, the new 
bridge low chord should be level with, or higher than, the existing bridge low chord. Ideally, it is 
recommended that a formal hydraulic analysis be performed to determine any impact the bridge may have 
on the water flowing through the feeder canal. 

6. Alternatives Considered 

When considering alternatives, cost was a driving factor. Any components of the existing bridge that could be 
reused would reduce the cost of the project significantly.  

An initial evaluation of the existing truss superstructure indicates that with a design life of 25 years under proper 
maintenance, the existing superstructure is expected to remain adequate for use until 2032. This life span would 
not achieve the project’s long-term use objectives. Retrofitting the existing superstructure could extend the life 
of the bridge, however, significant deflections have been observed during the bridge’s 14 years of service. 
Additionally, retrofitting the existing truss superstructure would be comparable in cost to installing a new 
superstructure, so it is not a preferred alternative.  

Each of the existing foundations are concrete abutments supported by 30 piles. The record plans suggest that the 
pile and abutment foundations have significant capacity to sustain long-term traffic over the bridge. Although the 
piles could not be observed during the previous site investigations, none of the inspectors noted any significant 
deficiencies in the concrete abutments. Considering the relatively young age of the piles, it is safe to assume that 

Exhibit 5.1a – Critical Design Elements

Route No. & Name: Lock 8 Way Project Type: Bridge Replacement 

Roadway 
Classification: 

Urban Local ETC+30 AADT (2048): 400 vpd 

Element Standard 
Existing 

Condition 
Proposed 
Condition 

1 Design Speed 20 mph Min, 30 mph Max, – HDM 2.7.4.3  35 mph *  30 mph * 

2 Lane Width 
10 ft - BM Table R and N, Appendix 2A 

12 ft – HDM Sect 2.7.4.3, Exhibit 2-8
12 ft 12 ft

3 Shoulder Width 
2 ft -   BM Table R and N, Appendix 2A 

2 ft – HDM Sect 2.7.4.3, Exhibit 2-8
3 ft 3 ft

4 Maximum Grade 8.0% Max - HDM Sect 2.7.4.3 0.50% <8.0%

5 Cross Slope -1.5% Max, -3.0% Max - HDM Sect 2.7.4.3 -2.0% -2.0%

6 Structural Capacity NYSDOT LRFD Specifications (BM Section 1.3) AASHTO HS-25 HL-93 

* Although the nature of the roadway suggests a maximum design speed of 30 mph, CM observed several existing 
35 mph speed limit signs on Lock 8 Way near the bridge during the site visit. It is conservative to assume this 
speed will be maintained for the new bridge. 
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the existing substructures are in good condition. From a demolition perspective, a significant amount of money 
and time would be saved if the piles and abutments could remain and accept a new superstructure. Additionally, 
reusing the existing foundations would eliminate the need for excavation and disturbance of the surrounding soil. 
It is recommended to reuse the existing concrete foundations and modify as needed to accommodate a new 
superstructure above. 

With the above considerations, two (2) alternatives are evaluated to achieve the project objectives.  

Alternative 1 – Steel Multi-Girder Superstructure 

This alternative consists of replacing the existing Mabey truss superstructure with a new steel multi-girder 
superstructure. The existing substructures will be reused, and the top of the abutment will be modified to 
accommodate the new superstructure.  

The new superstructure will be a 95’-6”, single span bridge on existing reinforced concrete abutments. The deck 
will be a 9.5” reinforced concrete composite deck supported by steel girders spanning between the abutments. 
The steel should be given a protective coating, galvanized, or metallized to prevent long-term deterioration. The 
travel way will consist of two 12’-0” lanes (one in each direction) with 3’-0” shoulders for a total roadway width 
of 30’-0”, similar to the existing bridge. The outsides of the shoulders will be bounded by steel 4-rail bridge railing 
without curb for a total deck width of 33’-4”. The existing pedestals and top of the concrete abutments will be 
removed and reconstructed as needed to accommodate bearings for the girders. Additionally, if any utilities are 
required on the bridge, they can easily be mounted adjacent to the girders.

With this alternative, the bridge can safely accommodate the long-term traffic anticipated for the Energy Park and 
achieves the project objectives. This is the least costly alternative, estimated at approximately $600,000 for 
construction. 

Alternative 2 – Steel Truss Superstructure 

This alternative consists of replacing the existing Mabey truss superstructure with a new steel truss 
superstructure. The existing substructures will be reused, and the top of the abutment will modified to 
accommodate the new superstructure.  

Similar to alternative 1, the new superstructure will be a 95’-6”, single span bridge on existing reinforced concrete 
abutments. The deck will be a 9.5” reinforced concrete composite deck supported by steel stringers and 
floorbeams. The floorbeams will frame into trusses on either side. The steel should be galvanized, coated, or 
painted to prevent long-term deterioration. Like alternative one, the travel way will consist of two 12’-0” lanes 
(one in each direction) with 3’-0” shoulders for a total roadway width of 30’-0”, similar to the existing bridge. The 
outsides of the shoulders will be bounded by steel 2-rail bridge railing on brush curb for a total deck width of 34’-
2”. A small gap will be required between the deck and trusses, creating an approximate distance between 
centerline of trusses of 36’-2”. The existing pedestals and top of the concrete abutments will be removed and 
reconstructed as needed to accommodate bearings for the girders. Utilities can also be mounted to the side of 
the truss if required.

With this alternative, the bridge can safely accommodate the long-term traffic anticipated for the Energy Park and 
achieves the project objectives. This is the most costly alternative, estimated at approximately $776,000. 
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7. Constructability and Staging Considerations 

All alternatives require replacement of the superstructure, meaning the bridge will need to be closed for the 
entirety of construction. Access to the south side of the bridge and industrial site is attainable via two entrances 
to the north and south. The north entrance connects to Lock 8 way via Route 196 but required crossing the bridge 
which will be closed. South of the Energy Park, there is an access road from East Street which is typically closed, 
but can be used for traffic to the site during bridge construction. 

Proximity to Route 196 would suggest that construction access from the north end is the easiest option. A crane 
will likely be positioned behind the northern bridge abutment. Trucks could deliver structural members via the 
north end of Lock 8 way, behind the crane, and the crane could set them in their final position.  

8. Recommended Alternative 

CM recommends Alternative 1 – Steel Multi-Girder Superstructure. Both alternatives achieve the project 

objectives, but alternative 1 does so at the least cost. Since both alternatives provide the same roadway, require 

the same amount of disturbance to the surrounding area, and have similar construction durations, neither one 

offers any structural, environmental, or transportation advantages. Alternative 1 achieves the same goal at a lower 

price and is therefore preferable. 

9. Utilities 

There are no known utilities located on or adjacent to the existing bridge. The ED-900 documentation indicates 

that there is no municipal sewer located in the industrial park and that the construction and maintenance of a 

septic system will be necessary for a business to locate at the park. This report and corresponding cost estimate 

have been progressed assuming the bridge and septic system are independent and have not included the cost of 

any wastewater system construction. Given that there are no other utilities to coordinate with, however, the 

incorporation of wastewater lines onto the bridge should not significantly complicate the bridge design.  

10. Right of Way 

Extents of previous impacts due to construction of the existing bridge are shown in the plan view of Appendix A. 

All construction for the proposed bridge is anticipated to remain within the established right of way. Therefore, 

no additional easements or acquisitions should be necessary. 

11. Environmental 

SHPO: The New York State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) was consulted regarding any potential impact 
to existing cultural or historic resources within the proposed project’s area of effect. SHPO noted that that 
the proposed bridge crosses the National Register eligible Lock 8 Feeder Canal and that the project is 
adjacent to the New York State Barge Canal, which is listed in the National Registry. However, SHPO 
assessed that the proposed project would have “No Adverse Effect” to the existing historic and cultural 
resources in the area. 

Wetlands: A wetland screening was performed on January 18, 2021 using the Information for Planning and 
Consultation (IPaC) web tool provided by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS). The screening identified 
three types of wetlands within the project area: freshwater emergent wetland, freshwater forested/shrub 
wetland, and lake area. These areas extend throughout the entire site with the exception of the northern 
bridge approach. Extensive excavation and modifications to the ground in these areas would likely require 
U.S., Army Corps of Engineers permitting. However, a superstructure replacement as recommended 
previously would not disturb the ground significantly and would likely not impact the surrounding wetlands. 
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Surface Waterbodies and Watercourses: The existing bridge traverses the Bond Creek waterway which 
feeds into the Lake Champlain Canal directly adjacent and parallel to the bridge. The NYSDEC classifies both 
of these waterways as Class “C” streams. The best usage for Class “C” water is fishing. The water quality is 
suitable for fish propagation and survival.  Water quality shall be suitable for primary and secondary contact 
recreation, although other factors may limit the use for these purposes. Since no work would be done in 
the water, there would be no impact on the surface water bodies and watercourses.

Endangered Species: The USFWS IPAC system, accessed January 18, 2021, was used to screen for any 
endangered or threatened species that could be found within the project area. The Indiana Bat was the 
only identified endangered species within the project area. Their roosting habitat is in trees greater than 4” 
in diameter. Though there are a large number of trees near the project site, most of the larger tress where 
the bats would roost are at least 20 ft away from the existing bridge. This would suggest that the bats are 
unlikely to be affected by the construction operations. Additionally, a superstructure replacement would 
require event less, if any, removal of surrounding trees, minimizing any potential effects to the Indian Bat. 

12. Method of Construction and Related Contracts 

The project can be progressed with a traditional design/bid/build process with sealed competitive bidding. Three 

main contracts will be necessary during this process: design, construction, and inspection. The first contract will 

be with a design engineer who will progress a set of construction drawings and a project manual that would be 

made available to perspective contractors. The advertisement period for construction is recommended to last a 

minimum of 3 weeks to allow an adequate number of contractors to view and bid the project. The construction 

contract will be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder. One primary contract will be executed between the 

owner and contractor. The prime contractor will subcontract out work, as needed, to subcontractors. The contract 

for the subcontractors will be between the prime contractor and the subcontractor. Construction is anticipated 

to last 4-5 months. A construction inspection contract will be arranged with a professional engineering firm prior 

to construction. Any additional contracts for construction support and material testing will be issued after design 

and prior to construction.  

13. Required Permits 

Anticipated Permits: 

 Army Core of Engineers (USACE) - Nationwide Permit #3 

 New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) – Stream Disturbance 

Although no work is anticipated to take place in water, it is recommended to obtain the above permits as work 

will take place above water. The Joint Application can be submitted simultaneously to both agencies (USACE and 

NYSDEC) to obtain the necessary permits. Primary construction plans should be available at the time of the 

application and the permitting process typically takes 2-3 months. 
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14. Project Schedule 

Based on the ED-900, work is anticipated to begin in July 2021 after funding has been secured.  It is estimated 

that the engineering and design of the bridge will be completed by April 2022, with construction occuring from 

August 2022 to August 2023.  A detailed project schedule chart will be developed during the design phase to 

include the following estimated project durations. 

Exhibit 14 – Project Schedule 

Milestone Duration 

Bridge Design 6 Months 

Environmental Permitting 3 Months 

Easement/ROW Acquisitions None Anticipated 

Project Advertisement 1 Month 

Project Bidding and Awarding 1 Month 

Bridge Construction 5 Months 

15. Project Budget Breakdown 

A summary of the project budget breakdown can be found in the SF-424C located in Appendix B. Descriptions of 

what each Cost Classification includes can be found below. 

 4. Architectural and engineering fees – Engineering fee related to the design process of the bridge 

 5. Other architectural and engineering fees – Costs of surveying and construction materials testing 

 6. Project inspection fees – Fee for construction inspection services 

 7. Site work – Cost for clearing and grubbing and site restoration services required for construction 

 8. Demolition and removal – Cost for removal of existing superstructure and top of existing abutments 

 9. Construction – Cost of bridge construction (See Alternative 1 & 2 Estimates in Appendix B) 

 10. Equipment – Cost of additional equipment associated with the bridge replacement 

 11. Miscellaneous – Cost to account for incidental or unpredicted costs and adjustments 

The total estimated budget required for this project is $1,132,000. 

APPROVAL:  ______________________________________  DATE: _______________________  

Dave O'Brien 
Chair, Warren-Washington County IDA 
Chair, Lake Champlain – Lake George Regional Planning Board
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Appendix B – Cost Estimates 



Item No. Description Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Cost

1 Excavation CY 50 $100.00 $5,000.00

2 Bridge Rail (4-Rail) LF 192 $235.00 $45,120.00

3 Guide Rail LF 128 $160.00 $20,480.00

4 Superstructure Slab SY 374 $375.00 $140,250.00

5 Approach Slab SY 78 $325.00 $25,350.00

6 Concrete CY 6 $2,000.00 $12,000.00

7 Rebar LB 1925 $4.00 $7,700.00

8 Superstructure Steel LS 1 $211,000.00 $211,000.00

9 Misc. Highway LS 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00

$466,900.00

$50,000.00

$26,000.00

$543,000

$22,000

$565,000.00

$35,000.00

$600,000.00TOTAL

Lock 8 Way Bridge Replacement

Hudson Falls, Washington County, NY

Alternative 1 - Steel Multi-Girder Superstructure

CME#: 119-054

Mobilization (4%)

Subtotal 2

Field Change (5%)

Subtotal 1

Mar-21

Bridge Total

Highway Total

Inflation (3.0%/yr)

N:\Projects\2020\120-291 WWIDA - Lock 8 Bridge\Working\Structures\Calcs\Alt_1_Steel Multi Girder_120-291-Lock_8_Way 3/12/2021



Item No. Description Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Cost

1 Excavation CY 51 $100.00 $5,100.00

2 Bridge Rail (2-Rail with Curb) LF 192 $230.00 $44,160.00

3 Guide Rail LF 128 $160.00 $20,480.00

4 Superstructure Slab SY 383 $375.00 $143,625.00

5 Approach Slab SY 80 $325.00 $26,000.00

6 Concrete CY 6 $2,000.00 $12,000.00

7 Rebar LB 1925 $4.00 $7,700.00

8 Truss Superstructure LS 1 $358,000.00 $358,000.00

9 Misc. Highway LS 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00

$617,065.00

$50,000.00

$34,000.00

$702,000

$29,000

$731,000.00

$45,000.00

$776,000.00

Lock 8 Way Bridge Replacement

Hudson Falls, Washington County, NY

Alternative 2 - Steel Truss Superstructure

CME#: 119-054

Subtotal 1

Bridge Total

Highway Total

Field Change (5%)

Mar-21

Subtotal 2

Inflation (3.0%/yr)

TOTAL

Mobilization (4%)

N:\Projects\2020\120-291 WWIDA - Lock 8 Bridge\Working\Structures\Calcs\Alt_2_Steel_Truss_120-291-Lock_8_Way 3/12/2021



OMB Approval No. 0348-0041

BUDGET INFORMATION - Construction Programs
   NOTE:  Certain Federal assistance programs require additional computations to arrive at the Federal share of project costs eligible for participation. If such is the case, you will be notified.

COST CLASSIFICATION a. Total Cost b. Costs Not Allowable            
for Participation

c. Total Allowable Costs           
(Columns a-b)

1.      Administrative and legal expenses $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

2.      Land, structures, rights-of-way, appraisals, etc. $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

3.      Relocation expenses and payments $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

4.      Architectural and engineering fees $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

5.      Other architectural and engineering fees $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

6.      Project inspection fees $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

7.      Site work $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

8.      Demolition and removal $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

9.      Construction $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

10.     Equipment $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

11.     Miscellaneous $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

12.     SUBTOTAL (sum of lines 1-11) $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

13.     Contingencies $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

14.     SUBTOTAL $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

15.     Project (program) income $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

16.     TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (subtract #15 from #14) $                                                .00 $                                                .00 $                                                .00

FEDERAL FUNDING

17.

                   Enter eligible costs from line 16c  Multiply X _______% $                                                .00
          

Previous Edition Usable Authorized for Local Reproduction Standard Form 424C (Rev. 7-97)

Prescribed by OMB Circular A-102

Federal assistance requested, calculate as follows:
(Consult Federal agency for Federal percentage share.)
Enter the resulting Federal share.

0 0

0 0

0 0

130,000 130,000

30,000 30,000

132,000 132,000

10,000 10,000

50,000 50,000

600,000 600,000

20,000 20,000

60,000 60,000

1,032,000 0 1,032,000

100000 100,000

1,132,000 0 1,132,000

0 0

1,132,000 1,132,000

0



INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SF-424C

SF-424C (Rev. 7-97) Back

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 180 minutes per response, including time for reviewing
instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of
information. Send comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for
reducing this burden, to the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project (0348-0041), Washington, DC 20503.

PLEASE DO NOT RETURN YOUR COMPLETED FORM TO THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET.
SEND IT TO THE ADDRESS PROVIDED BY THE SPONSORING AGENCY.

This sheet is to be used for the following types of applications: (1) "New" (means a new [previously unfunded] assistance award); (2)
"Continuation" (means funding in a succeeding budget period which stemmed from a prior agreement to fund); and (3) "Revised" (means
any changes in the Federal Government’s financial obligations or contingent liability from an existing obligation). If there is no change in
the award amount, there is no need to complete this form. Certain Federal agencies may require only an explanatory letter to effect minor
(no cost) changes. If you have questions, please contact the Federal agency.

Column a. - If this is an application for a "New" project, enter
the total estimated cost of each of the items listed on lines 1
through 16 (as applicable) under "COST CLASSIFICATION."

If this application entails a change to an existing award, enter
the eligible amounts approved under the previous award for
the items under "COST CLASSIFICATION."

Column b. - If this is an application for a "New" project, enter
that portion of the cost of each item in Column a. which is not 
allowable for Federal assistance. Contact the Federal agency
for assistance in determining the allowability of specific costs.

If this application entails a change to an existing award, enter
the adjustment [+ or (-)] to the previously approved costs
(from column a.) reflected in this application.

Column. - This is the net of lines 1 through 16 in columns "a."
and "b."

Line 1 - Enter estimated amounts needed to cover
administrative expenses. Do not include costs which are
related to the normal functions of government. Allowable
legal costs are generally only those associated with the
purchases of land which is allowable for Federal participation
and certain services in support of construction of the project.

Line 2 - Enter estimated site and right(s)-of-way acquisition
costs (this includes purchase, lease, and/or easements).

Line 3 - Enter estimated costs related to relocation advisory
assistance, replacement housing, relocation payments to
displaced persons and businesses, etc.

Line 4 - Enter estimated basic engineering fees related to
construction (this includes start-up services and preparation of
project performance work plan).

Line 5 - Enter estimated engineering costs, such as surveys, tests,
soil borings, etc.

Line 6 - Enter estimated engineering inspection costs.

Line 7 - Enter estimated costs of site preparation and restoration
which are not included in the basic construction contract.

Line 9 - Enter estimated cost of the construction contract.

Line 10 - Enter estimated cost of office, shop, laboratory, safety
equipment, etc. to be used at the facility, if such costs are not
included in the construction contract.

Line 11 - Enter estimated miscellaneous costs.

Line 12 - Total of items 1 through 11.

Line 13 - Enter estimated contingency costs. (Consult the Federal
agency for the percentage of the estimated construction cost to
use.)

Line 14 - Enter the total of lines 12 and 13.

Line 15 - Enter estimated program income to be earned during the
grant period, e.g., salvaged materials, etc.

Line 16 - Subtract line 15 from line 14.

Line 17 - This block is for the computation of the Federal share.
Multiply the total allowable project costs from line 16, column "c."
by the Federal percentage share (this may be up to 100 percent;
consult Federal agency for Federal percentage share) and enter
the product on line 17.



Appendix C – Cultural and Environmental Info. 



 

Division for Historic Preservation 
 

 

P.O. Box 189, Waterford, New York 12188-0189 • (518) 237-8643 • parks.ny.gov 
 

    

  

 

 

 

    

 

 

        

ANDREW M. CUOMO 
 

 

ERIK KULLESEID 
 

  

Governor 
 

 

Commissioner 
 

  

        

 

February 8, 2021 
 

        

 

Timothy Cremins 
Assistant Project Engineer 
Creighton Manning Engineering 
2 Winners Circle 
Albany, NY 12205 

 

        

 

Re: 
 

 

IDA 
120-291 WWIDA - Lock 8 Bridge Replacement 
Town of Kingsbury, Washington County, NY 
21PR00452 

 

        

 

Dear Timothy Cremins: 
 

        

Thank you for requesting the comments of the New York State Historic Preservation Office 

(SHPO).  We have reviewed the provided documentation in accordance with Section 106 of the 

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.  These comments are those of the SHPO and relate 

only to Historic/Cultural resources.  They do not include other environmental impacts to New 

York State Parkland that may be involved in or near your project.  Such impacts must be 

considered as part of the environmental review of the project pursuant to the National 

Environmental Policy Act and/or the State Environmental Quality Review Act (New York 

Environmental Conservation Law Article 8). 

 

We note that the proposed project crosses the National Register eligible Lock 8 Feeder Canal. 

In addition, the project is adjacent to New York State Barge Canal, which is listed in the National 

Register. We understand that the proposed project will include replacement of the existing 

temporary bridge that was installed in 2007.  

 

Based on this review, it is the opinion of the SHPO that the proposed project will have No 

Adverse Effect to historic and cultural resources.  

 

 

If you have any questions, I can be reached at (518) 268-2164. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Weston Davey 

Historic Site Restoration Coordinator 

Weston.davey@parks.ny.gov 

 



























Appendix D – Site Visit Photos 



Project Name: Sprague Energy Dock Evaluation
Project Location: Sprague Energy, City of Rensselaer, Rensselaer County, NY 

Page 1 of 4 

Photo 1 – South side Bridge Approach, looking north toward bridge 

Photo 2 – North side Bridge Approach, looking south toward bridge 



Project Name: Sprague Energy Dock Evaluation
Project Location: Sprague Energy, City of Rensselaer, Rensselaer County, NY 

Page 2 of 4 

Photo 3 – East side Elevation of Bridge, looking west from southeast side 

Photo 4 – North Abutment, looking north from south end underside of bridge 



Project Name: Sprague Energy Dock Evaluation
Project Location: Sprague Energy, City of Rensselaer, Rensselaer County, NY 

Page 3 of 4 

Photo 5 – South Abutment, looking south from underside of bridge 

Photo 6 – Feeder Canal, looking west from bridge 



Project Name: Sprague Energy Dock Evaluation
Project Location: Sprague Energy, City of Rensselaer, Rensselaer County, NY 

Page 4 of 4 

Photo 7 – Feeder Canal downstream from bridge, looking east 

Photo 8 – Canal Spillway/Dam structure downstream of bridge, looking north 



WWIDA Canalside Energy ParkWarren & Washington County

westonandsampson.com

B.11 GREENMAN-PEDERSEN INDUSTRIAL ACCESS ROAD TRAFFIC ASSESSMENT



 
 

 

80 Wolf Road, Suite 300, Albany, NY 12205 | Tel   518.453.9431 | Fax   518.453.9458 | 

www.gpinet.com 

An Equal Opportunity Employer.  

Offices Throughout 

the United States 

March 18, 2016 

 

Mr. Robert Manz 

C/O D.A. Collins  

269 Ballard Road 

Wilton, NY 12931 

 

Re: Traffic Assessment; Industrial Access Road 

Ft. Edward, Washington County, New York 

GPI Project Number – ALB-2016041.00 

 

Dear Mr. Manz: 

 

As requested, Greenman-Pedersen, Inc. (GPI) has 

reviewed the traffic conditions at the location of the 

“neck-down” along the industrial site access road (also 

known as Lock 8 Way) leading to the former GE 

dewatering facility in Ft. Edward New York.  The 

purpose of this review is to estimate the functional 

capacity of this critical roadway segment as it relates to 

future industrial development at the vacated site, and to 

quantify the level of development that could be 

accommodated on-site withhout exceeding the 

estimated traffic carrying capacity. Based on our 

analysis we offer the following findings: 

 

1. The estimated peak hour design capacity of the 

critical road segment ranges from 250 to 465 

vehicles per hour. 

2. The estimated daily design capacity of the critical 

road segment is 8,600 vehicles per day. 

3. The critical road segment could support 

approximately 250,000 square feet of industrial 

space without exceeing the calculated functional 

capacity of the critical road segment of the industrial site access road (Lock 8 Way). 

 

The following is a summary of the analyses that support these findings. 

 

Existing Conditions 

 

Lock 8 Way is a two mile long access road connecting the former GE dewatering facility to NY 

Route 196 in Ft. Edward.  The posted speed limit along the roadway is 25 mph.  The road 

consists of one 12 foot lane in both the northbound and southbound directions, except for the 

“neck-down” location pictured above.  This location constricts to just a single lane in this area to 



 
 

 

P a g e  |  2  o f  4  

avoid conflicts with a large culvert that has historical significance. This narrowing to a single-

lane requires vehicles to travel approximately 210 feet within a conflict zone before clearing 

back to two-lane operations.  The northbound direction consists of free-flow traffic and is not 

delayed, but the southbound direction is controlled by a stop sign and vehicles on that approach 

must stop and ensure adequate clearance is available before entering the conflict zone.   

 

Definition of Functional Capacity 

 

When determining the capacity of the critical roadway segment, two different thresholds could 

be considered.  The “Maximum Capacity”, which is the maximum number of vehicles that could 

move through the conflict zone within an hour regardless of wait time per vehicle, and the 

“Functional Capacity”, which is the number of vehicles that could move while still providing a 

reasonable level of service and delay.  Level of service (LOS) is defined in the Highway 

Capacity Manual (HCM), 2010 published by the Transportation Research Board (TRB) as a way 

to quantify traffic operating conditions.  In general, LOS A represents the best operating 

condition with unrestricted flow and little or no delay per vehicle, and LOS F represents the 

worst, with congested conditions, long delays and poor traffic operations.  LOS C or better is 

generally desirable, but LOS D is commonly acceptable during peak periods.  As such, the 

threshold between LOS D and LOS E provides the estimation of Functional Capacity as traffic 

flows over this threshold may cause drivers to become impatient and accept traffic gaps that are 

shorter than necessary to safely maneuver through the conflict zone. 

 

Time Gap Required to Clear the Conflict Zone 

 

Two methods were reviewed to determine the time gap necessary to clear the conflict zone, the 

first is based on Intersection Sight Distance (ISD) methodologies found in A Policy on 

Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 2011, published by AASHTO (also known as the 

AASHTO Green Book).  The second is based on the methodology presented in NCHRP Report 

505: Review of Truck Characteristics as Factors in Roadway Design.  In both cases, because of 

the high percentage of truck expected for the site, the time gap requirements were calculated for 

tractor trailer movements instead of just passenger cars.  This provides the most conservative 

estimate for safety purposes. 

 

Based on the AASHTO publication for a left turn movement from a side street, which is a similar 

situation operationally to the neck-down condition, the time gap necessary for a combination 

truck movement at an intersection is 11.7 seconds, with the caveat that for every additional lane a 

left turn vehicle must cross, an additional 0.7 seconds should be added.  For the length necessary 

to traverse the conflict zone, it was determined that would be equivalent to an additional 17 

lanes.  Applying this modifier, the time gap required for this location is 23.4 seconds using this 

methodology. 

 

Using the NCHRP Report 505 publication, which contains equations and table defining heavy 

truck acceleration characteristics.  Equation 10 of that publication shows that the time required to 

clear a particular length zone is 0.682 x (the length of zone + length of vehicle) all divided by the 

maximum speed in the gear selected by the driver plus 3 seconds.  Additionally Table 27 of that 
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publication defines that speed as 8 mph for percent grades up to 2%.  Applying equation 10 to 

the 210 foot conflict zone assuming a WB-67 tractor trailer, the resulting necessary time gap 

using this methodology is 27.2 seconds. 

 

To be conservative, the longest calculated time gap, 27.2 seconds, will be used in the sight 

distance and capacity calculations for the remainder of the assessment. 

 

Required Sight Distance 

 

For vehicles on the southbound stop controlled approach to safety traverse the conflict zone there 

must be adequate sight distance to identify the appropriate gaps in traffic.  As discussed above, 

the time gap necessary for a tractor trailer to make this movement is 27.2 seconds.  Using the 

Intersection sight distance formula found in the AASHTO Green Book with that time gap and 

assuming a 25 mph operating speed, the necessary amount of sight distance required to identify 

an appropriate gap and move through the conflict zone is 1,000 feet.  Based on a review of sight 

lines from Google Earth Pro, it is estimated that more than 1,100 feet of sight distance is 

available at the southbound stop bar location.  This is more than sufficient for acceptable 

operations. 

 

Roadway Capacity 

 

The Roadway Capacity for the industrial site access road is limited by the Functional Capacity of 

the conflict zone area, which is the focus of this assessment.  To determine capacity of this area, 

a modified HCM 2010 Stop Controlled Facility analysis was performed.  For this analysis, all 

southbound vehicles were treated as westbound left turn vehicles, and the critical gap factor used 

in the analysis for determining traffic gaps of sufficient length to make a movement was changed 

to the 27.2 seconds discussed previously. As there is no published methodology to analyze the 

specific condition that exists on the critical roadway segment, we feel this methodology provides 

a reasonable approximation of traffic operations, especially considering the conservative 

approach taken in calculating the required time gap and because the analysis performed assumed 

100% truck traffic, which is higher than what would normally be expected on the roadway, even 

for an industrial site. 

 

For this analysis to appropriately model conditions for the new industrial site, the directional 

distribution (percentage inbound versus outbound) must first be estimated.  As such, the Trip 

Generation Manual, 9
th

 edition was reviewed for Land Use Code (LUC) 110 – General Light 

Industrial.  The data in this publication revealed that an industrial site should expect a “90% 

entering/10% exiting” distribution in the AM peak hour for site traffic, and a “14% entering/86% 

exiting” in the PM peak hour.  Splitting traffic volumes by those percentages and applying those 

volumes to the traffic model using an iterative method, the Functional Capacity of the roadway 

was determined for the AM and PM peak hours.  The final capacity analysis worksheets for each 

of the peak hours is attached.  Based on the analysis the Functional Capacity of the roadway is 

465 vehicles in the AM peak hour and 250 vehicles in the PM peak hour.  Using an average of 

these two analyzed hours (357.5) and applying that to a 24 hour period equates to an estimated 

daily capacity of this critical road segment of approximately 8,600 vehicles per day.  
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Site Development   

 

Knowing the Functional Capacity of the roadway, trip generation data for LUC 110 – Light 

Industrial was reviewed to determine the estimated square footage  hat could be supported by the 

roadway in its current configuration.  For this determination, the more restrictive of the two peak 

hours (250 PM peak hour trips) was used as a base.  At a trip generation rate of 0.97 trips per 

1,000 square foot of light industrial space, it is calculated that the roadway has sufficient 

capacity to support 250,000 of light industrial space.  A development of this size, in addition to 

generating 250 PM peak hour trips, would also generate, 230 AM peak hour trips and 

approximately 1,740 daily trips. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The analysis performed indicates that there is enough Functional Capacity to support 

approximately 250,000 square feet of industrial development on this site before exceeding the 

calculated functional capacity of the critical road segment of the industrial site access road (Lock 

8 Way).  

 

If you have any questions or require additional information, please let us know. 

 

Sincerely, 

GPI/Greenman-Pedersen, Inc. 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

Michael R. Wieszchowski, P.E., PTOE 

Senior Traffic Engineer 

 

 

 

 

________________________________________ 

Peter Faith, P.E. 

Assistant Vice President 

 

 

 

Enc. 
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_______________________TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY___________________________  

                                                                                

Analyst:              GPI                                                       

Agency/Co.:                                                                     

Date Performed:       3/16/2016                                                 

Analysis Time Period: PM Capacity Test 14%in/86%out                             

Intersection:         Industrial Access Neckdown                                

Jurisdiction:                                                                   

Units: U. S. Customary                                                          

Analysis Year:        2016                                                      

Project ID:  Fort Edward Industrial Site                                        

East/West Street:     Industrial Access Road                                    

North/South Street:   Stop Control Approach                                     

Intersection Orientation: NS                 Study period (hrs):  0.25          

                                                                                

______________________Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments_________________________  

Major Street:  Approach        Northbound             Southbound                

               Movement     1      2      3     |  4      5      6              

                            L      T      R     |  L      T      R              

______________________________________________________________________________  

Volume                             215                                          

Peak-Hour Factor, PHF              1.00                                         

Hourly Flow Rate, HFR              215                                          

Percent Heavy Vehicles             --     --              --     --             

Median Type/Storage         Undivided             /                             

RT Channelized?                                                                 

Lanes                              1                                            

Configuration                      T                                            

Upstream Signal?                   No                     No                    

______________________________________________________________________________  

Minor Street:  Approach        Westbound              Eastbound                 

               Movement     7      8      9     |  10     11     12             

                            L      T      R     |  L      T      R              

______________________________________________________________________________  

Volume                      35                                                  

Peak Hour Factor, PHF       1.00                                                

Hourly Flow Rate, HFR       35                                                  

Percent Heavy Vehicles      100                                                 

Percent Grade (%)                  0                      0                     

Flared Approach:  Exists?/Storage                /                     /        

Lanes                          1                                                

Configuration                   L                                               

______________________________________________________________________________  

                                                                                

__________________Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service___________________  

Approach            NB     SB        Westbound             Eastbound            

Movement            1      4   |  7      8      9    |  10     11     12        

Lane Config                    |  L                  |                          

______________________________________________________________________________  

v (vph)                           35                                            

C(m) (vph)                        164                                           

v/c                               0.21                                          

95% queue length                  0.78                                          

Control Delay                     32.8                                          

LOS                                D                                            

Approach Delay                           32.8                                   

Approach LOS                              D                                     

______________________________________________________________________________  
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______________________________________________________________________________  

Critical Gap Calculation                                                        

Movement          1      4      7      8      9     10     11     12            

                  L      L      L      T      R      L      T      R            

______________________________________________________________________________  

t(c,base)                      9.0*                                             

t(c,hv)          1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00          

P(hv)                          100                                              

t(c,g)                         0.20   0.20   0.10   0.20   0.20   0.10          

Percent Grade                  0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00          

t(3,lt)                        0.70                                             

t(c,T):  1-stage 0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00          

         2-stage 0.00   0.00   1.00   1.00   0.00   1.00   1.00   0.00          

t(c)     1-stage               27.2*                                            

         2-stage                                                                

______________________________________________________________________________  

Follow-Up Time Calculations                                                     

Movement          1      4      7      8      9     10     11     12            

                  L      L      L      T      R      L      T      R            

______________________________________________________________________________  

t(f,base)                      4.00*                                            

t(f,HV)          0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90          

P(HV)                          100                                              

t(f)                           5.0*                                             

______________________________________________________________________________  
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_______________________TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY___________________________  

                                                                                

Analyst:              GPI                                                       

Agency/Co.:                                                                     

Date Performed:       3/16/2016                                                 

Analysis Time Period: AM Capacity Test 90%in/10%out                             

Intersection:         Industrial Access Neckdown                                

Jurisdiction:                                                                   

Units: U. S. Customary                                                          

Analysis Year:        2016                                                      

Project ID:  Fort Edward Industrial Site                                        

East/West Street:     Industrial Access Road                                    

North/South Street:   Stop Control Approach                                     

Intersection Orientation: NS                 Study period (hrs):  0.25          

                                                                                

______________________Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments_________________________  

Major Street:  Approach        Northbound             Southbound                

               Movement     1      2      3     |  4      5      6              

                            L      T      R     |  L      T      R              

______________________________________________________________________________  

Volume                             47                                           

Peak-Hour Factor, PHF              1.00                                         

Hourly Flow Rate, HFR              47                                           

Percent Heavy Vehicles             --     --              --     --             

Median Type/Storage         Undivided             /                             

RT Channelized?                                                                 

Lanes                              1                                            

Configuration                      T                                            

Upstream Signal?                   No                     No                    

______________________________________________________________________________  

Minor Street:  Approach        Westbound              Eastbound                 

               Movement     7      8      9     |  10     11     12             

                            L      T      R     |  L      T      R              

______________________________________________________________________________  

Volume                      418                                                 

Peak Hour Factor, PHF       1.00                                                

Hourly Flow Rate, HFR       418                                                 

Percent Heavy Vehicles      100                                                 

Percent Grade (%)                  0                      0                     

Flared Approach:  Exists?/Storage                /                     /        

Lanes                          1                                                

Configuration                   L                                               

______________________________________________________________________________  

                                                                                

__________________Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service___________________  

Approach            NB     SB        Westbound             Eastbound            

Movement            1      4   |  7      8      9    |  10     11     12        

Lane Config                    |  L                  |                          

______________________________________________________________________________  

v (vph)                           418                                           

C(m) (vph)                        521                                           

v/c                               0.80                                          

95% queue length                  7.64                                          

Control Delay                     34.3                                          

LOS                                D                                            

Approach Delay                           34.3                                   

Approach LOS                              D                                     

______________________________________________________________________________  
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______________________________________________________________________________  

Critical Gap Calculation                                                        

Movement          1      4      7      8      9     10     11     12            

                  L      L      L      T      R      L      T      R            

______________________________________________________________________________  

t(c,base)                      9.0*                                             

t(c,hv)          1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00          

P(hv)                          100                                              

t(c,g)                         0.20   0.20   0.10   0.20   0.20   0.10          

Percent Grade                  0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00          

t(3,lt)                        0.70                                             

t(c,T):  1-stage 0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00          

         2-stage 0.00   0.00   1.00   1.00   0.00   1.00   1.00   0.00          

t(c)     1-stage               27.2*                                            

         2-stage                                                                

______________________________________________________________________________  

Follow-Up Time Calculations                                                     

Movement          1      4      7      8      9     10     11     12            

                  L      L      L      T      R      L      T      R            

______________________________________________________________________________  

t(f,base)                      4.00*                                            

t(f,HV)          0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90   0.90          

P(HV)                          100                                              

t(f)                           5.0*                                             

______________________________________________________________________________  
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Consult the BridgeNY Notice of Funding Availability to review the specific eligibility requirements prior to beginning the application.  

Application Information  

The application is to apply for one bridge project or one culvert project under the BridgeNY Program funding.  

To use the Adobe Livecycle form, save a copy of the form to your computer. From your computer, open the saved form to start entering 
the requested information.   

Web browsers such as Apple Safari, Google Chrome, and Mozilla may have their own non-Adobe PDF readers set as the default reader.  If 
using one of these browsers, ensure that the default PDF viewer is changed to Adobe Reader. If Internet Explorer is used as the browser, 
typically no further action is needed. Applicants can use the latest version of the free Adobe Acrobat Reader to complete the form. The 
latest versions Adobe Acrobat Standard, Pro or DC can be used to maximize the functionality in the form. 

Unless otherwise indicated, use the “Tab” function to navigate through the form to ensure questions are answered in the correct order.  
Applicants should complete all fields as they appear in the application.  

Required fields are designated by a preceding asterisk (*). 

General Instructions for Completing the Application 

PART A: Project Sponsor Information 

Enter the Project Sponsor Information in the designated boxes.  If the project sponsor does not already have a NYS Grants Gateway ID, 
one can be obtained at https://grantsmanagement.ny.gov/register-your-organization 

PART B: Application Type 

Choose whether this application is going to be for a bridge project or a culvert project.  The appropriate fields will remain visible in the 
application depending on the type chosen.  Example: For a bridge project, the bridge only fields remain visible and the culvert only fields 
become invisible.   

PART C: Project Estimate 

Enter the estimated costs for each of the following project costs: construction, construction inspection, right of way acquisition, and 
design.  Enter the amount of any other funds you have already secured for this project. 

A table of suggested values based on a percentage of construction costs is shown for reference to the applicants.  The Sponsor is 
responsible for all costs input into the application.  There are situations where costs may be more or less than the ranges given in the 
table. 

PART D: Existing Structure Information 

For a bridge application, enter the fields that are visible under Existing Bridge Information.  Download the Existing Bridge Information 
Worksheet (ExistingBridgeInfo2019Data.xlsx) from https://www.dot.ny.gov/bridgeny to obtain information on the bridge you are 
applying for.  A copy of this information should be attached in PART G of the application.   This information will be used by reviewers 
during the project evaluation process. 

For a culvert application, enter the fields that are visible under Existing Culvert Information. 
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PART E: Project Needs 

Enter the appropriate information regarding the project needs, scope and special features.  Note that the space is limited to the visible 
area for text fields. 

PART F: Project Delivery 

Enter the information pertaining to the delivery of the project, including design status and any right of way needs. 

PART G: Project Attachments 

Attach appropriate documents to the application.  Listed attachments preceded by an asterisk are required (*).  All other attachments 
listed allow the applicant to better describe the need for the project.   

Project draft applications (bridge or culvert) that have had a coordinated pre-review with NYSDOT prior to final submission will receive 
additional weight during the scoring process.  To show that the pre-review was completed, the pre-review comment form needs to be 
attached to the application for the final submission.  This comment form will be provided to the applicant after the pre-review. 

Applications for bridge projects that have had a NYS PE review along with a letter certifying the review of the application will receive 
additional weight during the scoring process.  To show that the application has been reviewed by a NYS PE, a letter stating such needs to 
be attached to the application for the final submission.  This letter needs to contain the signature of the NYS PE. 

Project attachments are not limited to those listed in the application.  The applicant may attach other files to the email being submitted 
with the application itself. 

PART H: Application Submission 

A digital signature or a wet signature is required to complete the application. If you do not have a digital ID already created, follow the 
directions that show up when you click on signature. If you cannot create a digital signature, include a scan of the final page of the 
application with a wet signature with your submission. 

Once the form is signed the application may be submitted.  Press the “Submit BridgeNY Application to NYSDOT” button to create a new 
email with BridgeNY@dot.ny.gov as the to address and the application already attached.  The applicant can also create an email outside of 
the application and attach it to the email.  Any additional attachments can be added at this point.  To facilitate the application submission, 
zip any large files prior to attaching them, as the limit on overall file size is approximately 20MB.  Completed applications and any required 
information described above, must be submitted no later the deadline posted to the BridgeNY website: 

 https://www.dot.ny.gov/bridgeny  

Submit all applications to: BridgeNY@dot.ny.gov 

Pre-Review Submission 

A coordinated pre-review of each draft application by NYSDOT is recommended.  The draft applications must be submitted no later than 
the deadline posted on the BridgeNY website:  https://www.dot.ny.gov/bridgeny  

Pre-review submissions must be emailed to BridgeNY@dot.ny.gov.   Parts A thru G should be completed and submitted for the pre-review. 
A signature is not required for the pre-review submission.  At the end of the pre-review you will receive a filled-out comment form 
pertaining to the draft application.  Addressing these comments in the final application will provide a better submission for reviewers. 

If the Sponsor elects to have NYSDOT design and let a culvert project, then the sponsor is required to submit the draft application for pre-
review.  Questions regarding applications may be directed to:  BridgeNY@dot.ny.gov  
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 PART A: SPONSOR INFORMATION

Applicants must complete all required fields as they appear in the application. Required fields are designated by a preceding asterisk (*). 

*Project Sponsor:

Warren and Washington IDA

*NYS GRANTS GATEWAY ID:           (click link on Page 1 for more info)

GDV-DOT-14244

SPONSOR RESPONSIBLE POINT OF CONTACT INFORMATION:   

Salutation: Mr. *First Name:David *Last Name: O'Brien

*Title:

*Address: 1 5 Warren Street

 Address 2:

*City: Glens Falls *State:  NY *Zip Code:12801

*Phone #: 518-792-1312 *E-mail: dobrien@washingtoncountyny.gov

 Check here if Business address and Contact address are the same. If not, please provide the Business address below: 

 PART B: APPLICATION TYPE

*Application Type: Bridge *Region: 1
Choose bridge or culvert for 
application type.  Select the 
NYSDOT Region the project is in.

A bridge application is required if the span length is greater than or equal to 20 ft.  A culvert application is required if the span length is 
less than 20 ft.   Use the span length of the existing structure, not the span length of the proposed structure.  
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 PART C: PROJECT ESTIMATE

Input values for the following project costs.  A detailed project estimate should be attached in PART G of the application. 

Description Costs

Construction $1,431,000

Field Change Payment, 5% 
 and Mobilization, 4% $128,790

Construction Inspection $292,000

Right of Way * $0

Design (Preliminary & Final) ** $350,000

Total Project Cost $2,201,790

Other Funds Already Secured 
(This is not the Local Match.  Local Match is calculated below) $0

Description of 
Other Funds:

Bridge Projects

Total BridgeNY Funds Requested (95%) $2,091,701

Total Local Match (5%) $110,090

Suggested values for Design, Right of Way, and Construction Inspection costs are provided as a percentage of the total construction cost. 
These values are provided for reference only.  The Sponsor is responsible for all costs input into the application.

Low Range 
(% of Const. Cost)

High Range 
(% of Const. Cost)

Calculated Low Value
(from user input)

User Input Value 
(repeated from above)

Calculated High Value 
(from user input)

Construction Inspection 12% 15% $187,175 $292,000 $233,969

Right of Way 0% 5% $0 $0 $77,990

Design (Preliminary & Final)*** 20% 30% $311,958 $350,000 $467,937

*Right of Way costs include the cost for hiring a firm to process the ROW and the cost of the acquisition itself. The cost of hiring a firm may 
be as much as $30,000. 

**Design Costs shall include but are not limited to preliminary and final design, survey, geotechnical exploration/borings, mussel or other 
endangered species coordination and field work, wetland delineation, and utility coordination 

***For Culvert projects a minimum Design (Preliminary & Final) cost is recommended as $150,000 - upstate, $180,000 downstate.
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 PART D: EXISTING STRUCTURE INFORMATION

Input the following information.  If a bridge application was chosen in Part B, only the bridge fields will be visible.  If a culvert application 
was chosen in Part B, then only culvert fields will be visible.

Existing Bridge Information

*Bridge Identification Number (BIN) 5525300

Project Identification Number (PIN) (Input PIN number if applicable)

Check the box if the bridge is owned by the sponsor applying for 
funds.

Check the box after you download the Existing Bridge Information Worksheet (ExistingBridgeInfo.xlsx) from 
https://www.dot.ny.gov/bridgeny to obtain information on the bridge you are applying for.  A copy of this information 
should be attached in PART G of the application.  
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 PART E: PROJECT NEEDS

*This project is needed to address the following (check all that apply)

Structural Condition

Inadequate Structural Capacity/Load Rating

Hydraulic Inadequacies

Inadequate Vertical Clearance (under or over)

Other

If other, provide 
explanation.  
Space limited to 
visible field.

A temporary Mabey Bridge was installed in 
2009, but the bridge is now intended to be 
permanent and the life span of the 
superstructure is not adequate and is 
anticipated to require replacement within 
5 years.  The current bridge is not properly 
rated for the industrial use.

*Project Scope Superstructure Replacement
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Describe the project/infrastructure need.  Space is limited to the visible area. 

*Project Needs 
Description:

The existing bridge crossing on Lock 8 Way is the only access point to the 80 acre industrial park in the town of Fort 
Edward, NY known as Canalside Energy Park.  The existing superstructure is a Mabey bridge that was placed in 2009 as a 
temporary crossing to allow for the dredging operations that commenced from 2009-2015.  Since that time, the area 
has been available as an industrial park, with the goal of bringing business to the Fort Edward area which is a 
designated Opportunity Zone.  The industrial park has access to a wharf on the Champlain Canal and the railroad, one 
of only 3 locations with this type of access in the state.  Providing a permanent structure along Lock 8 Way to access this 
site will allow economic development at this location.  

Describe the project Scope.  Space is limited to the visible area. 

*Project Scope 
Description:

The project will include a full superstructure replacement with approach slabs and includes an increased profile to 
allow a standard bridge crossing without sacrificing the hydraulic opening.  The proposed structure is a steel multi-
girder structure with HP concrete composite deck.  The span will match existing at approximately 96 ft and the out to 
out width is proposed at 33'-4" per the standard criteria from the NYSDOT Highway Design Manual.  A hydraulic analysis 
will be performed to ensure that the proposed superstructure is designed to current hydraulic standards.  The existing 
substructures have been evaluated for the proposed superstructure replacement to ensure they meet all current 
NYSDOT and AASHTO requirements.  Some substructure work is anticipated to raise wingwall height, prepare the 
backwall for a jointless configuration, and incorporate pedestals for the proposed steel multi-girder structure. No in 
water work is anticipated at this time.  Traffic will be maintained using an off site detour as shown in the attached WZTC 
plan.  

Describe the project's special features.  Space is limited to the visible area. 

Project Special 
Features 
Description:

The project is located fully on Warren Washington County IDA property and will therefore not require any right-of-way 
acquisitions.  The superstructure replacement proposed will have minimal environmental impacts and require little to 
no in water work.  Replacing this critical piece of infrastructure will allow for the Canalside Energy Park to be developed 
to its full capacity as the current bridge is not intended for long duration industrial use.  The Park is located in a 
designated Opportunity Zone (NY Tract 0880.00), which is a low income census tract with an individual poverty rate of 
at least 20 percent and a median family income no greater than 80 percent of the area median.  Replacing the 
superstructure to a standard bridge design allows the park to be developed and bring substantial economic 
development to this area. 
 
This bridge was just assigned a BIN number and no existing worksheet is available.

 PART F: PROJECT DELIVERY

* Indicate the current project status: Planning Stage

*Estimated Month and Year of Letting: May 2023

Project Priority: 1
(Input project priority with respect to other BridgeNY applications 
by the same sponsor, if applicable)
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*In the Chart below, select the status that best represents the project deliverable: 

 Project Deliverables: Status Anticipated Completion Date

Design Report Not Started
August 2022

Advanced Detail Plans (ADPs) Not Started
December 2022

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates 
(PS&Es) Not Started

February 2023

Bid Proposal Documents Not Started
March 2023

*STATUS OF ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS: 
   
  
  
   

Explain: The project is anticipated as a NEPA Class II Categorical Exclusion however, preliminary design has not started.

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA): Not Started

Explain: The project is anticipated as a SEQR Type II Action however, preliminary design has not started.

State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR): Not Started

Additional 
Information 
regarding 
Project Delivery 
(if applicable) 

There is little to no anticipated delivery risk for this superstructure replacement.  There are no ROW, environmental or 
historic concerns at this location and there are no railroad or utilities present within the limits of the bridge project.  
Environmental documentation has been attached.

*Number of anticipated ROW acquisitions:  0

No
*Will the project have an effect on any district, site, building, structure or object that is listed, or may be eligible for 
listing on the National Register of Historic Places?

Identify the property right(s) to 
be acquired and proof of right 
of way ownership: 
Ownership can be shown 
through surveys and clearance 
certificates, highway boundary 
line on a stamped plan, or 
record plans.  Tax maps are not 
sufficient documentation.

Survey is attached that shows Warren Washington IDA owns all surrounding properties.

Additional ROW information can be included as an attachment if the provided 
space is inadequate.  See Notice of Funding Availability for ROW requirements. 
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Attach the following documents to the application:

*Detailed Project Estimate

*Project Schedule

Project Location Map

SEQR/NEPA Information

Inspection Report / Documentation

*Existing Bridge Information Worksheet

Plans, Drawings, Survey, or Other 

Letter certifying that a Quality Assurance review by a NYS Professional Engineer has been completed, including signature. 
(See Instructions on page 2 under Part G Project attachments)

Pre-Review Comment form.  Provided to applicants that submitted a draft application for a pre-review.  Sponsors are required to 
submit a draft application for pre-review for all culvert projects being designed by NYSDOT.

Preliminary Hydraulic Analysis

Property rights to be acquired along with Sponsor's certification to undertake the property.

Any other relevant documentation.

Any additional attachments may be attached to the e-mail prior to submission.

Any other relevant documentation.

Any other relevant documentation.

Any other relevant documentation.

Any other relevant documentation.

NOTE - if you are using the free version of Adobe Reader you will not be able to attach documents to the 

application. If using the free version of Adobe Reader attach the following documents to the e-mail when 

submitting the application. If you are using a paid version of Adobe software save a copy of the form to your 

computer then open the saved form to be able to attach documents. 
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 PART H: APPLICATION SUBMISSION

*CERTIFICATION: 
I acknowledge that I have read the appropriate guidance for the program to which I am applying (BridgeNY) and understand the 
application instructions, the program requirements and the terms and conditions associated with the reimbursement program.

Check this box if you have submitted a draft application for pre-review as described in the instructions on page 2 and have attached 
the comment sheet as an attachment to the application.

Check this box if you have attached a signed certification letter  from a NYS Professional Engineer stating they have reviewed the 
application. (Bridge projects only)

*ATTESTATION: 
By entering my name in the digital signature space below, I certify that I am authorized on behalf of the Sponsor and its governing body 
to submit this application.  I further certify that all of the information contained in this application and in all statements, data and 
supporting documents which have been made or furnished for the purpose of receiving assistance for the project described in this 
application are true, correct and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.  I acknowledge that offering a written instrument 
knowing that the written instrument contains a false statement or false information, with the intent to defraud the State or any political 
subdivision, public authority, or public benefit corporation of the State, with the knowledge or belief that it will be filed with or recorded 
by the State or any political subdivision, public authority or public benefit corporation of the State, constitutes a crime under New York 
State Law.

DIGITAL SIGNATURE INFORMATION:  
Entering your digital signature in the box below locks the fields above the signature. To remove your digital signature, click the right 
button on your mouse and select "Clear Signature" to release the fields. You can then correct any errors or add additional information.
The document will need to be re-signed before it can be submitted. 

If you cannot create a digital signature, include a scan of the final page of the application with a wet signature with your submission.

Prior to submitting applications please rename the file as follows:

File Name for Bridge Application: B-R1-Warren and Washington IDA-5525300.pdf

Submit BridgeNY Application to NYSDOT 
(BridgeNY@dot.ny.gov) 

Application form and supporting documents must be received by  
the deadline posted on the BridgeNY website: 

https://www.dot.ny.gov/bridgeny 
  

Materials received after the application deadline will not be 
considered

Print Completed Application for Your Records

Signature:
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C.1 OPPORTUNITY MATRIX



Canalside Energy Park Opportunity Matrix

Horizon Highway Rail Canal (seasonal) Water Stormwater Wastewater Electrical Subdivision Permitting Short Term Revenue Long Term Revenue Tax Liability

1 = Long Term (6+ Years) / 2 

= Medium Term (3-5 years) /  

3 = Short Term (1-3 years)

Ranking, with 5 

LEAST likely to be 

subdivided

Ranking, with 5  

MOST likely to be 

permitted

Ranking, with 10 

offering immediate 

payment

Ranking, with 10 

offering the most 

stable long term 

revenue

Ranking, with 5 

offering the highest 

reduction in tax 

liability

Rewable Energy / Solar Production Solar array as a main or ancillary source of revenue Identify Developer / Operator / Utility 3 0 0 0 10 10 10 5 1 5 10 10 5

Renewable Energy / Biomass Energy Production Generate X Megawatts Identify Developer/Operator/Utility 3 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 2 5 6 8 2

Industrial Waste Processing, Conversion and/or Disposal
Processing of wastewater, solid wastes, or biomass 

wastes (whey, starch) for conversion to other use

Space, proximity to Clients or a farming co-op 

that would utilize facility
3 5 3 0 4 7 8 9 2 3 6 3

Composting - (yard, food, paper product, mortalities)
Processing waste for residential, commercial, 

government, private, and institutional users
Identify Developer/Operator/Utility 3 5 3 0 7 7 8 9 2 5 8 2

Food Processing Conversion of raw food into food products Skilled and unskilled workers 2 5 3 3 10 8 3 5 2 5 5 5 3

Cannabis Processing
Preparation of marijuana or its byproducts for commercial 

retail and/or wholesale.
Skilled and unskilled workers 2 5 0 0 10 10 10 8 3 1 5 8 4

Aquaculture
The rearing of aquatic animals or the cultivation of 

aquatic plants for food.
Fishery (permitting based on fish type) 3 5 0 3 10 10 10 10 3 3 10 3

Organic Material Processing (wood pulp, wood pellets, etc.)
Supporting paper industry, possible connection with 

lumber mills or lumber from Canada

Low-cost methods for shipping materials, 

connection to paper manufacturers
2 5 3 0 3 10 8 5 2 3 4 4

Manufacturing for renewable energy  (i.e. for Offshore Wind Components)
Supplier base to support regional manufacturing (gears, 

insulators, etc. for turbines)

Fill a need for early step manufacturing or 

assembly, transit routes to Port of Albany
3 5 3 0 5 3 3 3 2 5 6 5 2

Medical Device Manufacturing
Smaller, innovative companies supporting existing 

medical device industry cluster.

Skilled workers, clean lab/rooms, start-up 

capital, niche in the market
1 5 3 0 3 10 5 3 3 5 1 1

Agricultural Technology/Accelerator
Supporting plant-tech companies, digital companies, and 

research institutions supporting ag innovation

Public-Private 

Partnerships/Universities/Research Institutions
2 5 0 0 4 8 5 5 3 5 5 5 3

Hospitality Training
Builds off SUNY Adirondack programs and supports 

tourism and hospitality industry of entire region.
Educational/Administrative Agency 1 5 0 0 3 10 3 7 2 3 1 2

Warehouse/Storage

Builds off current demands for storage and warehousing 

industry with boom of online retailing, ecommerce, 

logistics and shipping, and cold storage.

Space, low and high skill workers, easy trucking 

routes
3 5 5 3 7 10 5 6 2 5 7 3

Transit Railyard Transfer yard, storage location, short line rail potential 1 3 5 3 8 10 8 8 2 5 8 3

10 - Immediate Payment10 - Stable Long Term 10 - Large Opprotunity

1 Long Term 1- Unstable Long Term
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NEEDED RESOURCES/UPGRADESTRANSPORT UTILIZATION VALUE

Ranked 5 for high utilization, and 1 for low utilization Ranking, with 10 reflecting the LOWEST capital cost.



Co-Location
Regional 

Partnerships
Job Creation

Community/ 

Media

County 

Governments

Potential Grant 

Funders

Adjacent 

Neighborhoods
SUM Pros Cons

Ranking, with 10 

providing the most 

benefit

Ranking 1 to 10, 

with 10 meaning 

Partnerships are 

NOT required

Ranking, with 10 offering 

over 50 FTE, 1 offering few 

or no FTE

5 10 3 4 5 5 4 105
Relatively quick installation, immediate tax production, 

synergy with other types of energy production

5 10 3 5 5 3 3 72
Could fill regional need for waste disposal, produces energy 

for grid

Large scale biomass plants often require high capital 

costs that are not offset by production. Funding 

assistance may not be as prevalent as other 

renewable energy sources. Because of potential 

supply fluctuations (natural disaster, etc.), it can 

present higher risk than other renewables.

5 10 3 3 3 3 2 82
Could fill regional need for waste disposal, produces energy 

for grid

5 10 3 4 5 1 3 90 Could fill regional need for waste disposal

5 10 10 5 5 5 5 104

Ties into agriculture, could fill many different food 

manufacturing needs (slaughter, farm to table, wine/beer 

making, canning/bottling, etc.)

Need to identify desire or need for space and who 

would use it, who might pay for it and manage it

5 10 10 3 3 2 2 101

Existing demand for space and interested parties, could pay 

off tax liability quickly. Could tie in with Ag industry. May not 

be as hard to find workers.

Still against federal law.

5 10 7 5 5 5 5 112 Potential synergy between livestock and aquaculture

5 5 7 4 4 3 3 80

Paper manufacturers may not need this. 

Transportation costs can be high because the product 

is low density (i.e. it includes a lot of air).

5 10 10 5 5 5 5 90 Ties in to existing regional industry sector
Could be difficult to pinpoint need, challenges with 

shipping, cost of shipping

1 5 8 5 5 5 5 74
Tie in to existing cluster, could encourage new employees to 

region

Requires someone to fund it and take a big chance, 

need skilled workers

5 10 7 5 5 5 5 92
Ties into regional strength of agriculture, high paying jobs, 

research that ag industry could use
Could be hard to fund, land companies, find workers

3 3 7 5 5 5 5 70
Tie in to regional economy, fills a training need for workers, 

tie back to SUNY Adirondack needs as well
Who would fund this

2 8 10 4 3 3 4 95
Buildings could be built quickly and fairly cheaply, could pay 

taxes more quickly

Takes up a lot of space, needs good trucking routes, 

other industrial land may be better fit for this

1 2 4 2 3 1 3 80 Utilizes existing rail line

10 - Large Opprotunity 10 - Not Required 10 - over 50 FTE

1 - No Opportunity 1 - Required 1 - Few or no FTE

BUY-IN

Ranking with 1-5, with 5 being the MOST LIKELY to be supported

CO-BENEFITS
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Executive Summary 

 

A group of member municipalities under the Adirondack Gateway Council (AGC) are 

seeking to develop a strategy to handle the region’s municipal sludge biosolids and 

accept waste from haulers. The municipalities worked with Barton & Loguidice, D.P.C. 

(B&L), in collaboration with Camp Dresser Mckee & Smith, Gerhardt, L.L.C., 

Sustainable Operations Solutions, L.L.C. and Harris Beach P.L.L.C.  to evaluate the 

area’s biosolids handling needs in an effort to identify facility location, treatment and 

disposal alternatives for the proposed regional biosolids facility, as well as investigate 

alternative solutions. 

 

Biosolids loading projections were completed for the municipal wastewater treatment 

plants (WWTP) in the area (Glens Falls and Washington County Sewer District #2). A 

high strength organic waste survey was completed to gauge the market potential for a 

Regional biosolids processing facility to serve as a merchant facility that could accept 

organic waste streams. Potential high strength imported organic waste quantities were 

estimated on the basis of treatment process sizing and for revenue estimation for waste 

acceptance. Several discussions took place with a number of potential private partners 

during the survey process. Generally, there was a high level of interest in this project 

from a public-private partnership perspective. There appears to be a demand for a 

biosolids acceptance facility in the region. A public-private partnership could involve any 

combination of the project being financed, built, owned or operated by the private entity. 

Potential private partners indicated that they could also provide marketing for the 

regional facilities acceptance and Class A disposal services. It is recommended that 

once the objectives of the regional facility are finalized that the municipalities issue a 

Request for Proposal (RFP) from potential private partners. 

 

Six (6) treatment alternatives were screened and four (4) were chosen for further 

evaluation: composting, anaerobic digestion, lime stabilization and the Lystek™ 

process. Disposal alternatives were evaluated as well, and Class A disposal was 

identified as the most attractive option because it would allow the facility to operate 
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independently of fluctuating transportation and landfill costs, can provide an additional 

source of revenue for the facility and is the option that would most likely attract private 

partners. Four (4) potential locations were evaluated for the regional biosolids facility. 

The Glens Falls WWTP offers the most attractive choice as this facility will have enough 

area to implement the proposed treatment alternatives, will not require any purchasing 

of additional property and offers reduced trucking costs when compared with other 

locations. However, an offsite property such as the GE Dewatering site or the 

Washington County Sewer District No. 2 composting facility may be attractive for the 

communities as it would provide more opportunity for growth of the regional facility and 

may ease negotiations in operation, management and ownership of the facility.  

 

A public private partnership in which a private entity manages biosolids in the region 

has been determined ideal, because it avoids large capital investment, decreases 

required operational maintenance, and mitigates risk for the municipality. Therefore, it is 

suggested that a Request for Proposal (RFP) be issued. Proposals from perspective 

private partners should be evaluated on a financial and logistical basis. Once the 

superior private partner is determined, the municipalities will enter into a long-term 

contract for biosolids management, paying an established per-ton tipping fee.  

If no partnership proposal is deemed suitable, then the Lystek™ alternative will be the 

most cost-effective and is recommended. The Lystek™ process has the lowest life cycle 

cost and is recommended if the municipalities’ goal is to own and operate the facility 

without a public private partnership, and treat and dispose of the municipally produced 

biosolids from Glens Falls and WCSD#2, along with some ability to continue some 

outside biosolids acceptance as a merchant facility. 
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Authorization 

The City of Glens Falls (City), a member community of the Adirondack 

Gateway Council (AGC), has retained Barton & Loguidice, D.P.C. (B&L) on 

behalf of communities (Washington County Sewer District No. 2, City of Glens 

Falls, Town of Queensbury, Town of Kingsbury, Town of Moreau) in the AGC to 

develop a Regional Biosolids Management Evaluation as a part of the Upper 

Hudson River Revitalization Project. B&L has evaluated a number of regional 

biosolids management alternatives and provides recommendations for proposed 

equipment, processes and facilities improvements. The AGC communities, 

through the City of Glens Falls, are the recipients of a NYS Department of State 

Local Government Efficiency Grant identified as Local Government Efficiency 

RAF#12-LGE-17 and bearing NYSDOS/City of Glens Falls Contract No. 

C1000389. This grant funded this biosolids management evaluation.   

 

1.2 Background 

Wastewater from the above mentioned communities in the AGC is treated 

at one of two wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) within the region: City of 

Glens Falls WWTP and the Washington County Sewer District #2 (WCSD#2) 

WWTP. Both of these WWTPs are situated on the Hudson River, are fed from 

combined sewer systems and discharge treated water to the Hudson River. The 

WCSD#2 WWTP serves the Village of Hudson Falls, Village of Fort Edward and 

portions of the Towns of Kingsbury, Queensbury and Fort Edward. Anarchically 

digested Biosolids from the WCSD#2 WWTP are treated at the WCSD#2 

regional composting facility. The New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation (NYSDEC) mandated in 2011 that the WWTP increase its future 

capacity due to combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in the system which inundate 

the WWTP during heavy rain events. WCSD#2 has also been experiencing 

operational issues at the composting facility. The Glens Falls WWTP serves the 
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City of Glens Falls, Village of South Glens Falls and portions of the Town of 

Queensbury and Town of Moreau. Biosolids from the Glens Falls WWTP were 

incinerated; however, the City eliminated the incinerator in the first half of year 

2016 and are disposing of the biosolids at an off-site incinerator until a 

permanent solution through the regional biosolids study is completed and 

implemented. The communities sending wastewater to Glens Falls and WCSD#2 

are seeking a reliable, cost effective biosolids management solution that will 

harmonize with smart, regional growth. 

 

1.3 Scope and Purpose 

The scope of work included in the preparation of this Regional Biosolids 

Management Evaluation is as follows: 

· Develop projected municipal sludge and high strength waste 

loadings and design parameters for the regional biosolids 

facility; 

· Screen six (6) biosolids treatment alternatives for further 

evaluation including composting, sludge drying, anaerobic 

digestion with combined heat and power, incineration, lime 

stabilization and the Lystek™ process; 

· Evaluate three (3) biosolids disposal alternatives including 

landfilling, contract disposal of Class A biosolids and 

contract disposal of Class B biosolids; 

· Evaluate four (4) biosolids handling locations including the 

Glens Falls WWTP, WCSD#2 WWTP and two off-site 

locations; 

· Evaluate four (4) final treatment alternatives;  

· Recommendation of alternatives for improvements; and 

· Preparation of opinions of probable project cost for each 

alternative.  
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1.4 AGC Communities Description 

While the AGC consists of over twenty (20) municipalities and municipal 

organizations, this report focuses on the biosolids management infrastructure of 

the following entities: 

  

City of Glens Falls 

 Town of Moreau 

 Town of Queensbury 

 Washington County Sewer District #2, which includes, 

  Village of Fort Edwards 

  Village of Hudson Falls 

  Town of Fort Edwards 

Town of Kingsbury 

 

An overall location map showing the boundaries of the communities listed above 

is included as Figure 1. 
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2.0 Existing Conditions 

2.1 Glens Falls Biosolids Management  

The Glens Falls WWTP has waste receiving, approximately 75% of which 

is septage. Waste received at the Glens Falls WWTP is fed into the plant liquid 

treatment train in the headworks. Sludge solids from the primary settling tanks 

are blended with thickened waste activated sludge from the secondary settling 

tanks. The primary sludge and thickened waste activated sludge have a solids 

content of 2.5% and 4%, respectively. The sludge is fed from the blended sludge 

tank to a belt filter press, which dewaters the sludge to approximately 17 – 21% 

solids. The dewatered sludge was incinerated until the early part of 2016, at 

which point, the incinerator was taken out of service. The dewatered sludge is 

being hauled off-site for incineration until the regional biosolids facility is 

constructed. Existing conditions costs were developed from 2015 budgetary data 

and reviewed with operators at the Glens Falls WWTP. Capital debt and 

operating costs were only included for processes “after the belt filter press”.  A 

breakdown of the costs are included as Table 14. The existing annual cost for 

sludge disposal at the Glens Falls WWTP is $813,000 and the existing annual 

cost for sludge disposal per wet ton is $70.47. 

 2.2 Washington County Sewer District #2 Biosolids Management 

Sludge solids from the primary settling tanks are blended with thickened 

waste activated sludge from the secondary settling tanks. The primary sludge 

and thickened waste activated sludge have a solids content of 4% and 5 to 6%, 

respectively. The sludge is fed from the blended sludge well to the anaerobic 

digesters. Sludge is stabilized through the anaerobic digesters.  The anaerobic 

digesters at the WCSD#2 WWTP are not decanted, and the anaerobic digester 

effluent has a solids content of approximately 1.9%. Following digestion, sludge 

is dewatered with belt filter presses to approximately 17% solids. The dewatered 

sludge is transported to the WCSD#2 Composting Facility, located in Kingsbury, 

NY. Biosolids at the composting facility are composted via an aerated static pile 

method, with a detention time of 51 days. The composting facility accepts 
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biosolids from other municipalities in the area for a fee of $50 per wet ton. The 

biosolids have an average of 18% solids at the inlet of the composting process. A 

wood chip bulking agent is used to increase the solids percentage, add a carbon 

source and increase the porosity of the biosolids for better air distribution through 

the compost piles. Existing conditions costs were developed from 2015 

budgetary data and reviewed with operators at the WCSD#2 WWTP. Capital 

debt and operating costs were only included for processes “after the belt filter 

press”.  A breakdown of the costs are included as Table 15. The existing annual 

cost for sludge disposal at the WCSD#2 Compost Facility is $263,070 and the 

existing annual cost for sludge disposal per wet ton is $138.02. 

2.3 Existing Loads 

Table 1 summarizes the existing production of biosolids and acceptance 

of waste at the Glens Falls WWTP and the WCSD#2 WWTP/Composting 

Facility.  The existing production of biosolids at the WWTPs was estimated 

through a mass balance calculation from the existing flows and loads as reported 

in the October 2014 Sewer Infrastructure Assessment. These mass balance 

calculations are included as Appendix A.  

3.0 Design Parameters 

3.1 Projected Long Term Municipal Biosolids Production 

An evaluation of long term municipal biosolids production was completed 

using the adjusted Conveyance Scenario #1 flows and loads from the October 

2014 Sewer Infrastructure Assessment. Conveyance Scenario #1 was adjusted 

in December 2015 based on more recent data from the communities and is 

included as Table 2. Based on the existing and proposed flows and loads, mass 

balance calculations were completed for each plant process to estimate the final 

biosolids production values. These mass balance calculations are included as 

Appendix A. The proposed conditions loads from Conveyance Scenario #1 are 

based on a full developmental buildout of the Adirondack Gateway area, as 

described in the October 2014 Sewer Infrastructure Assessment. Due to the high 
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numbers from the full developmental buildout, it is recommended that a 10% 

population growth figure be added to the existing loads for the initial design of the 

biosolids management facility. Space requirements for equipment to increase the 

system to the full buildout numbers should be taken into account during design 

so that the system could be expanded as needed. This will ensure that the 

municipalities do not incur costs associated with large equipment that may not be 

needed immediately or in the near future, and equipment installed can be used to 

the highest efficiency.  

3.2 Survey of Regional Institutional Opportunities for High Strength 

Waste Streams 

Approximately 150 potential producers and haulers of waste in the 

northern New York and eastern Vermont region were called to survey the 

potential for waste acceptance at a regional biosolids facility located in the 

Warren/Washington County area of New York State. A number of companies 

indicated that they already went to Glens Falls WWTP for septage tipping and 

expressed interest in the acceptance of fats, oils and greases (FOG) in the area 

again. Many of these businesses reduced their hauling of FOG due to Glens 

Falls eliminating their acceptance of FOG. Finch Paper and Irving Tissue  

expressed some interest in a nearby regional biosolids facility. Finch Paper is 

currently attempting to find a new environmentally friendly disposal alternative by 

the end of 2016 and is involved in a Biomass Boiler Microgrid Project in 

conjunction with nearby institutions/businesses. They mentioned that they may 

be interested in accepting any finished product from the regional biosolids 

handling facility for this boiler. Irving Tissue currently sends their biosolids to a 

landfill and would be interested in disposing at the regional facility. The physical 

and chemical characteristics of the paper waste from Finch Paper and Irving 

Tissue need to be evaluated to determine the suitability of their waste for 

acceptance at the regional biosolids handling facility. Therefore, the paper waste 

was not included in operation or equipment sizing calculations and cost 

estimations for the alternatives developed as a part of this evaluation. The high 
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strength waste survey log is included as Appendix B. A summary of the assumed 

initial opportunities is provided as Table 3.   

B&L also discussed options for biosolids management with potential 

private partners for the municipalities. Casella Waste Management, We Care 

Organics and Lystek International expressed a great deal of interest in a regional 

biosolids facility in the project area and indicated that they could work with the 

municipalities in a number of ways, including building the facility, operating the 

facility, managing the land application of any Class A or Class B products 

produced at the facility as well as sourcing high strength waste materials. Both 

Casella and We Care Organics would be able to work with different treatment 

alternatives. Anaerobic digestion and composting facilities were of great interest. 

We Care Organics expressed concern with a lime stabilization facility due to the 

significant amount of material that would be produced and predicted that it would 

be difficult to find land application opportunities for Class B materials in New York 

State. We Care Organics also expressed the potential value in pairing treatment 

alternatives together. Generally, no new landfills are being built in New York 

State currently and prices for disposal can only be expected to increase.  We 

Care Organics stressed the importance of treatment alternatives that can either 

significantly reduce biosolids volume or produce a Class A product (or both).  

Lystek International expressed interest in an anaerobic digestion facility with a 

Lystek™ process. Lystek™ would be able to work with the municipalities in a 

number of ways for financing the construction and operation of their process. 

Previous Lystek™ installations have included Lystek leasing the land and 

financing the construction and operation of their process. They would then buy 

the municipalities’ biosolids and source other waste acceptance options. As 

discussions on the regional biosolids facility progress, each of these potential 

private partners should be kept involved. The Lystek™ product has not yet been 

approved for Class A disposal in New York State. Discussions with NYSDEC 

should be started as soon as possible to assess the feasibility of getting this 

product approved. 
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3.3 Projected Long Term Biosolids Needs Summary 

Table 4 details the proposed biosolids loads to the regional biosolids 

facility. The table below summarizes the proposed flows to the regional biosolids 

facility.  

Summary of Proposed Flows to Regional Biosolids Facility 

Waste Type Flow (GPD) 

WWTP Biosolids 47,300 

High Strength Waste (Septage, FOG, etc.) 62,200 

Industrial Waste (Argyle Cheese)  100 

Industrial Paper Waste* 2,500* 

Total 109,600 

*Industrial Paper Waste was not included in the total.  

 

3.4 Sludge Quality 

Sludge  quality data from Glens Fall and WCSD#2 was reviewed against 

NYS regulations for pollutant limits for Class B sludge or Class A process inputs 

to determine the feasibility for the land application scenarios evaluated. Sludge 

data pollutant levels from Glens Falls and from WCSD#2 were evaluated and 

compared to the pollutant limits were taken from Table 4 of 6 NY-CRR 360-5.10. 

The biosolids from Glens Falls WWTP and WCSD#2 WWTP quality are 

acceptable for Class A or Class B land application. 

 

3.5 Regulatory Environment  

Organics management in New York State is expected to become an 

increasing priority for the state. At this time, there are no organic diversion 

mandates planned in any proposed regulations. However, nearby states have 

begun to adopt similar legislation and it can be expected that in coming years 

New York State will adopt legislation that will promote responsible organics 

management. Proposed Part 360 regulations will include provisions to ease the 

permitting of organics recycling facilities. Other initiatives that the proposed 

regional facility may be able to take advantage of in coming years are: 
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· NYSERDA funding program for installing and operating Anaerobic 

Digester Gas to Electricity Systems, 

· Changes to the State Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) regulations 

to streamline environmental review of anaerobic digestion facilities, 

· A Partnership between NYSDEC, NYSERDA, Empire State Development 

and NYS Pollution Prevention Institute to improve energy efficiency and 

reduce food waste of large generators by offering audits and capital 

funding for improvements, and; 

· An initiative for state agencies to utilize organic waste derived products in 

their projects to help provide a steady market outlet for organic waste 

materials. 

As New York State works to shift solid waste management towards 

organics diversion from landfills, it is expected that the market for acceptance of 

organics at municipal water resource recovery facilities will grow significantly. 

3. 6 Market Opportunities 

By reviewing the treatment and disposal alternatives, along with careful 

selection of private partner opportunities, the member municipalities have a 

unique opportunity to be on the forefront of the organics waste acceptance 

market by constructing a biosolids management facility that will accept and 

stabilize organic waste, produce a sellable Class A product for land application 

disposal, and provide a sustainable solution for biosolids management in the 

Saratoga/Warren/Washington County area.  Market opportunities for acceptance 

include not only septage, grease trap waste and industrial wastes, but also yard 

waste and depackaging organics. If composting is pursued, yard waste 

acceptance could be utilized as a bulking agent source. As organics diversion 

regulations increase, a market for acceptance of packaged organics (such as 

food waste from grocery stores) is expected to grow.  Installation of depackaging 

equipment would require a relatively small area (approximately 1,000 square 

feet) and could be installed on the front end of the biosolids management facility 

process to increase acceptance revenue.  
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4.0 Screening of Biosolids Treatment Alternatives 

 

Stabilizing biosolids can: (1) reduce pathogens; (2) eliminate offensive odors; (3) 

inhibit, reduce and eliminate potential for putrefication (the decomposition of proteins); 

(4) reduce solids volume; and (5) improve dewaterability. Class A biosolids are biosolids 

that are stabilized to reduce pathogen levels, odors and vector attraction (such as flies, 

mosquitoes and rodents) as specified in the US EPA Part 503 Rule. Class A biosolids 

are able to be land applied in accordance with US EPA guidelines with no restrictions. 

Class A EQ (Exceptional Quality) is the term applied to Class A biosolids that meet and 

exceed all Class A pathogen reduction metals and vector attraction reduction 

requirements in accordance with the US EPA Part 503 Rule. Class B biosolids are 

biosolids that are stabilized to reduce pathogen levels prior to land application. 

However, pathogen reduction is less complete in Class B biosolids than in Class A 

biosolids and therefore limits and additional management practices are required to 

acquire permits for Class B land application. B&L discussed the feasibility of each of the 

alternatives with potential private partners to gauge interest in treatment methods that 

would attract private partners. Alternatives for the treatment of biosolids were screened 

for evaluation based on the following items: 

· Hauling requirements/options; 

· Feasibility of public/private partnership; 

· Ability to develop revenue stream for waste acceptance; 

· Permitting and testing requirements; 

· Relative costs;  

· Basic equipment requirements; 

· Operator requirements; 

· Environmental considerations; and, 

· Disposal options. 

A treatment feasibility scoring matrix was prepared for the screening of the six (6) 

alternatives. Each of the above items was assigned a relative importance factor and a 

score from 5 to 0 was assigned to each of the treatment alternatives for each item. The 
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treatment alternatives with the highest total scores and/or lowest capital cost were 

selected for further evaluation. Relative costs for the scoring matrix were evaluated from 

research from past completed projects and sources such as the EPA Biosolids 

Technology Fact Sheets. Detailed opinions of probable project costs and life cycle costs 

analyses were developed only for alternatives selected for further evaluation and are 

discussed in Section 5. The treatment feasibility scoring matrix is included as Table 5. 

4.1 Composting of Digested Sludge 

Alternative 1, composting of digested sludge, will include a biosolids 

storage area, a composting area and equipment, an odor control unit and loaders 

for operational purposes. There a number of composting processes available: 

windrows, aerated static piles and in-vessel technologies. Numerous variations of 

these three processes exist. A process diagram for the composting alternative is 

included as Figure 2. Composting typically produces a Class A product and 

would enable the municipalities to accept organic solid waste to build a revenue 

stream. Other than biosolids, organic waste that can be accepted includes food 

waste from sources such as large cafeterias of educational institutions, food 

processing facilities or breweries. Additionally, a Class A composted material is 

expected to be sold to produce a revenue stream in the 

Warren/Washington/Saratoga County area of New York State (NYS). Permitting 

and testing requirements for the composting process are strict as the product will 

need to undergo stringent testing as a Class A product, but the permitting for the 

composting process is something that the municipalities do have experience with 

as Washington County Sewer District #2 has an existing composting facility. 

Additionally, as NYS increases regulation on landfilling, processes that produce a 

beneficial reuse are becoming more of a priority for NYS. Generally, capital costs 

for composting facilities are low compared to other biosolids treatment 

alternatives, while operation and maintenance costs tend to be on the high side. 

Advantages of the composting alternative include: 
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· Production of a Class A product and minimal energy use provides 

biosolids handling facility with independence from fluctuating fuel 

prices; 

· Eliminate need for landfill disposal; 

· Private partnership potential; 

· Economics of composting expected to improve as landfilling, 

transportation and tipping fees increase; 

· Production of Class A product has positive environmental impact 

through beneficial reuse; and, 

· Expected feasibility of selling product in target region. 

Disadvantages of the composting alternative include: 

· Requires that accepted biosolids have been through a stabilization 

process such as anaerobic digestion; 

· Potential lack of consistency in product quality as feed source 

varies; and, 

· High operation and maintenance costs from loader and screen 

operation, particularly if an in-vessel system is not selected. 

Based on the evaluation above, the composting alternative was given a 

score of 3.61 out of a possible 5 and was selected for further evaluation. 

4.2 Sludge Drying 

Alternative 2, sludge drying, will include a biosolids storage area, a sludge 

dryer, and an odor control unit. Through discussions with sludge dryer 

manufacturers, the importance of stabilizing sludge prior to drying was stressed. 

The required sizing of a sludge dryer is significantly higher for the same volume 

of sludge if the sludge is not stabilized. In discussing this option with 

manufacturers, if a stabilization process such as digestion is not implemented 

prior to the sludge dryer, the cost of the dryer could double to process the same 

volume of sludge. A process diagram for the sludge drying alternative is included 

as Figure 3. Sludge drying typically produces a Class A product. However, this 
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alternative would not enable the municipalities to accept organic solid waste to 

build a revenue stream, unless a suitable stabilization alternative, such as 

digestion, is implemented prior to drying. Additionally, a Class A dried material is 

expected to be disposed of for no cost in the Warren/Washington/Saratoga 

County area of New York State (NYS). Additionally, the reduction in volume with 

drying is an added benefit, providing the municipalities with increased flexibility 

for biosolids handling. If unable to sell or give away the Class A product, the 

municipalities would have significantly reduced disposal costs compared with 

other stabilization alternatives. Permitting and testing requirements for the drying 

process are strict as the product will need to undergo stringent testing as a Class 

A product. Additionally, as NYS increases regulation on landfilling, processes 

that produce a beneficial reuse are becoming more of a priority for NYS. 

Generally, capital costs for drying facilities are high compared to other biosolids 

treatment alternatives, especially as an additional stabilization process is 

recommended to be implemented prior to the drying process. Operation, 

maintenance and energy costs tend to be high.  However, if paired with 

anaerobic digestion, produced biogas may be used to offset the fuel consumption 

for drying. Advantages of the drying alternative include: 

· Production of a Class A product; 

· Volume reduction with product of greater than 92% solids beneficial 

if landfill disposal is needed; 

· Economics of drying expected to improve as landfilling, 

transportation and tipping fees increase; 

· Significantly reduces biosolids volume; 

· Small footprint; 

· Can be an advantageous process to utilize after a primary 

stabilization process;  

· Positive environmental impact through beneficial reuse; and, 

· Elimination/Significant Reduction of landfill disposal costs. 
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Disadvantages of the drying alternative include: 

· Substantial capital and energy costs; 

· Economics varies as fuel costs fluctuate; 

· Dust Control will be required; 

· Creates an explosive hazard; 

· Risk of finished product odors for dried unstabilized sludge; 

· Skilled labor is required for Operations and Maintenance (O&M) 

due to the complexity of the equipment; and, 

· Has the potential to produce odor problems if a primary stabilization 

process is not utilized. 

Based on the evaluation above, the sludge drying alternative was given a score 

of 3.07 out of a possible 5. It was not selected for further evaluation as a stand-

alone alternative due to the low score compared with other alternatives.  

4.3 Anaerobic Digestion with Combined Heat and Power 

Alternative 3, mesophilic anaerobic digestion with combined heat and 

power, will include a biosolids/high strength waste equalization tank, digesters, 

gravity belt thickeners, belt filter presses and a processed sludge storage area. 

Variations of this alternative include implementing the Lystek process following 

digestion; and eliminating combined heat and power and utilizing all gas to heat 

the digesters and/or a sludge dryer. Process diagrams for the anaerobic 

digestion alternative is included as Figure 4A and Figure 4B. Anaerobic Digestion 

typically produces a Class B product and would enable the municipalities to 

accept organic solid waste to build a revenue stream. However, if the Lystek 

process or sludge drying was implemented after the digestion process, a Class A 

product could be produced, giving the municipalities increased flexibility and 

independence from fluctuating landfill disposal and transportation costs. Other 

than biosolids, organic waste that can be accepted includes food waste from 

sources such as food processing facilities or dairies. Additionally, a Class A 

material is expected to be sold to produce a revenue stream in the 
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Warren/Washington/Saratoga County area of New York State (NYS). A Class B 

product is not expected to produce any revenue in this area and will likely need 

to be landfilled. Permitting and testing requirements for the anaerobic digestion 

process are not strict if the biosolids are going to be landfilled. If a Class A 

material is produced, it will need to undergo stringent testing. Generally, capital 

costs for anaerobic digestion facilities are high compared to other biosolids 

treatment alternatives, while operation and maintenance costs tend to be 

comparable. Skilled operators will be required for the operation of the anaerobic 

digestion process. Energy costs tend to be low as energy can be recaptured for 

offsetting costs. Advantages of the anaerobic digestion alternative include: 

· Potential production of a Class A product; 

· Flexibility to pair with variation alternatives to eliminate the need for 

landfilling; 

· Ability to accept a wide variety of waste for revenue; 

· Private partnership potential; 

· Economics of anaerobic digestion expected to improve as 

electricity costs and natural gas costs increase; 

· Reduction in volatile solids and reduction of overall biosolids 

quantities; 

· Anaerobic digestion generally provides good odor control; 

· Energy production and pairing with Class A alternatives will enable 

the biosolids handling facility to operate independent of fluctuating 

fuel and landfill disposal prices; 

· Positive environmental impact through energy production and  

beneficial reuse (if Class A option is pursued); and, 

· Expected ease of selling product in target region (if Class A option 

is pursued). 
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Disadvantages of the anaerobic digestion alternative include: 

· Potential for explosion; 

· Requirement for biogas treatment prior to use; 

· Significant space requirements for the tankage, building and 

equipment; 

· Recycle streams are produced that require treatment; 

· Skilled operators will be required as anaerobic digestion is a 

complex process; and, 

· High capital, operation and maintenance costs. 

Based on the evaluation above, the anaerobic digestion alternative was 

given a score of 3.74 out of a possible 5 and was selected for further evaluation. 

4.4 Incineration 

Alternative 4, incineration, includes a biosolids storage area, incineration 

equipment, an air treatment unit, and air monitoring equipment in compliance 

with the most recent EPA Clean Air Act regulations. A process diagram for the 

incineration alternative is included as Figure 5. Incineration typically produces a 

reduced volume of ash. This alternative would enable the municipalities to accept 

an organic solid waste to build a revenue stream. Permitting and testing 

requirements for the incineration process are strict due to compliance with 

emissions standards.  Monitoring requirements of the process include continuous 

monitoring of the feed rate, stack gas oxygen content and stack gas moisture 

content. Due to the new EPA Part 503 regulations, operation costs have 

significantly increased in recent years. Additionally, the City of Glens Falls is 

concerned with mercury emissions control difficulties that may occur even if all 

equipment is installed to comply with the new EPA regulations. Generally, capital 

costs for new incineration facilities are high compared to other biosolids 

treatment alternatives. Advantages of the incineration alternative include: 

· Significant volume reduction; 

· Infrastructure already in place at the Glens Falls WWTP; 
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· Potential energy recovery; and, 

· Relatively small land area required when compared to other 

biosolids treatment alternatives. 

Disadvantages of the incineration alternative include: 

· High technology instrumentation required for compliance with air 

pollution control permits; 

· No potential for private partnership; 

· Energy costs subject to fluctuating fuel costs; and, 

· High capital, operation and maintenance costs. 

Based on the evaluation above, the incineration alternative was given a score of 

1.84 out of a possible 5. Due to the eliminated potential for a public/private 

partnership as well as the difficulties in compliance with air pollution control 

permitting, this alternative was eliminated from further evaluation. 

4.5 Lime Stabilization 

Alternative 5, lime stabilization, will include a biosolids storage area, lime 

storage silos, a mixing pug mill, an air treatment unit and a product storage area. 

A process diagram for the lime stabilization alternative is included as Figure 6. 

Lime stabilization typically produces a Class B product. It would not enable the 

municipalities to accept organic solid waste to build a revenue stream. Permitting 

and testing requirements for the lime stabilization process are fairly simple. 

Generally, capital costs for lime stabilization facilities are low compared to other 

biosolids treatment alternatives. The lime stabilization process is easy to operate, 

resulting in low operation and maintenance costs. However, the cost of lime 

chemical supply and the increased volume produced requiring landfilling can 

drive operation costs up. Advantages of the lime stabilization alternative include: 

· Simple technology requiring little skilled operation; 

· Low capital and energy costs; 

· Generally small land area required; and, 
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· No recycle streams. 

Disadvantages of the lime stabilization alternative include: 

· Potential for odor production during stabilization process and at end 

use site would likely require an offsite location; 

· Dust production;  

· Operation costs dependent on chemical costs of lime; and, 

· Production of Class B product may be difficult to sell in target area 

and landfilling of increased volume may be required. 

Based on the evaluation above, the lime stabilization alternative was given a 

score of 2.87 out of a possible 5. This alternative is recommended to be further 

evaluated due to the potential to be the most cost-effective treatment alternative 

as the capital cost of this alternative appears to be the least expensive of all the 

alternatives. 

4.6 Lystek™ Process 

Alternative 6, a stand-alone Lystek™ process, will include a biosolids 

acceptance area, a process tank, chemical feed systems, steam generation 

system and a processed sludge storage area. A process diagram for the 

Lystek™ process alternative is included as Figure 7. Lystek™ typically produces 

a Class A EQ product, would enable the municipalities to accept organic solid 

waste to build a revenue stream and would give the municipalities increased 

flexibility and independence from fluctuating landfill disposal and transportation 

costs. Permitting and testing requirements for the Class A product are significant. 

The capital cost for Lystek™ is low compared to other biosolids treatment 

alternatives, while operation and maintenance costs tend to be moderate. If 

installed at an existing plant, the Lystek™ equipment would require 

approximately 1 hour of operator attention per 8-hours of operation. Energy costs 

tend to be moderate as the process requires the use of chemical feed, steam 

generation and pumping equipment. Advantages of the Lystek™ alternative 

include: 
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· Production of a Class A product; 

· Low capital cost; 

· Flexibility to pair with variation alternatives to eliminate the need for 

landfilling; 

· Private partnership potential; 

· Ability to add units and anaerobic digestion to allow for future 

growth/variability in waste acceptance; 

· Allow the region to ease into regional acceptance on a step-by-step 

basis; 

· Class A alternatives will enable the biosolids handling facility to 

operate independent of fluctuating fuel and landfill disposal prices; 

· Positive environmental impact through beneficial reuse; and, 

· Expected ability of selling product in target region. 

Disadvantages of the Lystek™ alternative include: 

· Limits acceptance of materials to 15%-19% solids unless anaerobic 

digestion alternative is implemented prior to the Lystek process; 

and, 

· Large space requirements for storage of the Lystek™ product. 

Based on the evaluation above, the Lystek™ alternative was given a 

score of 3.57 out of a possible 5. This alternative was selected for further 

evaluation. 
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5.0 Biosolids Treatment Alternatives Analysis 

 

Alternatives were selected for improvements to address the biosolids handling 

needs of the Warren/Washington/Saratoga County region of NYS. Alternatives for 

improvements were evaluated for a life cycle cost and a disposal cost per wet ton. Life 

cycle cost is the annual cost of the improvement assuming a 30-year loan period at an 

interest rate of 3.0% and the annual operation and maintenance (O&M) expenses, 

based on a traditional design-bid-build project funded by the municipalities. The 

disposal cost is an adjusted life cycle cost for improvements completed on the process 

after the belt filter press outlet per wet ton of sludge disposed. The alternatives identified 

for further evaluation were selected for their relative potential to provide a sustainable 

and cost-effective solution. Each alternative was evaluated based on constructability, 

capital costs, operation and maintenance costs, energy costs and savings, performance 

data, reliability, and applicability of waste receiving to the treatment alternative. Life 

cycle costs were evaluated for inclusion of revenue streams, no inclusion of revenue 

streams, and cost separation between the City of Glens Falls and WCSD#2.  Refer to 

Tables 16 and 17 for summaries of the life cycle cost analyses. 

5.1 Composting of Digested Sludge 

This alternative was evaluated on the basis of implementing a new in-

vessel system or an aerated static pile system, similar to the existing process at 

the Washington County Sewer District #2 Compost Facility.  Assumptions used 

for the preliminary design and costing of the composting alternative are as 

follows: 

· Loading of 10,105 wet tons/year for municipal biosolids from the 

study area and biosolids currently accepted at the WCSD#2 

Compost Facility; 

· Process located at either the Glens Falls WWTP or the WCSD#2 

Compost Facility; and, 

· All biosolids were anaerobically digested prior to acceptance at the 

compost facility; 
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The aerated static pile process utilizes forced positive aeration through 

trapezoidal compost piles. A bulking agent such as wood chips is required to 

provide pile porosity and a carbon source for the composting feed material. Static 

piles are not turned frequently and therefore are not typically used for materials 

that need to breakdown physically as well as biologically. The proposed static 

pile process consists of primary composting in aerated static piles for a retention 

time of 22-days, and curing in static piles for a retention time of 30-days. A life 

cycle cost analysis for aerated static pile composting is included as Table 6. An 

evaluation of the life cycle costs for unit charges, separation between the 

communities and comparing the alternative costs against the existing costs is 

included as Table  21. Information on the proposed aerated static pile system is 

included as Appendix C.   

The in-vessel process utilizes forced negative aeration through compost in 

concrete bays that are mechanically agitated. A bulking agent such as wood 

chips is required to provide pile porosity, but due to the routine mixing, the 

bulking agent is not limited to minimum sizing requirements, unlike the aerated 

static pile process. This enables flexibility in bulking agent use, which can be 

beneficial if a municipal yard waste composting program is to be relied upon for 

bulking material sourcing. The compost would gradually be moved down the 

concrete bays and would undergo primary composting for a retention time of 21 

days. The compost would then be removed from the bays and cured for a period 

of 30 days in windrows.  The negative aeration system would include a biofilter 

for odor control, and would give the facility the flexibility to utilize heat capture to 

reduce heating costs of the primary composting building. A life cycle cost 

analysis for in-vessel composting is included as Table 7. An evaluation of the life 

cycle costs for unit charges, separation between the communities and comparing 

the alternative costs against the existing costs is included as Table  22. 

Information on the proposed in-vessel composting system is included as 

Appendix D.  

Composting of raw sludge is possible but may lead to odor problems and 

vector issues (inadequate pathogen destruction). It is recommended that 
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composting is not implemented as a stand-alone option, but implemented 

following a stabilization process such as anaerobic digestion (AD). Therefore, 

anaerobic digestion costs were included in the life cycle cost analyses of the 

composting alternatives. The table below summarizes the life cycle cost analyses 

of the composting alternatives. 

 

Summary of Composting Life Cycle Cost Analyses 

Alternative Capital Cost 

Annual 
Electrical 
Operation 

Cost 

Annual 
Operation & 
Maintenance 

Cost 

Annual 
Product 
Revenue 

Annual Life 
Cycle Cost 

Aerated 
Static Pile 

w/ AD 
$ 25,700,000 $ 152,000 $ 929,000 $ 1,110,000 $ 1,290,000 

In-Vessel 
w/ AD 

$ 27,500,000 $ 163,000 $ 910,000 $ 1,100,000 $ 1,380,000 

   

5.2 Anaerobic Digestion with Combined Heat and Power 

This alternative was evaluated on the basis of implementing a traditional 

anaerobic digestion process, similar to the existing process at the WCSD#2 

WWTP, or an anaerobic digestion process following by a Lystek™ process. The 

anaerobic digestion process utilizes microorganisms to break down organic and 

inorganic matter within a heated reactor in the absence of oxygen. Three (3) 

principle reactions occur in this process: hydrolysis, acidogenesis and 

methanogenesis. The digestion process begins with bacterial hydrolysis of the 

source materials in order to break down insoluble organic polymers such as 

carbohydrates and make them available for other bacteria. Acidogenic bacteria 

then convert the sugars and amino acids into carbon dioxide, hydrogen, 

ammonia, and organic acids. Next, acetogenic bacteria convert the resulting 

organic acids into acetic acid, along with additional ammonia, hydrogen and 

carbon dioxide. A two-stage high-rate mesophilic anaerobic digestion process 

has been evaluated for the regional biosolids handling facility. 

The proposed traditional anaerobic digestion process will consist of a high 

strength waste receiving station, a 300,000 gallon waste equalization tank, 1.25 
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MG primary digester, a 1.25 MG secondary digester, recuperative gravity belt 

thickeners, dual fuel heat exchangers and boilers, belt filter presses, a combined 

heat and power (CHP) system, gas safety equipment and a membrane biogas 

holder for 12-hours of storage. Received waste will be mixed with municipal 

biosolids in the equalization tank. It should be noted that one potential 

configuration of an anaerobic digestion system was selected for preliminary 

design and costing. There are many options for digester configurations and 

depending on the selected biosolids handling process, digester configuration and 

sizing should be revisited for final design. Assumptions used for the preliminary 

design and costing of the anaerobic digestion alternative are as follows: 

· Loading of 16,690 wet tons/year for municipal biosolids from the 

Glens Falls WWTP study area and biosolids currently accepted at 

the Glens Falls WWTP and WCSD#2 Compost Facility; 

· Biosolids from WCSD#2 were not included in sizing for the 

anaerobic digestion alternative because the WCSD#2 WWTP 

already has digestion in place and has indicated a willingness to 

continue to operate their digesters as this regional facility is 

constructed; 

· Process is located at the Glens Falls WWTP; and, 

· Recycle streams are able to be treated through the Glens Falls 

WWTP wet stream process. 

  Therefore, the initial projected loading of the anaerobic digestion facility 

would be 101,000 GPD. Mixed waste will be piped to the primary digester. Any 

acid whey received will be piped directly to the primary digester to maximize the 

energy capture from this waste. A gravity belt thickener will be used to take 

sludge from the primary digester, thicken it to 3-4% solids, and return the sludge 

to the digester. This recuperative thickening process will enable the facility to 

treat an increased capacity through the digesters and have better stabilization 

efficiency.  Through recuperative thickening, the volume of sludge that needs to 

be digested will decrease as water is removed as filtrate and the solids retention 
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time is increased. It is projected approximately 22,700 GPD of water will be 

removed through the gravity belt thickeners, leaving approximately 78,000 GPD 

of sludge to be digested. The majority of the biogas captured will be in the 

primary digester. Each digester will have a minimum retention time of 15 days. 

Following digestion, the sludge will be pressed to 20% solids through a belt filter 

press.  

A life cycle cost analysis for anaerobic digestion with CHP is included as 

Table 8. An evaluation of the life cycle costs for unit charges, separation between 

the communities and comparing the alternative costs against the existing costs is 

included as Table 23. Information on the proposed anaerobic digestion process 

is included as Appendix E.  A life cycle cost analysis for anaerobic digestion 

without a CHP system was completed as well and is included as Table 9. An 

evaluation of the life cycle costs for unit charges, separation between the 

communities and comparing the AD w/out CHP alternative costs against the 

existing costs is included as Table 20. Without a high strength waste agreement, 

a CHP system is not economically favorable, as all biogas can be used to heat 

the digester sludge. The anaerobic digestion process provides flexibility for the 

regional biosolids facility to accept various types of waste for treatment and 

allows energy to be recaptured to reduce operating costs. When paired with a 

secondary stabilization process, such as composting or the Lystek™ process, 

additional opportunities for disposal are available for the facility. Utilizing a 

secondary stabilization process for the production of a Class A material or for the 

reduction of volume will allow this regional biosolids facility to achieve disposal of 

the stabilized product for some revenue and operate with increased 

independence of fluctuating fuel prices and landfill disposing costs. A life cycle 

cost analysis for following the anaerobic digestion process with a Lystek™ 

process was completed and is included as Table 10. An evaluation of the life 

cycle costs for unit charges, separation between the communities and comparing 

the alternative costs against the existing costs is included as Table 24. This 

alternative produces a Class A EQ product that the regional facility would be able 

to dispose of as a revenue source. The Lystek™ process also increases biogas 
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production and solids reduction efficiency in the digesters. Several discussions 

with Lystek™ representatives occurred throughout the development of this 

project. Lystek™ would be flexible in discussing financing alternatives of the 

regional facility. In previous Lystek™ installations, Lystek™ has financed, built 

and operated their technology, and leased the space required to do so from the 

land owner.  A summary of the life cycle cost analyses is included in the table 

below: 

Summary of Anaerobic Digestion Life Cycle Cost Analyses 

Alternative 
Capital 
Cost 

Annual 
Electrical 
Operation 

Cost 

Annual 
Operation & 
Maintenance 

Cost 

Annual Product 
Revenue/Energy 

Recovery 

Annual 
Life Cycle 

`Cost 

AD & CHP $23,100,000 $55,000 $1,220,000 $960,000 $1,500,000 

AD w/out 
CHP 

$18,800,000 $55,000 $1,220,000 $910,000 $1,330,000 

AD & CHP 
w/ Lystek 

$37,300,000 $68,000 $525,000 $ 1,080,000 $1,420,000 

5.3 Lime Stabilization 

Stabilization of sludge through the addition of alkaline material such as 

lime renders the sludge unsuitable for the survival of microorganisms. In the lime 

stabilization process, lime is added to untreated sludge in sufficient quantity to 

raise the pH to 12 or higher. The high pH substantially reduces the microbial 

reactions that lead to odor production and vector attraction. The sludge will not 

putrefy, create odors or pose a health hazard as long as the pH is maintained at 

or above 12. Lime stabilization can inactivate viruses, bacteria and other 

microorganisms present in the sludge. Hydrated lime is recommended for this 

alternative due to the relative ease of operation of the chemical storage and feed 

systems. However, if this alternative is implemented, a detailed economic review 

of quicklime versus hydrated lime should be completed to determine the most 

cost-effective option. Hydrated lime is typically more expensive, but comes with 

less operating and capital costs, as the lime does not need to be slaked onsite. 

The proposed hydrated lime process consists of two lime silos, truck 

unloading operator station, bin vent filter, vibrating bin activator, volumetric screw 

feeder, lime and sludge pug mill blender, stabilized lime storage area, 
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compressed air system and lime system control panel. Assumptions used for the 

preliminary design and costing of the lime stabilization alternative are as follows: 

· Loading of 9,900 wet tons/year for municipal biosolids from the  

study area; and, 

· Process is located at the Glens Falls WWTP. 

The lime silos each would be sized for a 30-day storage time, with one 

hydrated lime delivery every other week. Biosolids would be delivered to the site 

thickened and dewatered. Hydrated lime would be fed via a dry chemical 

conveyance system to a pug mill, where it would be mixed with the dewatered 

sludge cake. A pug mill is a continuous mixing device designed to completely mix 

materials of varying solids content into a homogeneous mixture. As the lime 

system is operating a dust collector and exhaust fan will be operating to ensure 

proper conditions within the silo and prevent dust generation outside the silo. 

Dust production is a health hazard as the lime particles are extremely small. A 

vibrating bin activator will be utilized to obtain even lime distribution by reducing 

particle segregation. Following the pug mill, the stabilized sludge would then be 

conveyed to a dewatered sludge container prior to disposal. It is possible the lime 

stabilization system would be required to be at an off-site location due to the 

potential for odor issues.  An odor control system would be included with this 

alternative as well. A life cycle cost analysis for lime stabilization is included as 

Table 11. An evaluation of the life cycle costs for unit charges, separation 

between the communities and comparing the alternative costs against the 

existing costs is included as Table 19.  Information on the proposed lime 

stabilization process is included as Appendix F.  It should be noted that lime 

stabilized sludge requires relatively quick disposal to eliminate the chance for 

destabilization, which can lead to odors and vector attraction. The table below 

summarizes the life cycle cost analyses of the lime stabilization alternative. 
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Summary of Lime Stabilization Life Cycle Cost Analysis 

Alternative 
Capital 
Cost 

Annual 
Electrical 
Operation 

Cost 

Annual 
Operation & 
Maintenance 

Cost 

Annual 
Product 
Revenue 

Annual Life 
Cycle Cost 

Lime 
Stabilization 

$ 4,500,000 $ 9,000 $ 1,000,000 $ 0 $ 1,260,000 

   

5.4 Lystek™ Process 

This alternative was evaluated on the basis of implementing a cost-

effective solution that would treat the municipal biosolids loadings in a small 

footprint.  The Lystek™ Process utilizes low pressure steam and alkalinity 

addition and high shear mixing to hydrolyze, or break down the complicated 

organic molecules and organisms. The process takes dewatered biosolids (15-

19% solids) and produces a molasses-like Class A EQ product that can be 

injected into land as a fertilizer.  

The proposed Lystek™ process consists of one 1,200-gallon reactor, 

potassium hydroxide (KOH) feeding system, biosolids storage tank, progressive 

cavity transfer pumps, low pressure steam boiler, and applicable control panels, 

instrumentation and VFDs. Assumptions used for the preliminary design and 

costing of the Lystek™  Process alternative are as follows: 

· Loading of 10,105 wet tons/year for municipal biosolids from the  

study area and biosolids accepted at the WCSD#2 Compost 

Facility; and, 

· Process is located at the Glens Falls WWTP. 

A life cycle cost analysis for the Lystek™ Process is included as Table 12. 

An evaluation of the life cycle costs for unit charges, separation between the 

communities and comparing the alternative costs against the existing costs is 

included as Table 18. Information on the Lystek™ process is included as 

Appendix G. The Lystek™ process can be installed in the existing area of the 

incinerator building of the Glens Falls WWTP, and the Lystek™ product can be 

stored in the existing ash lagoon area. A storage volume of six months of product 
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generation will be required, which equates to 3.4 million gallons. The ash lagoons 

may be improved to store the Lystek product, however further soils and 

groundwater data are needed to confirm the feasilbility of this. Alternatively, two 

(2) glass fused to steel tanks (87 feet in diameter and 38 feet high) could be used 

to store the Lysek™ product. Due to the unknown feasibility of using the existing 

ash lagoons, for preliminary design and costing it was assumed that glass fused 

to steel tanks were used to store the Lystek™ product.This alternative would be 

the best solution for the municipalities to most cost effectively handle their 

biosolids along with accepting the cake that currently is accepted at the WCSD#2 

Compost Facility. This alternative produces a Class A EQ product that the 

regional facility would be able to dispose of as a revenue source. Several 

discussions with Lystek™ representatives occurred throughout the development 

of this project. Lystek™ would be flexible in discussing financing alternatives of 

the regional facility. In previous Lystek™ installations, Lystek™ has financed, 

built and operated their technology, and leased the space required to do so from 

the land owner.  A summary of the life cycle cost analyses is included in the table 

below: 

Summary of Lystek™ Process Life Cycle Cost Analysis 

Alternative 
Capital 
Cost 

Annual 
Electrical 
Operation 

Cost 

Annual 
Operation & 
Maintenance 

Cost 

Annual Product 
Revenue/Energy 

Recovery 

Annual 
Life 

Cycle 
Cost 

Lystek $14,300,000 $26,000 $368,000 $777,000 $349,000 
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6.0 Biosolids Disposal Alternatives 

 

B&L examined methods of disposal for each of the alternatives. The method of 

disposal represents a significant operating cost for the proposed regional biosolids 

facility.  

6.1 Landfill 

Based on a recent bid price in a nearby area, a disposal fee of $75 per ton 

was assumed for life cycle cost analyses. Landfilling represents the simplest form 

of disposal because requirements for the sludge to be disposed are minimal 

compared to other options. While requirements vary from landfill to landfill, 

typically landfills only require that a minimum solids percentage is obtained 

(minimum 20%). Through discussions with potential private partners, it was 

indicated that the available landfilling capacity can only be expected to decrease 

in the future, as increasingly strict environmental regulation does not promote the 

addition of new landfills in New York State. Eliminating dependency on landfills 

will likely be a cost-effective method as the regional facility’s pricing can be 

expected to stabilize while other disposal facilities’ pricing will have to increase, 

bringing additional receiving revenue to the regional facility.  

6.2 Contract Disposal Class A/Class A EQ Biosolids 

Contract Disposal of Class A Biosolids is a viable option in the 

Warren/Washington/Saratoga County region of New York State. Disposal of 

Class A biosolids requires additional testing and permitting for the regional 

biosolids facility, but provides a potential revenue source. The compost, 

LystekTM, and anaerobic digestion with Lystek™ alternatives produce Class A 

biosolids. Washington County Sewer District #2 is familiar with disposal of 

compost product. A number of potential private partners are interested in the 

disposal of a Class A product and have indicated that they would be interested in 

completing some of the work for the Contract disposal of a Class A product, such 

as sourcing organic wastes to be accepted, taking ownership of the Class A 

product and managing the marketing and selling of the product. Opting for 
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production of a Class A product would allow the regional biosolids facility to 

stabilize operating prices as transportation and disposal costs for the processed 

sludge would be eliminated. This would enable the facility to offer increasingly 

competitive prices against other acceptance facilities, and grow the business as 

additional waste sources are secured.  

6.3 Contract Disposal Class B Biosolids 

Through discussions with potential private partners, the likelihood of 

finding a contract disposal of Class B biosolids is small. This is partially due to 

the nature of farming in this area, which requires land application of fertilizer 

products twice per year. Since Class B products cannot be stored at the land 

application sites, a large amount of storage area will be required to store the 

Class B material and provisions to prevent any unstabilization will have to be 

taken into consideration. It is likely that some of the Class B product would need 

to be landfilled because it cannot be removed from the site immediately.  

Additionally, Class B paper waste materials such as paper waste were land 

applied in the past in the northern NYS area and were harmful to the 

environment, leading to a negative public perception. Generally, disposing of 

Class B biosolids in NYS can be difficult and a best case scenario for disposal of 

Class B material is at no cost. A revenue for the Class B material cannot be 

expected and provisions for landfilling should be made in case a contract 

disposal cannot be acquired. Treatment alternatives that produce Class B 

biosolids include lime stabilization and anaerobic digestion. For the lifecycle 

analyses for these alternatives, it was assumed that landfilling disposal would be 

required and was included in the estimation of the facility operating costs.  
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7.0 Biosolids Handling Location Alternatives 

 

Four (4) locations were evaluated for the regional biosolids handling facility. 

Location alternatives were screened for evaluation based on the following items: 

· Proximity to organic waste generators; 

· Zoning and Proximate Land Uses; 

· Proximity to Potential Energy Users; 

· Relative Site Development Costs; 

· Environmental Site Factors; 

· Site Development and Impact on Operations Costs; 

· Sidestream Management Requirements; 

· Transportation Impacts and, 

· Regulatory and Permitting Requirements. 

A location alternative scoring matrix was prepared for the screening of the four (4) 

location alternatives. Each of the above items was assigned a relative importance factor 

and a score from 5 to 0 was assigned to each of the location alternatives for each item. 

The location alternatives with the highest total scores were selected for further 

evaluation through the combination treatment, disposal and location alternatives. The 

location alternative scoring matrix is included as Table 13. 

7.1 Glens Falls WWTP 

Construction of the regional biosolids facility at the Glens Falls 

Wastewater Treatment Plant offers a number of benefits: 

· The facility could be constructed on land already owned by the 

municipality, eliminating any land purchasing requirements. 

· The site would be able to accommodate any of the evaluated 

alternatives. 

· The majority of the biosolids the regional facility would handle are 

already produced by Glens Falls WWTP or delivered to Glens Falls 

WWTP, minimizing additional transportation costs. 
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· The Glens Falls WWTP is located in an industrial area, providing 

nearby energy users and elimination of land use conflicts with 

proximate land parcels. The Glens Falls WWTP is also central to 

many potential waste generators. 

· The capital cost to implement biosolids handling processes at this 

site is limited when compared to a vacant site as some of the 

infrastructure is already in place. Sidestream management would 

likely not be required as any sidestreams could be brought back to 

the head of the WWTP. If this location is selected, an evaluation of 

the projected sidestream production should be completed to 

determine the effect the sidestream would have on the existing 

operations of the plant.  

Potential negative impacts of utilizing the Glens Falls WWTP site are: 

· If lime stabilization is implemented, an offsite location or an 

enclosed process may be preferable due to odor issues. 

7.2 Washington County Sewer District #2 

Construction of the regional biosolids facility at the Washington County 

Sewer District #2 Wastewater Treatment Plant or the existing Washington 

County Sewer District #2 Compost Facility offers a number of benefits: 

· The facility could be constructed on land already owned by the 

municipality, eliminating any land purchasing requirements. 

· The WCSD#2 WWTP is also central to many potential waste 

generators. The WCSD#2 Compost Facility is located in an 

agricultural area, in close proximity to potential Class A product 

customers.  

· The capital cost to implement biosolids handling processes at this 

site is limited when compared to a vacant site as some of the 

infrastructure is already in place. Sidestream management would 

likely not be required as any sidestreams could be brought back to 
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the head of the WWTP. If this location is selected, an evaluation of 

the projected sidestream production should be completed to 

determine the effect the sidestream would have on the existing 

operations of the plant.  

· If the composting alternative was selected, some of the 

infrastructure is already in place at the WCSD#2 Composting 

Facility, significantly reducing the estimated capital costs. 

Potential negative impacts of utilizing the WCSD#2 WWTP or WCSD#2 

Composting Facility site are: 

· The WWTP site would not be able to accommodate any of the 

composting alternatives. 

· The WWTP site may be able to accommodate the anaerobic 

digestion and lime stabilization alternatives, but would take up any 

space the property has for future growth. 

· There would be limited space for growth of the facility as the 

WWTP expands. 

· The WCSD#2 Composting Facility does not have the infrastructure 

to treat any sidestreams produced. Additional infrastructure would 

be required. 

· Use of the existing composting facility for the treatment of the 

region’s biosolids would increase transportation costs as very little 

of the biosolids are produced at that site. 

· There would be limited space for storage of stabilized sludge. If 

lime stabilization were utilized, an offsite location should be 

considered due to odor issues. 

· Trucking costs for transport of biosolids from Glens Falls WWTP to 

WCSD #2 would be significant. 
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7.3 Off Site Location #1 – Ciba Geigy 

Construction of the regional biosolids facility at the Ciba Geigy site offers a 

number of benefits: 

· The majority of the biosolids the regional facility would handle are 

already produced by Glens Falls WWTP or delivered to Glens Falls 

WWTP, which is located close to the Ciba Geigy location.  

· The Ciba Geigy property is located in an industrial area, providing 

nearby energy users and elimination of land use conflicts with 

proximate land parcels. This location is also central to many 

potential waste generators. 

· An off-site location offers significant opportunities for growth of the 

regional biosolids facility. 

Potential negative impacts of utilizing the Ciba Geigy site are: 

· The site is a brownfield site, which may cause capital costs for 

development to increase. Limited excavation will be allowed and fill 

would likely have to be brought in for successful construction.  

· Additional infrastructure for sidestream management would be 

required. It may be possible that the sidestreams could be piped to 

the Glens Falls WWTP.  

· Additional costs for operations and manpower would likely be 

required as a separate site would need additional labor for the 

management and surveillance of the site and its processes. 

· Purchasing of this property would be required and interest in selling 

the property is unknown. 

· Trucking costs for transport of biosolids from Glens Falls WWTP 

and WCSD #2 to the regional facility would be significant. 

7.4 Off Site Location #2 

A generic off site location was considered as an alternative to the Ciba 

Geigy and WWTP sites. The generic site would require approximately 3.5 to 4.0 
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acres of usable space for construction, an area for construction of a sidestream 

outfall for discharges and access for large trucks to reach the site. A potential 

offsite location for construction of the regional biosolids facility would the the GE 

Dewatering site in Fort Edward. Construction of the regional biosolids facility at a 

generic off-site location offers a number of benefits: 

· The facility could be constructed on a third-party property, lending 

to simpler operations, ownership and management negotiations. 

· This location could be controlled so that it is central to many 

potential waste generators, energy users and consistent with 

proximate land uses. 

· An off-site location offers significant opportunities for growth of the 

regional biosolids facility. 

Potential negative impacts of utilizing the generic off-site location are: 

· Additional infrastructure for sidestream management would be 

required as there may not be a sewer connection at the site. 

· Additional costs for operations and manpower would likely be 

required as a separate site would need additional labor for the 

management and surveillance of the site and its processes. 

· Trucking costs for transport of biosolids from Glens Falls WWTP 

and WCSD #2 to the regional facility would be significant. 
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8.0 Public Private Partnership Opportunities  

 

Rather than constructing new infrastructure to be owned by the municipalities, 

the AGC could enter into a public private partnership for biosolids management. In such 

a partnership, the private entity would be responsible for biosolids management from 

the end of belt filter press through disposal. Instead of financing, building, owning, and 

operating new biosolids management equipment, the municipalities would enter into a 

contract with a private partner who would do so. This private partner would be 

responsible for disposing of the biosolids and the municipalities would pay a tipping fee 

for that service. Such a partnership would likely be economically favorable for the 

municipalities. The costs, risks, and revenue streams associated with the regional 

biosolids facility would be divided between the private partners and the municipalities – 

thereby improving regional resiliency. Four viable perspective private partners for 

biosolids management have been identified as part of this evaluation: Wheelabrator 

Hudson Falls, LLC, Lystek International, Inc., ESMI Companies, and Casella Waste 

Management.  

8.1 Wheelabrator  

The Glens Falls biosolids are currently being hauled off-site for 

incineration at the Wheelabrator facility in Hudson Falls, NY. The Wheelabrator 

energy-from-waste facility accepts biosolids and other waste sources as 

feedstock in their boilers. The flue gas from the boilers heats pressurized steam 

which is used to turn a turbine and generate electricity. Waste volumes are 

reduced by 90% via this process. The energy-from-waste facility has been 

operating in Hudson Falls since 1991.   

The Wheelabrator facility in Hudson Falls accepts municipal biosolids 

waste, but a private hauler must be hired to transport biosolids to the incinerator. 

While Glens Falls is currently utilizing the Wheelabrator facility as their biosolids 

solution, they offer long-term contracts. The Wheelabrator offers a local, 

environmentally conscience method of disposing of biosolids that could be 
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employed by AGC member communities if Wheelabrator has excess capacity 

which could be limited.   

8.2 LystekTM 

The LystekTM process was extensively described in sections 4.6 and 5.4 

as a municipal-owned infrastructure option for biosolids management. 

Alternatively, a partnership with LystekTM would allow utilization of this innovative 

process without municipality ownership or operation. LystekTM has a public 

private partnership with Fairfield-Suisun Sewer District (FSSD) in California to 

provide biosolids solution to the region. LystekTM designed, built, and operates a 

large commercial biosolids processing facility which was self-financed through 

their ownership group. Under-utilized buildings at the FSSD WWTP were 

converted to house the equipment. The municipality owns the site and LystekTM 

owns and maintains the equipment. This California facility started receiving 

materials in the fall of 2016.  

To implement this type of partnership, LystekTM could use a similar 

agreement structure. A long-term, renewable agreement would first be 

established. LystekTM could own and operate the equipment at the Glens Falls 

WWTP or another selected site. LystekTM would pay a host mitigation fee for use 

of the site. The municipalities would be responsible for the required permitting. 

LystekTM could own and maintain the equipment, pay for associated electrical 

and chemical costs, operate the equipment, and sell the fertilizer product. For 

these services, the municipalities would pay a tipping fee to LystekTM.   

8.3 ESMI  

The Environmental Soil Management of New York, LLC, or ESMI, owns 

and operates a thermal treatment facility in Fort Edward, NY. ESMI has over 25 

years of experience in contaminated soil remediation via thermal desorption. In 

thermal desorption treatment, solid media is heated to the point of contaminant 

volatilization, but before combustion of media. This volatilization is accomplished 

in a rotary drum dryer which heats the media to 450 – 950 degrees Fahrenheit. 
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The volatilized contaminants are then carried within the process air stream and 

destroyed by thermal oxidation. Their thermal desorption process has a 99.9% 

removal destruction efficiency.  

ESMI has not currently developed parameters for accepting biosolids, but 

are interested in pursuing this new waste stream. The Fort Edward facility has 

the current operational capacity to accept proposed biosolids from AGC and 

would only require modification to their existing permit with NYSDEC. To accept 

biosolids, ESMI would engage in a term contract with a minimum of 5 years. 

Partnering with ESMI offers another local and cost effective option for regional 

biosolids management.  

8.4 Casella Waste Management 

Casella is a waste management company based in Vermont. Casella has 

vast experience in handling organic waste streams. Annually, they transform over 

400,000 tons of food scraps, paper mill by-products, biosolids, and other 

organics into nutrient rich soil amendments. Biosolids are transported from 

partner wastewater treatment plants to Casella’s composting facilities. Casella 

has a well-established facility in Chateaugay, NY which takes in 40,000 tons of 

organic waste per year. This organic material is processed via in-vessel 

composting to produce a Class A product which is then land applied to farmland. 

The Casella Chateaugay facility has room for growth, as it is permitted to accept 

70,000 tons per year. Sludge must be tested before setting a precise tipping fee. 

 

In order to gather specific details and pricing on each potential partnership, as well 

as to better compare these options, it is suggested that a Request for Proposals (RFP) 

be issued. Proposals from each perspective partner should include details on ownership 

and operation of equipment, transportation of biosolids, and tipping fees. This 

information is essential to determine which partnership is ideal, or if no partnership are 

financially beneficial or logistically sound at this time. The RFP will seek biosolids 

management from the end of the conveyor of the belt press through disposal. Results 
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from the RFP will be compared with the municipality financing, constructing, and 

operating option to determine what the best option is for the regional facility.   

9.0 Recommended Improvements 

 

A public private partnership in which a private entity manages biosolids in the 

region has been determined ideal, because it avoids large capital investment, 

decreases required operational maintenance, and mitigates risk for the municipality. 

Therefore, it is suggested that a Request for Proposal (RFP) be issued. Proposals from 

perspective private partners should be evaluated on a financial and logistical basis. 

Once the superior private partner is determined, the municipalities will enter into a long-

term contract for biosolids management, paying an established per-ton tipping fee.  

If no partnership proposal is deemed suitable, the AGC has the option to 

finance, construct, own, and operate a regional biosolids facility to treat the municipally 

produced biosolids in the region. If constructing a regional biosolids facility, then the 

Lystek™ alternative will be the most cost-effective and is recommended. The cost of 

this alternative was estimated assuming that it was installed at the Glens Falls WWTP. 

When used as a stand-alone process, Lystek™ is limited in its ability to accept wastes 

compared with an anaerobic digestion process because the biosolids loading into the 

Lystek™ process are required to have a solids content of 15-19%. When paired with 

anaerobic digestion followed by belt filter presses, the acceptance ability of the Lystek™ 

process is improved. Anaerobic digestion can be implemented as later phases at the 

Glens Falls WWTP in coordination with the Lystek™ process to maximize revenue by 

accepting biosolids from a number of haulers and industrial sources in the area.  

10.0 Funding 

 

B&L has identified a number of possible funding sources for the construction of 

a regional facility. If a public private partnership is pursued, there are potential grant 

funding opportunities if ESMI needs to expand its operation, or for LystekTM 

construction. Such funding would be secured by the parties constructing the facility. If 
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the municipalities build a facility, there are several possible municipal funding sources 

available.  

Funding opportunities may be pursued through NYSERDA if the anaerobic 

digestion alternative is pursued. NYSERDA offers grants for the construction of 

anaerobic digester use to generate electricity. Currently, these grant programs are 

closed, but are expected to reopen soon. If the municipalities decide to pursue this 

option, costs for the construction of the digesters, gas conditioning equipment and CHP 

system may be eligible for coverage under these grant programs.  

A variety of funding programs are available under the NYS Consolidated 

Funding Application (CFA). CFA programs that the municipalities may be able to take 

advantage of are the Empire State Development Grant Funds ($175 million available) 

and the Climate Smart Communities Grant Program ($11 million available).  The Empire 

State Development Grant Funds is available for economic development projects, 

including infrastructure investment and awards are offered as an incentive to undertake 

a project. Any amount of the project costs could be covered under this program and if 

awarded, the municipalities would be notified of their award amount. Organics 

acceptance facilities are a funding target of the Climate Smart Communities Grant 

Program. This program could offer a maximum award of $100,000. Additional funding 

for the proposed improvements may come from a variety of Federal and State programs 

and be in the form of loans and grants.  The eligibility criteria differs between each 

program, but protection of the public health, protection of the environment, energy 

conservation, and/or economic development are key factors in many applications. It is 

recommended that the municipalities submit a Consolidated Funding Application (CFA) 

to apply for a variety of funding programs.  

The municipalities may be able to secure low interest financing through the NYS 

Environmental Facilities Corporation (NYS EFC)’s Clean Water State Revolving Fund 

(CWSRF). NYS EFC scores projects based on merits as outlined above. It is 

recommended that the municipalities submit the project for funding from this source to 

receive project scoring and funding availability. 
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